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OF THE major improve-
ments which, in the past, have
influenced the entire trend of
radio, Sparton Las been the
exclusive sponsor of several
and one of the pioneers in the
developmeirkt of others. We will
introduce, at the Chicago show,
improvements that will be of
equal importance with Sparton
developments in the past.

SPACES B 17-13-19-20-21-22
GRAND BALL Room

STEVENS HOTEL
Demonstration Rooms 512-513

THE SPARKS-WITHINGToN CO.
(Established 1900)

JACKSON, MICH., U. S. A
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NICE FRESH PENTODES
MIGHTY MU'S

-GORGEOUS GADGETS
Sure! ... Brunswick has 'em all ... and many
of "ern exclusively . . . But that isn't the only
reason why Brunswick Radio and Panatrope-
with-Radio are the world's finest instruments
for the reproduction of music. New deices
and technical refinements mean very little in
themselves ... It's the way those refinements
and deices are used that counts!

Of course, you'll always find in Brunswick
instruments all the latest improvements
and refinements in tube and circuit design.
With the enormous combined resources of
Brunswick and Warner Bros. Pictures, and
the highly specialized radio and acconstical
technique that forms the background of these
two great organizations, you can be sure that

no proven development will be neglected in
building Brunsw irk instruments to a standard
of musical performance.

Brunswick gives you and your customers far
more than "gradgets"*. To you, Brunswick offers
an established dealer policy ...sales to at.thor-
ized dealers only . . . price protection . . .

stability and strength ... and the opportunity
to concentrate on Brunswick with complete
confidence in your future. To your customers,
Brunswick offers enduring satisfaction with a
musical instrument they will be proud to own
through the 'ears.

And remember that the Brunswick "Step -

Ladder Sales Plan- will step-up your profits!

Jicru/nswick Aadio Corporation
MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO, PANATROPE AND THE WORLD -P AMOUS BRUNSWICK RECORDS

N W YORK-CHICAGO-TORONTO Subsidiary of W kitNER BROS. PICTURES, INC.

BRUNSWICK RADIO
BE SURE TO SEE THE NEW BRUNSWICK INSTRUMENTS DESCRIBED ON PAGE 93
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The Spirit of'29
Those were the days-way

back in '29! Recall this
scene? Len Welling's Trade
Show Special had just un-
loaded its rollicking crew at
Englewood. Everybody was
happy. And with just cause,
for sales reached new
heights that year.

But now it's '31. Again
the "specials" are heading
for Chicago and the Stevens.
What of our morale this
year? Cold reason answers,

"Never better !"

Vol. 13, No. 6
RADIO

RETAILING
HOME ENTERTAINMENT MERCHANDISING

0. H. CALDWELL, Editor

-and of '31
Surely, the worst is behind

us. With this issue Radio
Retailing definitely sounds a
new and deeper call to ac-
tion. Home entertainment-
in a broader and more fruit-
ful sense-lies just ahead.
Read the artides on this sub-
ject in this number, there-
fore, with more than usual
care. . . . And then resolve
to recreate that "Spirit of
'29," but in the more sub-
stantial manner which these
broader sales opportunities

will make possible.

JTJNE, 1931
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DIVERSITY" 9f
the Strombery-

No. 19 Superheterodyne
Receiver. 60 cycle. Price,
complete with tubes, East
of Rockies .

No. 20 Superheterodyne
Receiver, 60 cycle. Price.
complete with tubes, East
of Rockies . $225

No. 22 Superheterodyne
Receiver, 60 cycle. Price,
complete with tubes, East
of Rockies .

Superheterodyne chassis used in the finest Stromberg-
Carlson models of this circuit.

CIRCUITS : Tuned Radio Frequency and Non -Radiating
Superheterodyne.

MODELS : A. C. and D.C.

CABINETS: Simple and more decorative-Mahogany and
Walnut-with doors and without doors.

TYPES: Radio alone-Automatic Record Changing Com-
bination-Radio Convertible into Radio -Phonograph.

PRICES: Ranging from $195 to $645.

" There is nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson"

The new and revolutionary merchandising plan behind the new
Stromberg-Carlson franchise offers features never before ap-
plied to radio merchandising. You will want to know the novel
details of this original plan. Write for them.

Listen to the Stromberg-Carlson hour Monday Evenings in a Coast -to -Coast Broadcast
of the Rochester Civic Orchestra over the N B C Blue Network and Associated Stations.

i8 9a .; MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE. THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS
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CHOICEAiarks
Carlson one ..

T. R. F. chassis used in the finest Stromberg -Carlson
models of this circuit.

HAVING what the public wants, presents no problems to Stromberg-Carlson
dealers. If some households prefer the pinnacle of attainment in radio tone

quality, with easy tuning in of the best stations and the finest programs-Strom-
berg-Carlson T. R. F. Receivers give it.
If others prefer the finest tone compatible with the utmost selectivity and skilled
tuning in of remote stations close together on the dial yet miles apart geograph-
ically-Stromberg-Carlson Telephone - Built Superheterodynes, completely free
of radiation-give it.
If some want A. C. operation, some D. C. operation, some convertible models,
others again automatic phonograph combinations - they need look no farther
than Stromberg-Carlson. Preferences in simple or more decorative cabinets, in
either walnut or mahogany-every Stromberg-Carlson dealer can meet.
If some desire to pay, for the finest make of radio, as little as $195 and others,
for radio's most luxurious model, over $600 - either can choose a price within

the Stromberg-Carlson line.
Possessing such variety of circuits, models, types and prices, Stromberg-Carlson
dealers do not have all their eggs in one basket-a fact more vital in 1931 than
in any other year in radio. In our judgment, no radical changes in the radio art
threatens the owner of one of these Stromberg-Carlsons. Nowhere in radio are
the fundamentals so perfected as in this S tromberg -Carlson stabilized line of
T. R. F. and Non -Radiating Superheterodyne radios.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SATO ber

No. 10 T. R. F. Receiver,
60 cycle. Price $259.00
Tubes . . . 12.35
*Total . . $271.35
(Also made for D.C. Areas)

r

No. 11 T. R. F. Receiver,
60 cycle. Price $285.00
Tubes . . . 12.35
*Total . . . $297.35
(Also made for D.C. Areas)

14.

No. 12 T. R. F. Rereiver,
60 cycle. Price $355.00
Tubes . . . 15.65
*Total . . $370.65

No. 14 T. R. F. Mul ti -
Record Receiver, 60 cycle.
Price, . . . $645.00
Tubes . . . 15.65
*Total . . . $660.65

* Prices quoted are East of Rockies.

MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS
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GAIN LYRIC
ALL MODELS SUPER -HETERODYNE

 ALL MODELS WITH PENTODE AND VARIABLE MU TUBES

Model S-6-$49.50 complete with 6
tubes: 2-224 Modulator and Detector
Tubes. 1-227 Oscillator Tube. 1-551
Variable Mu Tube. 1-247 Pentode.
1-280 Power.

FULL TONE
SUPER -SENSITIVITY
PERFECT SELECTIVITY

4. (FouR) GANG CONDENSER*

SPOTLIGHT TUNING*
TONE CONTROL*
FREEDOM FROM HUM

VOGUE CABINET DESIGNS
FIVE MODELS 6-7-8-9 TUBES
MOST ATTRACTIVE PRICE RANGE_

Model S.7-$69.50 Com-
plete with 7 Tubes:
2-224 Modulator and De-

tector Tubes
1-227 Oscillator Tube
2.551 Variable Mu rubes
1.247 Pentode
1.230 Power

 ON ALL MODELS EXCEPT S-6

Model S-9 (not illustrated)
2 models $119.50 and $139.50 complete, 9 tubes;
1.224 Modulator and Detector Tube; 2.227 Oscillator
Tubes; 3-551 Variable Mu Tubes; 2 -247 Pentodes;
1 -280 Power.
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ipothxht CIM gunin-

Lyric Spotlight Dialing
-spots the station with

a traveling beam of light.

sets the pace in VALUE
Model S.5--$99.50 com-
plete with 8 tubes:
1.224 Modulator and De-

tector Tube
2.227 Oscillator Tubes
2.551 Variable Mu Tubes
2.247 Pentodes
1.280 Power

THE minute you see the new LYRICS
you'll be won by their beauty of design. When you
hear them, you'll find a real thrill from their glorious
tone. Solid months of intensive laboratory work have
brought forth a super -heterodyne that sets entirely
new standards of clarity, hair -line tuning, selectivity
and pure undistorted reception.

Here is a radio that meets every popular demand in
performance; all models are Super -heterodyne with
Pentode and Variable -Mu tubes. Tone control, four
gang condenser and Lyric spot light tuning on all
models except the smallest. Push pull pentodes in
model S-8 for the first time in Super -heterodyne cir
cuit. Nothing better than the S-9 with automatic
volume control.

Here is a radio in a complete range of models, popu-
larly priced for everyone . . . a radio that welcomes
comparison on any and every point of construction
and performance.

Today's buying public demands an exceptional radio
at a very reasonable price. Lyric 1932 models will set
the pace in value and Lyric dealers will set the pace in
sales.

Sell the line that sells itself.

All American Mohawk Corporation
North Tonawanda, N.Y.

4.!
WRITE OR WIRE FOR

COMPLETE LYRIC PROPOSITION RAD I 0
PRODUCT OF WURLITZER
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Mighty Monarch
of the Air

There is no

RADIO
The radio business has 4 big months -
2 good months -6 medium -to -fair ones.

1111111
JAN. FEB MAR. APR. MAT JUNE JULY AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. OEC.

REFRIGERATOR
Refrigerator sales reverse the radio calendar-
give biggest profits when radio sales are lowest.

=
-2-_---_- -= .-

JAN. FEN. MAR. APR. MAT JUNE JULY AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.

RADIO and REFRIGERATOR
Now add them together! See what

your sales can easily be!

-

I
JAN. Fn. MAN. APR. MAT JUNE JULY AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.

seasonal problem
for MAJESTIC

Dealers
Just as the "natural" radio months end, refrigerator
sales begin. During those months when radio pros-
pects are hard to find and difficult to sell, refrigera-
tor sales are at their peak. In the Fall, when the
public loses some of its interest in the cooling of
food, radio comes back into its own. Majestic Dealers
have only to follow this cycle for year 'round profits.

Two and one-half million Majestic Radio owners
are "leads" for the sale of Majestic Refrigerators.
The public knows that Majestic builds a quality
product and, by highly developed manufacturing
methods, can set prices that mean Value. Majestic
discounts are so arranged that a dealer can make a
worth -while profit on his investment and his work.
Majestic Distributors are experienced merchandisers
and work with their dealers.

If you do not hold a Majestic fran-
chise, call, write or wire the Majestic
Distributor at once.

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.

Makers of

MIGHTY MONARCH
OF THE ARCTIC

RADIO and REFRIGERATOR
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EVEREADY RAYTHEON'S
PARADE OF NEW ACHIEVEMENTS
BUILT ON THE SOLID FOUNDATION OF

4 -PILLAR
CONSTRUCTION

ER 247 - Power Pentode, for output stage of A. C.
receivers. Pick one up and compare it with any
other make of tube. You will notice:
(1) Large clearances between electrodes, which
helps to insure uniform characteristics.
(2) Large radiating area to dissipate heat, contribut-
ing to safe operating temperature and long life.
(3) Elements rigidly spaced both top and bottom,
with a large number of supporting lead -wires.
(4) Four sturdy pillars, one at each corner of a
square, supporting the heavy elements. This is the
4 -pillar construction, an improvement more neces-
sary than ever, in Pentode tube construction.

ER 235 - Variable Mu tube, for use as amplifier in
A. C. receivers.
ER 551 - Variable Mu tube, for use as amplifier in
A. C. receivers.
ER 238-Power Pentode, for output stage of auto-
mobile and 110 -volt D.C. receivers.
ER 236 - Screen Grid Amplifier, for use in auto-
mobile and 110 -volt D.C. receivers.
ER 237 - Detector, Amplifier, a general-purpose
tube for automobile and 110 -volt D. C. receivers.

ER 233 - Power Pentode, a 2 -volt tube for output
stage of battery -operated and 110 -volt D.C. receivers.

These tubes are recommended only for receivers
especially designed for their use. The Eveready
Raytheon 4 -pillar construction insures uniform
characteristics, long life, and rigid support for the
heavy and complex elements of these new tubes.
4 -pillar tubes are "shock -proof" . . . they can be
shipped or delivered in radio -sets ... they give con-
sistently superior reception in automobile radios,
where they are subject to jolts and vibration . . .

and they are especially well adapted for the new
type of set where tubes are mounted horizontally.

Compare all these new 4 -pillar tubes with others
... you can hear the difference and see the reason!

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.

Branches:
Chicago Kansas City
New York San Francisco

Unit of Union Carbide

and Carbon Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTH EON
4 -PILLAR4-Pl TUBES
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Here's your
Opportunity

don't miss it!

THE KELVINATOR Merchandise is, in itself,
sufficient reason to justify the selection of

the Kelvinator Sales Agreement, in preference
to any other. No other Line offers such com-
plete coverage-or so many exclusive, important
features. With 15 different Cabinet Models
you have a Model for every size home or
apartment --every size income. Every prospect
for an electric refrigerator is a Kelvinator
prospect-your prospect. This coverage means
greater volume and bigger profits.
But, in addition to the Product, Kelvinator
offers policies that are fair; discounts that are
liberal; a name that is known and respected
the world over; an organization that is capable

of keeping Kelvinator in the forefront in the
industry; and lastly, a Sales Agreement that is,
in every respect, considerate of the dealer's
welfare and success.
The Kelvinator Franchise is, unmistakably,
the most desirable in the industry. There are
still opportunities for qualified dealers in
various parts of the country to begin making
money from a Kelvinator relation. Phone,
write or wire for a representative to call on
you to give you all the facts.

KELVINATOR CORPORATION
14263 Plymouth Road, Detroit, Michigan

Kelvinator of Canada, Limited, London, Ontario
Kelvinator Limited, London, England

Kelvinator
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EVERY PHILCO NOW A

Quality-Values-Unparalleled! Amazing, Unbelievable Prices!

Greater power-greater distance-greater clarity and beauty of tone-greater range
and selection of stations-greater performance from 7, 9, 11 -tube Superheterodyne sets.

PHILCO adds the tremendous PLUS of Balanced -Unit
Tone to Supetheterodyne Selectivity and Screen Grid Power.

In the two "station strips"
between these pictures you
see a startling new compari-
son of radio performance..
Just as the picture at the left
represents the distorted tone,
the blurred reception of an
unbalanced radio-the sta-
tion strip at the left shows
the gaps, the cross -talk, the
overlapping of stations
found on an ordinary set..

BA LANC

KFI

WSM

WEAF

WMAQ

WPTF

CKGW

WLW

WOR

WGN

CKAC

WSB

WJR

WJZ

WBBM

Hundreds and hundreds of dealers by concentrating on Philco have more than douEled their business.

Turn to the next page and read the biggest money-making

news in years from the world's largest makers of radio.



HIGHBOY MODEL 70 $65 75
Complete

- with Tubes
7 -Tube Superheterodyne

A red-hot, fast -selling model of exquisite design in figured Black Walnut
with Scroll -carved Arch and Pin Stripe Pilasters. Tone Control -Uses new
Pentode Tube -No cross talk -Has Illuminated Station Recording Dial
-Marvelous new Elecaro-Dynamic Speaker-Sold complete with 7 Philco
Balanced Tubes (3 Screen Grid) -One of the greatest Philco values ever
offered to the public.
A similar model Philco all -electric Radio-Phonoaraph complete with 7 tubes
(3 Screen Grid) and using the new Pentode Power Tube is $1 to.

BABY GRAND MODEL 70 s
Tubes95

complete49-with7 -Tube Superheterodyne
Tremendous performance in minimum size. Sold complete
with 7 Philco Balanced Tubes (3 Screen Grid). Uses the new
Pentode Power Tube and a marvelous new Electro-Dynamic
Speaker with as per cent greater efficiency. Illuminated Station
Recording Dial-Tone Control -Selectivity -No cross talk
-Genuine American Black Walnut Cabinet-Figured NValnut
Instrument Panel -Arch " V "-matched Oriental wood -16
inches wide, 175, inches high.

HIGHBOY MODEL 90
5109 75 Complete

9 -Tube Superheterodyne - with Tubes

An exquisite creation in American Black Walnut and figured Butt Walnut,
with Arch of " V "-matched Oriental Wood. Pilasters in Pin Stripe
Walnut and Quilted Maple Decoration. Hand -rubbed lacquer finish.
Four -Point Tone Control -Two 245 Power Tubes, Push-Pull-Long Dis-
tance Switch-Illuminated Station Recording Dial -Oversize Electro-Dy-
namic Speaker, and above all else, Balanced Superheterodyne Selectivity-
Sensitivity plus Screen Grid Power and pure, undistorted tone with absolute
freedom from cross talk.
In a similar Lowbc,-, complete with 9 Philco Balanced Tubes, $89.75.

To Meet the Present -Day

Study Each Model-the Value-the PRICE!

EVERY Philco is now a Superheterodyne. Every
Philco has Balanced Units. Every Philco is

factory -equipped with Balanced Tubes. Every Philco
is priced complete with tubes. Every cabinet is the
last word in furniture design.

Your future as a radio dealer depends on whether
you have a line-a complete line -each unit of such
tremendous value that you can sell up and make the
dollar profit you need.

Philco's strength is not in having just one "hot"
number.

Each and every Philco in each and every price
and performance classification represents the greatest

H I LCO
WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO MANUFACTURER

VALUE MEANS A BETTER RADIO FOR LESS MONEY
PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA, DENVER AND WEST



LOWBOY MODEL 112 S1495° Complete
- with Tubes11 -Tube Superheterodyne -Plus

A new standard in furniture beauty by Norman Bel Geddes, Amen, a',
foremost designer. Exquisitely finished in contrasting hand -rubbed mat, hed
Butt Walnut and American Black Walnut. Instrument Panel in figured
Black Walnut framed in "V" -matched Oriental wood. Superheterodyne
Selectivity plus Tremendous Screen Grid Power-Four-Point Tone Control,
Illuminated Station Recording Dial-Automatic Volume Control that
counteracts the fading of distant stations and blasting of lo. al. Over-
size Electro-Dynamic Speaker and Illuminated Station Reccrding Dial.

(-41113
Crowded Broadcasting Conditions

Study Each Model-the Value-the PRICE!

value to the buying public that has ever been
known.

Don't even think of selling any make of radio until
you have seen and operated this amazing Philco line-
have marveled at the performance and realized that
Philco is the fastest selling, the hottest," most com-
plete, and by all odds the most profitable line that a real,
aggressive, " eye -to -the -future " radio dealer could have.

SUPERHETERODYNE

HIGHBOY MODEL 112 '16950 complete- with Tubes11 -Tube Superheterodyne -Plus
A beautiful and graceful furniture masterpiece, also created by Norman
Bel Geddes. The very finest of American Black Walnut, matched Bo- t
Walnut with figured Instrument Panel. Half sliding doors. Hand-rubbe
lacquer finish and exquisite grill of original tapestry design. Superhetero-
dyne Selectivity plus Tremendous Screen Grid Power-Four-Point Tore
Control, Illuminated Station Recording Dial-Automatic Volume Control
that counteracts the fading of di tai, ns and blasting of local;.
Oversize Electro-Dynamic Speaker and 1 ,.minated Station Recording Dial.
Also in a Radio -Phonograph with Atit mar,- Record Changer and Auto-
matic Volume Control, complete with i i Phil.° Balanced Tubes, $295.

BABY GRAND MODEL 90 So 7lo 50 comPlete
with Tubes

9 -Tube Superheterodyne
Greatest of all srm. I rai.os, with real big -set performance.
9-tube-Four-point Tone Control -Two 245 Power Tubes,
Push-Pull-New Elc,tro-Dynamic Speaker, 25 per cent more
efficient-Illuminated Station Recording Dial -Long Distance
Switch. Beautifully designed in American Black Walnut-
Instrument P .ric! m.r. Butt Walnut and Arch of "V" -
matched Ortrm-: - Hand -rubbed lacquer finish. Cabinet
only 18 in,

NOT A CHEAPER PRICE FOR LESS RADIO
PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA, DENVER AND WEST



Phileo, Philadelphia, Pa.

Please send me at once, flee, the full and complete details of your complete new
PI-11LCO Line and the facts on the PHILCO PROFIT -PLAN. No obligation, of course.

I am (am not) a radio merchant.

.Yana_

Firm Name

.iddress --

Coy and State

Competition Hasn't a Chance
AGAINST THESE POINTS OF

PHILCO SUPERIORITY
ABRAND new, complete, priced -to -sell line.

Tremendous value in each and every style
and every pocket -book classification. Every set
a BALANCED SUPERHETERODYNE that sweeps all
obsolete designs and circuits into the discard!
Everything a wide-awake radio retailer needs,
including the most profitable "proposition" that
will be offered to any radio dealer this season.

Values that will astonish the buying public
and sweep aside all so-called competition. The
utmost in quality and proven performance. Prices
that will amaze even a hard-boiled radio merchant
and startle the public into buying.

SUPERHETERODYNE CHASSIS from top
to bottom of the Line-startling improvements -
7 tubes; 9 tubes; f r tubes-receivers that teem with
"eye value"- a new special tube-advanced chassis
that will out -perform radios selling for twice the
money-also Battery and D.C. sets.

Continuation of famous PHILCO FEATURES that
MAKE SALES-in addition to the improvements
already developed.

Steady production without o:Tr-stocking. Sets
when and as you need them.

A new, gigantic advertising campaign which will
run continuously-no cancellations-no unfulfilled
promises-continual support for dealers. Don't fail
to read this week's three -page Philco spread in The
Saturday Evening Post! The most sensational radio an-
nouncement ever made to the public! By all means study
the value at each and every price level.

New and greater broadcasting- " Spectacles of
the Air"-Stokowski -international events that
"Crash the Front Page"-Aso a new kind of
PHILCO Hour-Popular, Thrilling, right from your
OwN local station over YOUR OWN NAME!

And the most comprehensive Dealer Program of
Sales Helps ever staged-selling plans, window
iiisplays, free posters, advertising-a wealth of
material to round out the great Philco-Profit Plan
fur the Summer and Fall of 1931.

Printed in C. S. A.
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"easier
to sell
when

Centralab
eQuippel

DEALERS everywhere are
educating an already "radio -wise"
public to appreciate the value of a set 'that is "CENTRALAB
Equipped."

The smooth, noiseless functioning of the CENTRALAB Con-
trol as you increase or decrease the volume is a decided asset
in demonstrations.

Most representative manufacturers now specify CENTRALAB
Volume Controls . . . and for volume control replacements
nothing can approach the perfection of CENTRALAB.

A new VOLUME CONTROL Guide is now off the press
showing you how you can service practically all old and new
sets with a mere handful of CENTRALAB controls. Use the
coupon at once.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
920 Keefe Ave.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Enclosed find 25c. for which send me your new
VOLUME CONTROL GUIDE.

Name

Address

City State
Red. Ret.
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Would you like to receive
a copy? Write to The
American Weekly, 959
Eighth Ave., at .57th Street,
New York City.

THE
LilUtion

it t!, World

MERICAN
ED

Lovelyciagr
1;ft

ar

byillaysiegrpip

When you display

merchandise advertised in
THE AMERICAN WEEKLY
you are taking real advantage
of the enormous consumer
demand created by the world's

largest circulation 5,500,000

every week.
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Attending the R. M. A. show in Chicago, you

will want to be sure to see the one complete

line of Midgets to be shown in Chicago at
that time.

Through the courtesy of our Illinois dis-
tributors, we have arranged a striking exhibit
of our latest models. They will be on dis-
play in the rooms of the Illinois Jackson -Bell

Company in the

l'Uk[ OIL BLDG
35 EAST WACK-ER DRIVE

DURING R.M.A.
SHOW - C -1 -11C -AGO

In 6 years given to the production of Midget
Radios, Jackson -Bell have built one of the
most substantial institutions in radio dis-

tributed Nationally. Right now they promise
you their greatest achievement-the greatest
opportunity ever placed before you. See the

line without fail.

WITHOUT FAIL
See the Jackson -Bell

Line, Pure Oil Building

When in Chicago.

MULTI-Muand
PENTODE TUBES
The complete line of Midgets offered by
Jackson -Bell for 1931-32 is priced to give you
a range of popular prices. A circui- employing
Multi -Mu and Pentode Tubes is featured-a
Jackson -Bell development which gives new per-
formance to Midgets. Right now, when you need
such merchandise to sell at your fill profit, be
sure to see the Jackson -Bell displa,.

A COMPLETE LINE

OF MIDGETS AT
POPULAR PRICES

PL S
LO ANGELES :CALIFO RNIA

SUPERHETERODYNE
CIRCUIT USING
MULTI -MU & PENTODE

TUBES

DURING R. M. A. SHOW WEEK FACTORY PRINCIPALS WILL BE AT
JACKSON -BELL HEADQUARTERS, SUITE 1202 CONGRESS HOTEL, CHICAGO
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THE THOROUGHBRED TUBE

eA Thoroughbred
makes no claims...
his admirers do that!

EPINARD
One of the greatest thor-
oughbreds that ever sprung
into being in France was
"Epinard" and his game
performances both in
Europe and America won
him a great host of friends.
In this country though run-
ning under the severe hand-
icap of an ailing hoof he
displayed the courage of
the real thoroughbred. His
own appearance here and
the careers of the colts
he sired, are destined to
leave a lasting mark in the
history of the American
turf. His owner, Pierre
Wertheimer, celebrated
sportsman and millionaire
perfumer of France., may
well have been proud of
him.

- ready to prove by performance

LEADING T-IE FIELD
Type JRC-247

Type JRC-235

Type JRC-236

Type JRC-237

Type JRC-238

Results are what you want; and JRC are
contented to be judged by results alone.

Licensed Under Patents of the
Radio Corporation of America

stALED

Ioveitwssitc0

Write for name of nearest JRC Distributor and details of dealer cooperation

JOHNSONBURG RADIO CORP.
JOHNSONBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Chicago: 28 East Jackson Blvd.
JRC



Just plug Cinderella in any
electric outlet and it does
the washing in a jffy-
for only one cent an hour.

Cinderella is useful for the
week's wash, and for
quickly needed things that
are washed every day.

Cinderella is a big seller
to small families-espe-
cially to families with
Young babies.

Cinderella is safe for the
daintiest silks and laces; it
has no moving parts to in 
jure clothes.

Cinderella is just right for
apartment dwellers. It can
be tucked away in small
space when not in use.

This glass demonstrator
shows Cinderella's "Vac-
uumAction" in action, and
helps you make sales.

Radio Retailing, lune, 1931

It Draws the Crowds !
Cinderella Glass Demonstrators
Prove Big Help in Making Sales

I
indere
Portable Electric Clothes Washer

"WINDOW demonstration marvelous at-
traction. Sales increasing. Cinderella

Washers are washing away the bad times for
us." That is what one dealer wrote about the
Cinderella Glass Demonstrator. And similar
enthusiastic letters are coming in every day.

Cinderella's low price of $37.50 appeals to
thousands of women who couldn't afford a
washer before. Cinderella's amazing new
"Vacuum -Action" principle, which does away
with moving parts, appeals to thousands of

Black & Decker Mfg. Co.
602 Pennsylvania Ave.
Towson, Md.

Please send full details of the Cinderella sales plan to:

women who have been unwilling to trust their
clothes to washers with agitators of one kind
or another that thrash about inside. Cinder-
ella's handy size and light weight appeal to
thousands of women for whom a large, heavy
washer would be entirely impractical.

Don't wait any longer. Mail the coupon for
full details of the profit -making Cinderella
Sales Plan. Cinderella is a product of The
Black & Decker Mfg. Co., World's Largest
Manufacturer of Portable Electric Tools. Mail
the coupon now.

17

-off.ou
bNuil

Name
Street No

City County State
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STEVENS HOTEL

EXHIBITION HALL,
BOOTHS 40-41-42-43

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
No. 1400-1401-1401-A

Itehicago
GENERAL MOTORS RADIO

.

THE IMPROVED SUPER -HETERODYNE
in an entirely new series of

Radios and Radio phonographs

<>

GENERAL MOTORS RADIO CORPORATION
DAYTON, OHIO
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JUNE IS TELECHRON*CLOCK-TIME!

STOCK THESE NEW SALES -LEADERS ... SOME

WITH CHIMES ... SOME WITH ALARMS ... AND ALL

WITH SELF-STARTING TELECHRON MOTORS!

727-ALDEN. Mahogany ease. Alarm move-
ment. 7,4" high. Retail, $12.50.

327-SAIdnnunt. Same ease, without alarm.
Retail. $9.75.

358-DIAN a. Wont:nat. dial, rheostat con-
trol for bright or dim. Fire colors. R, tall. $18.

Ilfgshngany coat, is, wood
pant Is. 17%" wide. Retail. $15.

560-BENNINGTON. Mahogany ease. satin-
wood panels. 17 3-16" wide. Retail, $22.50.

A LOT of this month's brides, with modern,
electric homes, will be given a lot of modern,
electric Telechron Clocks. That's one good
reason for your stocking Telechron Clocks
now. But there are many other reasons-
equally good-or better!

Telechron pioneered in the electric clock
industry and dominates it now. Telechron
installed Telechron Master Clocks in power
houses to check generator speeds and assure
Telechron accuracy in homes and offices. All
Telechron Clocks are self-starting, salable,
profitable. Telechron offers you the widest
variety of models and the broadest range of
prices. Telechron backs its product with the
strongest national advertising campaign ever
launched for an electric clock, and supple-
ments this advertising with direct sales -aids of
many kinds.

Let the convenient coupon below bring you
the full story of Telechron Clocks and the
profitable Telechron franchise.
*Telechron is the trade -mark, registered in the U. S. Pat Off.,

of the Warren Telechron Company.
*The Revere Clock Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, manufac-
tures strike and chime clocks with Telechron motors, priced

from $30 to $1000.

R-409. Mahogany ease. Mir, serail raised
numeral dial. IVestminster and Canterbury

chimes. 2044" wide. Retail. $75.

19

MAYFAIR Corner Clerk. Mahogany case.
Westminster chimes. 72" Retail. $99.

Sante rase, without chimes. Radii, $67.

1

NMIN

11-154. .1fahog6ny rose. Class door. TV ert -

'0,14 or chimes. 17 h.gh. 11, tail, $75.

6013-WINeSESTER. ftfskagany ease, satin-
wood panels. 11hh" high. Retail, $29.50.

WARREN TELECHRON COMPANY
36 Main Street, Ashland, Massachusetts

Please send me information on Telechron Electric
Clocks and details of your Authorized Dealer Franchise.

Name

ddress
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109 Console -8 -tube Pentode and
Variable -Mu Superheterc- $9950dyne, Complete with tubes

No 108A :onsole-7-tube Pentode and
Va iable-Mu Superhetero-
dyne, complete with tubes W

Na. 106 Portrola-Eight-tube Screen -
GriJ Sur erheterodyne,
complete with tubes . .

No. 108A Tcble Model-7-tute Pentode
Variab e -Mu Superhetero- $6950dyne, complete with tubes

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

CUT IN FRO
c§t-ntip#1. Superhetenxhine

with Pentode dild Variable -M
NO DOUBT about it! Superheterodynes now have the

call! And so they should. Fundamentally the prin-
ciple is right.

But it's another matter to apply the principle correctly.
In other words, there are superhets and superhets.

Early last year Sentinel foresaw the trend toward super -

heterodynes, and was one of the very first to obtain a
direct R.C.A. license. No attempt was made to get right
into production. Rather, with a thoroughness gained
through nearly ten years of radio manufacturing expe-
rience, Sentinel engineers spent months in designing,
testing and perfecting. In December the first Sentinel
superheterodyne was announced, and among other re-
finements it incorporated a special adaptation of the
screen -grid tube as a second detector to produce greater
sensitivity and output.

Since January a seven -tube and an eight -tube super-
heterodyne have been developed. Both of these were
designed for use of the new variable -mu and pentode
tubes. Special application and proper use of the vari-
able -mu tubes have been made to practically eliminate
crosstalk and modulation distortion. An audio circuit
arrangement has been devised to compensate for the
high audio -frequency response characteristics of the
pentode tube as well as to compensate for the reduced
baffling area in small cabinets.

These refinements serve to indicate how Sentinel enoi-
neers have set the pace in superheterodyne development.
And that their experience gives great marketing value has
been demonstrated by the sales during recent months.

Dealers can capitalize on this experience. Sentinels
can be recommended and sold with absolute confidence
in their performance.

Make it a point to see the chassis and cabinet models
at the R.M. A. Show, or write for complete information.

SENTINEL RADIO DIVISION

UNITED AIR CLEANER CORP.
9705 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, III.

St-ntiiirt
SURPASSING RADIO PERFORMANCE

Real Radio in
a Real Midget

Hero's a leader-Sentinel per-
formance In real midget form.
Uses one pentode, one vari-
able -mu, one screen -grid and
one 280 tube. Sensitivity, selec-
tivity, volume and purity of tone
that is amazing for a set having
but four tubes. Walnut cabinet
is 141/2 Inches high, 10 Inches
wide and 81/, Inches deep.

No. 111 Pentode and Variable-
Mu Midget - corn-
plate with tubes .

TONE QIUAILITY4SELECTIVITYSENSITIVITY4CONSTRUCTION
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THAT RADIO HEADACHE
64 T HE business storm for radio distributors and dealers during

the past few years has been severe. Profits and values have
risen and fallen. Reputation and quality have been imaginary
and crude.

"Out of it all comes one dominating lesson. An alliance with
quality merchandise is the safe and sure way to permanent and
expanding profits. Select only that product which has built into
it the 'Priceless Ingredient'-the honor and integrity of those
who make it.

"When you distribute and sell CeCo Radio Tubes, you are as-
sured of the 'Priceless Ingredient.' Plus quality only can bear the

CeCo name.
"The CeCo Radio Tubes

you receive are fresh tubes.
With CeCo production bal.
an eed against current mar-
ket demands, you are
assured of the most recent
improvements both in de-
velopment and design."

RADIO TUBES
Licensed Under Patents of Radio Corp. of America

PIONEERS OF THE PENTODE

"Aff4d PRESIDENT



NEW
MERCHANDISING

IDEAS
are available to you

at the
CECO HEADQUARTERS

ROOM 2200
HOTEL STEVENS

RMA SHOW JUNE 8-12, 1931

noRICE CUTTING may stimulate sales ... at the expense of

I profits-but skillful merchandising will increase profits

with sales.

CeCo's plan does not stop at making the finest radio tubes

...but furnishes a cooperative plan to develop the jobber and

dealer. Let's plan together-in 1931-for a profit -building year.

RADIO TUBES



We'll Show
"Our hand"

at the
Chicago Show

Spaces -

109 -110
Exhibition Hall

Stevens Hotel

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

ot,
PROFITS/

Kennedy, "The Royalty of Radio," announces a merchandising policy that is
a distinct innovation, a new line that is sensational in features and perform-
ance, and low prices that set a new standard of value -giving for quality
merchandise.
A Kennedy Franchise means that "Profit is Trump" this year. We'll give
you plenty of reasons Why if you see "Our Hand" at the show . . . or write
for full particulars.
COLIN B. KENNEDY CORPORATION, South Bend, Ind.

KEN N ED
A STUDEBAKER FAMILY PRODUCT

TJhe Roya lye/Radio

23
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AMERICAN BOSCH

RA I)
No other line of radio

checks with it
THE BEST IN RADIO

The features offered in American Bosch
Radio this year are worth thinking about
- worth knowing about - and worth
writing -in about. Six models range in price
from $43.50 to $139.50 including tubes-
with engineering features that incorporate
every worthwhile improvement in radio.
And with a selling name that is a buying
guide everywhere-American Bosch Radio

gives you, under one name, a profitable
line of merchandise appeal to
the broadest market in your territory.

Until you have had the whole story on
American Bosch Radio for this year, you
won't be able to really appreciate its full
selling and profit -making possibilities.
Write for this information to the nearest
branch today.

UNITED AMER
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

CAN
Branches: NEW YORK
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PENTODE TUBES

SUPER HETERODYNE
MODELS

FIVE TUBE MODELS

EIGHT TUBE MODELS

AMAZING SELECTIVITY

VARIABLE MU TUBES
TUNED RADIO
FREQUENCY MODELS

PRICED COMPLETE
WITH TUBES
PERSONAL RADIO
MODEL

SURPRISING
SENSITIVITY

SIX MODELS - RANGING IN PRICE FROM
4350. to $13950 - COMPLETE WITH TUBES

MODEL 5A 5B 5C 20J 20K 20L

CIRCUIT Tuned Radio
Frequency

Tuned Radio
Frequency

Tuned Radio
Frequency

Super-
Heterodyne

Super-
Heterodyne

Super -
Heterodyne

NO. TUBES 5 5 5 8 8 8

TYPE
TUBES

1 Pentode 247
3 Screen -Grid 224

1-280 Rectifier

1 Pentode 247
3 Screen -Grid 224

1.280 Rectifier

1 Pentode 247
2 Variable MU 551

1-224 Detector
1-280 Rectifier

2 Pentodes 247
3 Variable MU 551

2-227
1-280 Rectifier

2 Pentodes 247
3 Variable MU 551

2.227
1-280 Rectifier

2 Pentodes 247
3 Variable MU 551

2-227
1.280 Rectifier

CABINET
Height
Width
Depth

8 Yi"
14"

627/32"

32'4 "
17%"
10%"

36%"
21"

12N"

38 % "
24"

12%"

39"
24"
14"

44 % "
25 % "
14;4"

PRICE
COMPLETE
with TUBES $43.50 $53.50 $69.50

A l
$89.50

r n r a 1r ..... . ....: .....

$99.50
al :..1..1., I, h

$139.50

BOSCH CORPORATION
CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
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ANNOUNC
WESTON

MODEL 566
(type 3)

Checks Pentodes without
use of Adapters .

 This new design Model 566 Type 3 has
many new and important features of special
interest to service men engaged in servicing
ultra -modern types of radio receivers as well
as all preceding types. It is thoroughly up-
to-date and completely equipped to make
every required test with speed and efficiency.

NEW FEATURES IN MODEL 566 TYPE 3
1. Checks pentode tubes without use of adapters -250
volt range checks space charge grid voltage; 25 MA range
checks space charge grid current.

2. Voltmeter Return Switch for use when testing Pentodes
- no shorting of filament to cathode.

3. New type Test Plug for all five -prong tubes-new type
push-button adapter used for four -prong tubes.

4. Capacity measurements from .001 (by pass) to 2 mfd.
- from 110 Volt A.C. line without the use of resistors
or adapters.

5. Multi -colored index markings (standard code) and
larger knob on 23 point dial switch.

6. Large thumb knob for adjusting battery voltage in
checking continuity of circuits and resistances.

NG

7. OFF position on Reversing Switch for cutting out
meter from circuit when desired.

8. New advanced design test prods with 50 inch wear -

resisting cables with replaceable steel tips.

In addition to these new features Model 566-
type 3 also checks all type tubes in the receiver,
measures all filament and heater voltages, cathode,
bias, control grid and plate voltages, bias voltage
on D.C. sets with reversed filaments, screen and
plate currents and both plates of rectifier tubes.
It checks power transformers up to 1,000 volts
A.C., line voltages, heater voltages at power pack,
plate current and voltage at "B" supply taps, all
battery voltages, resistances from 0-10,000 or
0-100,000 ohms, in -put to radio set, current in
speaker coil and receiver out -put.

SERVICE MANUAL
A complete Service Manual comes with Model 566-type 3.
It tells the probable causes of poor reception, how to
locate them and what to do to flx them. It is more than an
instruction book, it is a practical handbook.

See this new Test Set in our Booth at the R. M. A. Exhibit
in Chicago.

C lent terms of payment can be arranged if desired.

WESTON Electrical Instrument Corporation
581 Frelinghuysen Avenue Newark, N. J.
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RADIO HEADQUARTERS
announces the

RCA VICTOR RADIOLETTE

$3750
... complete with
RCA RADIOTRONS

(including the new RCA Pentode)

ready to operate

HERE it is ... a powerful radio set by RCA

Victor;-: . only 15 inches high ... weighing
only 16 pounds ... with four RCA Radio-
trons ... including the new RCA Pentode
for only $37.50 COMPLETE . ... imagine it!

What a wonderful leader to get people into

your store . .. a wonderful lever for selling

customers your larger, more expensive sets!

The new RADIOLETTE and the SUPER-

ETTE open up a new market for you...the
EXTRA SET MARKET. These instruments

cost so little that millions of families can
afford one or two or three of them in ad-
dition to their large radios!

Ask your RCA Victor distributor for com-

plete information. Call him up right away!

<---4W The Hit of the Season
(At left)... the Superette is leading the field in its
class ... it's the smallest BIG rad o ever built ...
an 8 -tube Super -Heterodyne for $69.50 complete.

RCA Victor Company, Inc. A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary Camden, N. J.
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(ler9led/he
The world knows Pilot, not only because Pilot
engineers have produced outstanding broadcast
receivers, but also because Pilot short-wave re-
ceivers have become standard for world-wide
reception.

You find Pilot boosters wherever you go and
these Pilot boosters know radio because they
are licensed amateurs, custom set builders,
short-wave fans, etc.
And now-Pilot brings dealers a new radio
market of unfathomed possibilities in sales
and profits from the great army of buyers
which is always looking for "A NEW KICK
OUT OF RADIO".

PILOT "ALL WAVE" RECEIVER
(for short and long waves with automatic coil changing)
GIVES THE ENTIRE WORLD OF RADIO ON A MINGLE KNOB

Here is the thrill thousands have been waiting for. The
set which gives world-wide reception on the short-
waves, in addition to broadcasting, with all its familiar
stations and programs.
ALL METAL chassis . . Highly sensitive and selective cir-
cuit .. Screen Grid TRF amplifier PLUS Screen grid DE-
TECTOR . . 227 First Audio Stage . . two 245's in push-
pull output stage .. Stations
can be logged PERMANENT-
LY ON DIALS . . Regeneration
control does not alter tuning
..Provision for PHONO-
GRAPH PICK-UP ..Earphone
Jack on FRONT PANEL ..
illuminated dial.

Console Model
The All -Wave Console model, for short and long wave
reception. Beautiful two-tone, full size walnut cabinet.
Contains full-size dynamic speaker. Looks like any high
class broadcast console, which it is-and more.

The All -Wave Table model. Superb walnut cabinet.
Can be used with separate speaker of dynamic or mag-
netic type. LESS TUBES

1495°
LESS TUBES

Table Model $9950

PILOT RADIO & TUBE CORP., Lawrence, Mass.

SEE PILOT EXHIBIT AT CHICAGO R. M. A. SHOW, BOOTHS B-33 and B-17, HOTEL STEVENS BALLROOM
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Xfrid °per/
In 1931, radio jobbers and retailers know they must have
salability plus in every type of receiver. Up-to-the-
minute circuits expertly engineered . . . Every operating
convenience . . . Quality cabinets of great beauty . . .

Pilot's new line of superior Midget, Consolette and
Console model super -heterodynes will not disappoint
them . . . They have unbeatable appeal to both ear and
eye and their list prices represent real value to the pur-
chaser and respectable profit to the merchant.

But - in 1931 jobbers and dealers need even more than
good lines; they need the confidence of the public in the
manufacturers of their lines; many radio reputations
are slipping - Pilot's is growing continually.

There is profit and progress - in 1931 - for jobbers and
dealers in Pilot's products, protective policies and
plans of sales promo tion.Wri te for the PILOT 1931 PLAN.

PILOT SUPER -HETERODYNES
are worthy to carry on the uninterrupted and always increasing
success of the Pilot Company - since 1908 a company of inter-
national renown.

NEW 'MIDGET SIT PER - HET
The Midget Super -Heterodyne (7 tubes) has automatic volume
control, clear vision dial, tone control and phonograph connec-
tion. Its rich two-tone walnut cabinet, its super -heterodyne
selectivity and sensitivity, its splendid tone, make it the super-
ior of all Midgets. Uses three 551 variable -mu -tubes, two 227'...
one 2 t7 pentode and one 280 rectifier.

CON SOLETTE 7 TUBE SUPER -HET
The Consolette Super - Heterodyne (7 tube's) has the same
sterling chassis as the Midget in a beautiful small console
cabinet.

STANDARD 10 TUBE SUPER -HET
The Standard Super -Heterodyne (10 tubes) has automatic vol-
ume control, visual tuning meter, push-pull audio, clear vision
dial and tone control. :n its rich and handsomely grained full -
mime console cabinet this ,et will grace the finest home. fees
four 551 variable -mu tubes, three 227's, two 245's and one 280.

$5950
LESS TUBES

$745°
LESS TUBES

116
LESS TUBES

DE LUXE 10 TITHE SUPER -HET
The De Luxe Super -Heterodyne lives up to its name. It uses 13950
the same 10-tu he chassis as the Standard model, in a truly
magnificent walnut console cabinet with hinged doors. Will
satisfy the most fastidious taste. LESS TUBES

Also special models for operation on batteries, direct current, and 25 cycle A. C.

T
Chicago: 231 S. Wells Street Neu) York: 523 Broadway San Francisco: 1278 Mission Street

OFFICES l.V PRINCIPAL COI -NTH ES OF TIM WORLD

VISUI"ElIE PILOT DEMONSTRATION AND RECEPTION ROOMS 512A AND 5.1.IA, HOTEL. STEVENS
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Cunninghams
assure you a
"happy landing"
for 1931 Sales

ITH the largest line of quality tubes in our history at the
lowest list price, we extend a cordial welcome to inspect
Cunningham Radio Tubes at the R MA Show. You will

find profitable our new plan, full of merchandising ideas and sales
stimulants- ask about it.

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, INC.
(A subsidiary of Radio Corporation of America)

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA DALLAS

rft tft oar, Afiot ,"rtnrritorr
ate

"
Y`)

SEE THE CUNNINGHAM EXHIBIT RMA SHOW
Chicago June 8.12 > > Hotel Stevens-Booths 63.64



A ROLA SPEAKER
is a Mark of Quality

The performance of any radio receiver is vitally dependent upon the
quality of the loudspeaker with which it is equipped.
Manufacturers who build quality receivers equip them with quality loud-
speakers. The fact that over a million ROLA speakers are now in use
proves the acceptance accorded ROLA by outstanding manufacturers.
Thus the presence of a ROLA loudspeaker unit in a radio receiver is
usually an indication of quality design throughout -a symbol of careful
engineering and a guarantee of satisfactory reception.
ROLA loudspeakers give to radio reception the utmost fidelity of tone-
brilliant, clean-cut reproduction of voice and music - the loudspeaker
performance demanded by a public that buys quality radio sets.
A ROLA speaker in any receiver is more than a mark of quality, it is
an assurance of outstanding performance and a guarantee of faithful
reproduction.

THE ROLA COMPANY - 2568 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio



The Set with a ROLA SPEAKER
is an Easier Set to Sell!

Probably no element of the performance of
a radio set receives such critical discrimina-
tion by the buying public as tone -quality -
the fidelity of reproduction.

Radio receivers equipped with Rola loud-
speakers are superior in performance because
Rola's clean-cut, life -like reproduction meets
the requirements of modern broadcasting.

Rola-equipped receivers are easier to sell be-
cause they give the user greater enjoyment
in listening to broadcast programs.

THE ROLA COMPANY - -

The receivers you sell are probably equipped
with Rola loudspeakers. If not, try a com-
parison with a receiver that has a Rola
loudspeaker and see for yourself how much
greater value you can offer your customers
by handling only Rola-equipped merchandise.
You can identify the Rola loudspeaker by
the Rola trade -mark, or by Rola's distinctive
construction. Fill out and send us the
coupon below and we will send you interest-
ing technical information pertaining to
loudspeaker principles and construction.

2568 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Manufacturers of Loud Speaker Units for Midget, Automobile and Console Sets.
Also high power Loud Speakers for Public Address Systems and Talking Pictures.

Visit the Rola Exhihit at the R. M. A. Trade Show in Chicago, June 8 -12. Booth Bl -A in the Hotel Stevens Ballroom.

Please send me "Principles and Design of
Dynamic Speakers." I handle the following
makes of radio receivers: Name

Address

City State

 Dealer

 Jobber

 Distributor
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REMEMBER... they ALL look nice and new

and resplendent and promise much . . . at the

beginning of the season ) ) ) )

REMEMBER, too, that ZENITH sets look

nice and new and resplendent and PROFIT

much . . . THROUGHOUT the season ) )

NEW... 1932

LONG DISTANCE AUTOMATIC RADIO
Super- HETERODYNE
Hyper -HETERODYNE

XHIBITING
June 8th to 12th

SUITES J-22-21, CONGRESS HOTEL, CHICAGO
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AT BOOTHS 53 and 54
Ballroom of Stevens Hotel (R.M.A.Show)

AT ROOMS 556A and 557A
Stevens Hotel - For Demonstration

Eight solid acres of industrial strength and manufacturing efficiency.
Colonial's huge plant in Buffalo is geared for volume production at mini-

mum cost-one of the strongest factors in the field.

100% Colonial Quality
Produced for VOLUME Sales

The Perfect Jobber and Dealer Combination

Higher than market quality - considerably lower in price.
Designed by Dr. Fulton Cutting for eye value above the or-
dinary-radio value beyond usual standards. Colonial presents
the finest, most flexible merchandising line in its long quality
history. See - and compare - Colonial's jobbing and retailing
advantages at the R. M. A. Show.

JOBBERS
Exclusive franchises now being considered in a few desirable
territories. Full details at R. M. A. Convention or by mail.

MODEL 39
Five -tube set. Walnut finish.

$49-95.
Complete with tubes.

MODEL 48
Superheterodyne. 8 -tube Highboy
including Mu and Pentode will be on

display at the show.

COLONIAL RADIO CORPORATION
254 RANO STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Announcing the NEW
35

LI) IN' I AI
SUPERHETERODYNES

MODEL 41 C
Six -tube set. Hammond

Electric Clock.

$99.50
Complete with Tubes.

New Developments . . . Using
Pentode and Variable Mu Tubes
. . . New Furniture . . . Complete Line
of new Models Beginning at $49.95
Complete with Tubes.

Engineered by Dr. Fulton Cutting. New
Design . . . Tone Control . . . Dynamic
Speaker . . . Superb Cabinetry . . . VALUE!

MODEL 44
Superheterodyne. 6 tubes, including

Mu and Pentode.

$59.95
Complete with Tubes.

MODEL 47
Superheterodyne Lowboy. Six tubes

including Pentode and Mu.

$79.95
Complete with Tubes.

LON IAL
Radio

"RADIO'S CLEAREST VOICE"
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GENERAL ELECTRIC'S NEWEST!

SMALLER THAN THE JUNIOR-PENTODE TUBE

LIST PRICE
50

COMPLETE
ITH TUBES

 Four tubes-two 224 screen grid tubes; one 280; and a Pentode tube for
high output  Tuned radio frequency set  Unit chassis, including power
supply system-completely shielded  Dynamic speaker  Attractive cabinet 
Tone quality above its price class  Dimensions: Height -15' width -10 h";
depth -7" Materials, design and workmanship up to General Electric
standards  Put these all together-add the exceptionally low price  Result:
Sales-and Profits!  See your G- E Distributor or write to Section R-686,
Merchandise Department, General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut

Junior Junior Console  Lowboy

Highboy Radio-phonograph Combination

andthis latest addition 

A Complete Line
for Summer Sales

GENERAL ELECTRIC
FULL RANGE RADIO
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THE NEW PHONOVOX
Means Quick Selling Profits for You

HERE is a real trump card for your line this Summer and Fall-THE NEW PACENT PHONOVOX at $13.50.
Other pickups may have been priced lower but NEVER has there been a pickup AT ANY PRICE that can

compare with the NEW PACENT NO. 120 PHONOVOX. It is a sure, fast -selling item that stays sold and which
when once sold opens new avenues for the sale of phonograph records and other accessories.  PACENT'S many
years' experience-more than twenty, to be exact-in the field of sound amplification and reproduction have
made this pickup possible. You have never heard such marvelous quality, such tremendous volume from a
pickup before. A single demonstration of this unusual PHONOVOX will make your customers want to have
one installed in their homes.  Physically the new PACENT NO. 120 PHONOVOX follows the modernistic trend
in receiver design. Its new rigid and delicately balanced
tone arm finished in a deep black forms a striking con-
trast with the glistening bronze sound head. Moreover,
changes in engineering design now make possible an
average output more than 20% greater than possible
with ordinary pickup. The new design metal armature
is far ahead of anything yet attempted in pickup
construction. Faithful reproduction is assured through
the use of a special steel alloy.

No. 160 PHONOVOX same as No. 120 but equipped
with 16" tone arm-LIST PRICE, $16.50.

Get in back of this new item NOW and learn what thou-
sands of other dealers have learned-PACENT PHONO-
VOXES REPRESENT QUICK TURNOVER AND BIG PROFITS.

VISIT OUR PRIVATE DISPLAY IN THE PALMER HOUSE
IN CHICAGO DURING RADIO WEEK.

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
91 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Specialists in the Electrical Reproduction of Sound
for Over Twenty Years

A BRAND NEW
IDEA IN RECORDING
No fuss connecting or disconnecting when record-
ing or reproducing with the new PACENT NO. 171
RECORDOVOX and CONTROL BOX. Simply turn the
switch on the Control Box from Radio to Phono-
graph or Recording. The PACENT No. 171 RECORD-
OVOX and CONTROL BOX pictured below represents
the last word in home recording. PRICE-.

*275°

111114;24

ID A C E %1
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Now YOU CAN GIVE

FA DA announces
a new and revolutionary

line of
SUPERHETERODYNES
at new and revolutionary prices!

FADA, always a quality receiver, always in demand,

captures a wider market than ever before with an

amazing superheterodyne line at new, low prices. Now,

with Fada, you have price as well as quality

to capitalize on unbeatable com-
bination. Line up with Fada, the profit line!

MODEL 51

7 -TUBE
SUPER HETERODYNE

WITH POWER
PENTODE

FA DA
HIGH

QUALITY

MODEL 45

8 -TUBE
SUPERHETERODYNE

WITH PUSH-PULL
PENTODES
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'EM BOTH BARRELS
FA DA
LOW

PRICE

MODEL 48
10 -TUBE

SUPERHETERODYNE

IMPROVED SUPERHETERODYNE plus TUNED
RADIO FREQUENCY. All that's best in superheterodyne
combined with all that's best in the tuned -radio frequency circuit.
DOES NOT INTERFERE. The Fada Improved Super-
heterodyne absolutely does not interfere with other nearby
radio receivers.
PENTODE TUBES IN PUSH-PULL. A guarantee of
maximum undistorted sound volume.
MULTI -MU TUBES. Banish all hum, hiss and other inter-
nal background noises.
SHIELDING. 100% shielded to eliminate absolutely any
re -radiation.
TONE QUALITY. Every note of every instrument in the
band is clear and sharp.
SELECTIVITY. When stations are only a whisker apart, you
get only the one you want without even a whisper of interference
from the other.
SENSITIVITY. Whether the station you want is right in your
own back yard or clear across the country, you get them all with
these new and finer Fadas.

MODEL 4-9

10 -TUBE
SUPER -

ETE RODYNE

ALL PRICES
COMPLETE WITH TUBES
* * * * * * * * * *
QUIET OPERATION. Silencing forever the eternal hum
and hiss, the crackle and squeal and all the other unwanted noises
that infest other sets.
*AUTOMATIC FLASHOGRAPH. An exclusive Fada
feature. A rising stab of light automatically tells you when you're
tuned -in precisely on the station you want.
*AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL. Fading and
blasting banished. Carefree reception achieved. No need to tune
up the weak stations or tune down the strong clues.
*TUNING SILENCER. Absolute silence as dial is turned
between desired stations.
*TONE FILTER AND NOISE SUPPRESSOR. Does
not impair tone fidelity as ordinary tone controls do-suppresses
noise in the high frequency sector.
*Features of Fada Deluxe Sets.

Manufactured by
F. A. D. ANDREA, Inc., Long Island (1 ty, New York

At the Chicago Show
You can hear the new Fada in the demonstraling rooms at

the hotel Stevens, Rooms 604, 605, 6O,, 607.
You can see the new models on display in the Hotel Stevens

Exhibition Hall, Booths 103, 104, 105. 106.
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ZENETTE MODEL AH -
(Table type)

$79.50 COMPLETE

withZenith QualityTubes.

ZENETTE MODEL CH -
(Lowboy console)

Extra large chassis, with

10 -inch Dynamic Speak-

er..$99.80 COMPLETE

with Zenith QualityTubes.

ON EXHIBIT
CONGRESS HOTEL
SUITES J 22 and 24

JUNE 8th to 12th

THE ONLY RADIO
IN THE LOW -PRICE

FIELD that has ALL
these features . . . .

Super -Heterodyne

8 Tubes

*MAGNAVISION Dial

Automatic Volume Control

Pentode

Multi -Mu

Tone Control

Screen -Grid

11

A
PATENTED AND TRADEMARKED

An amazing, revolutionary dial improve-

ment...exclusive with Zenette...that obso-

letes the ordinary type "full vision" dial

on low -price sets today. Twice as easy

to see...twice as easy to tune. And a
great selling feature. Nothing else like it!

NEW uper- H ETERODYNE

MADE BY ZENITH RADIO CORP.

ZENETTE MODEL LP-
( Table type)

$49.95 COMPLETE
with Zenith QualityTubes.

(Tuned Radio Frequency Circuit)

ZENETTE MODEL RH -
(Highboy console)

Extra large chassis, with

10 -inch Dynamic Speak-

er..$125 COMPLETE

with Zenith QualityTubes.

ON EXHIBIT
CONGRESS HOTEL
SUITES J 22 and 24

JUNE 8th to 12th
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A Tribute to

The R. M. A.

0. H. CALDWELL,
Editor

on Its Achievements
and A Word as to Its Future Responsibilities

EIGHT years ago a small group of radio manufacturers gathered
in Chicago and organized the Radio Manufacturers Association.

Its inception was timely, its growth has been spectacular-and the
service it has rendered its industry has been great.

Radio Retailing, on behalf of the radio merchants of this country,
congratulates RMA for its leadership and achievements in the face
of enormous difficulties.

It is, perhaps, during Trade Show week that the value of this
association becomes more evident to the trade. The import, at this
time, of general and committee meetings-in which the painstaking
work of the past twelve months is brought into sharp focus-becomes
apparent to even the most skeptical.

WHILE, as stated, this constructive influence in the past has
been great, yet the need and opportunity for an even higher

and more fearless type of leadership never was more pressing. A
solemn responsibility, which must not be shirked, rests upon the
Chicago conferences of June 8 to 12. RMA must take the lead in
"pointing the way out," during the balance of this year and fore 1932.

Our future problems will be those of creative selling, rather than
of production. They will call for the exercise of the soundest of
judgment. Sales executives must promote the newer devices aggres-
sively, where merit and market warrant. On the other hand, over -
promotion, ill-timed and for selfish reasons, will surely destroy us.

FROM now on, therefore, ours will be the industry, and ours the
opportunity, for bringing all the applications of the radio tube

to the home life of the American people.
Yes, the chief solution of the radio industry's present problem must

come through a legitimate, orderly and economically fair expansion
of activities related to the growing demands of the family circle.

The entire radio industry looks to Chicago for the first clear signs
of a crystallization of these potential factors, which, if properly
geared, cannot but produce future prosperity for the radio fraternity.
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Economic Forces are Speeding the Hanging of-

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
IIERCUANDISE

Illustrations by
RALPH SULLIVAN
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New
By ORESTES

THE occupation of leisure time during the next
decade undoubtedly will become one of the chief
economic problems of the American people. Due

to improved mechanical efficiency the production capac-
ity of goods of all kinds has outrun their consumption
rate. In every line vast stocks of products await pur-
chasers-while men are thrown out of employment be-
cause of this overproduction, and so are prevented from
helping to absorb the surplus they helped to create.

Either we must speed up our consumption at present
living levels and reclaim to employment the five millions
now without jobs, or we must re -balance our "production
budget" anew by cutting down the number of hours of
productive employment of workers in general and thus
restore jobs to those now unemployed.

Many economists feel that the rate of machine pro-
duction of the necessities of life has reached such a point
in America that only through enforced leisure can the
factors of production and consumption again be balanced.
They point out that the enforcement of a five-day week
would on the one hand have the effect of reducing the
amount of goods manufactured at present production
levels and, on the other hand, increase the amount of
time available for the enjoyment of luxuries and enter-
tainment products, and so increase the demand of the
general public for leisure consuming devices of all kinds.

Thus the question of entertainment and amusement of
our population during their increased leisure hours becomes a problem for
serious economic discussion. No longer is entertainment and occupation of
leisure time a matter to be left to the mere chance whim of the individual.

From this time on there must be a well -thought out, carefully -studied
program of entertainment and amusement stimulation. During the era ahead
such a program will undoubtedly rank as a prime necessity among American
economic measures along with our employment problem, banking situation, etc.

It was Charles P. Steinmetz, the electrical genius, who predicted that as
the result of electricity doing all the work of the world, mankind would soon
reach a recognized standard of four days' labor a week, or a four-hour
work -day. He foresaw, ten years ago, that the machinery of production
wouid soon be making more of everything than man could consume, and that
a new level of leisure could be instituted, and indeed might have to be en-
acted, "to keep the ledger balanced," and prevent overstocks from piling up
and destroying values.

This suggested condition of extra leisure hours is apparently closer than
even Dr. Steinmetz computed it to be. Already it is in force this summer
in many industries. Possibly it may also be continued in wide spread fash-
ion after the coming of fall. Apparently only through a redistribution of
leisure can unemployment be absorbed, and breadlines diminished.
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Home Entertainment a Fundamental Need
This situation, therefore, becomes one of profound

significance and splendid opportunity for those in the
radio industry right now. Increased leisure, handed to
the American people, will mean much to the industries
represented by the readers of Radio Retailing. New
entertainment demands will follow from this increased
leisure.

Home entertainment will thus become a fundamental
want of human beings. The desire to create an attrac-
tive home and to equip it with every convenience and
facility for the family's enjoyment is a deep-rooted in-
stinct. Under these new conditions more leisure time
will be available; hence, all the lines of home entertain-
ment will be in demand as never before. The dealer
who specializes in "home entertainment merchandising"
will come into his own.

What, then, of the present status of the home enter-
tainment art, from the practical viewpoint of the manu-
facturer and retailer?

Radio and Electric Phonographs
Radio unquestionably still heads this list. Radio broad-

casting will be an increasing factor in American home
life. Programs will improve in their appeal and interest.
and radio sets will be purchased for all the principal
rooms of the house. A second and third set will be
the portion of every well-equipped home.

The automatic electric phonograph is bound to be in
increasing demand, and constitute a logical expansion of
the radio dealer's service Every family finds that there
are times when it would like to hear favorite pieces or
have certain dance music available for home parties. For
such occasions, bound to he more numerous in the future.
the electric phonograph, with its automatic record -
changer, promises to be standard home equipment in the
future.

Home Talkies and Television
The "home movie" is with us in finished form. Today

it merely awaits organized selling effort to be on the
radio -set -prospect list.

Meanwhile the "home talkie" is progressing rapidly
toward the status of regular merchandise for the average
home. With the availability of libraries of records and
films. the home of the future will find a home talkie al -
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The Trend is With Us
Modern machine production has created

supply in excess of production.

'1ccording to many leading economists,
therefore, a reduction of working hours
per man, and a redistribution of jobs,

must follow.

This trend will increase the leisure home
hours of millions.

Thus increasing consumption for home
entertainment devices.

most as much a necessity as the radio receiving set.
Within the past month, some fifteen leading manufac-
turers of movie projectors, synchronized with sound, for
the home, realizing the need for concerted action in
producing, procuring and distributing attractive film sub-
jects at reasonable prices, have organized the 16 MM.
Moving Picture Board of Trade. Headquarters are
in the Hotel Victoria, New York City. A committee
has been appointed from the ranks of this organization
to investigate and report on a definite plan for accom-
plishing this necessary objective.

Still "around the corner" as a general home entertain-
ment device is television, as even the best of the present
systems leaves much to be desired in detail, clearness,
and size of field. But that does not mean that the tele-
vision trend will not provide an outlet for the energies
and cash expenditures of a million or more home ex-
perimenters who delight in tinkering in basement or
attic workshops. In this sense television right now is
an important factor in the leisure program under dis-
cussion. Assembly of television parts and kits purchased
from the radio dealer's newly -restored "parts depart-
ment" can account for many hours of the new leisure
the American public is to enjoy. And out of the mil-
lions of experiments by this new army of television
experimenters, perhaps there will come some funda-
mentally new system or systems, which appear to be
needed before television can really take its place as a
generil entertainment and instructional art.

Automobile Radio
The automobile radio set will have a better chance if

there are to be two or three full -day holidays a week,
instead of merely Sunday. Daytime and overnight fam-
ily excursions will be more frequent, and this will call
for an automobile radio as standard dashboard equip-
ment of the "family bus."

Special Radio Installations
One of the most promising of our present opportuni-

ties is found in the sale of special or "de luxe" radio
installations-many of these are semi-concealed-and of
public address, multiple -speaker and remote control jobs.
This growing market should be more thoroughly studied
and cultivated than now is the case.

Electrical appliantes, refrigerators, clocks, therapeutic
devices, exercisers, sun lamps, etc., all will follow in
the wake of increased home interest and increased home
leisure hours.

Taken altogether here is a great expanding business
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of "home entertainment" based on one of the most fun-
damental of human desires, the need for entertainment
and instruction.

And just at this juncture in the world's history, along
comes the all-powerful hand of economics and smooths
the path for the radio and associated "home entertain-
ment" industries, by opening up new leisure time and
new leisure demands.

Supplying the Leisure Hours of the Nation
The picture will unfold rapidly from now on. Under

the whip of economic necessity, enforced leisure in one
form or another is going to be a factor to be recognized
and taken into account. In the national economic con-
ferences already this new topic is entering on the agenda :

"How can we direct the leisure hours of the nation?"
"How can the extra days and hours off be occupied con-
structively and advantageously?"

It is the present radio industry and trade which is
in the best position to offer the long-term answer to this
situation. Upon the radio manufacturers, distributors
and dealers will rest the responsibility for providing
home entertainment equipment for the millions of Amer-
ican homes that will be affected.

It means planning ahead. But on it. the background
of a new prosperous and profitable business can be built.
The present "radio family" must expand into this broad-
ened field of "Home Entertainment-a coming major
industry."

TRADE PRACTICES
on TRADE-INS

"THE following is an excerpt from an address deliv-
ered by the managing editor of Radio Retailing at

the National Convention of radio dealers and jobbers,
held at Indianapolis recently :

"In preparation for this address on the subject of
trade-in practices, the writer questioned 100 "key"
dealers and jobbers in order to ascertain the average
policies used in dealing with this difficult matter.
Practically all interviewed stated that this is a problem
which has to be solved according to local conditions, and
that no definite or general code of procedure could be
laid down.

"Generally speaking, it was considered good practice
to allow not over 10 per cent of the new purchase price
toward the trade-in set. Another rule or standard of
conduct was to allow 70 per cent of what the old set
could be re -sold for. $10 maximum allowance on bat-
tery sets seemed to be popular, while a majority stated
that they had established a rule not to allow anything
when the asking price for the new receiver totaled less
than one hundred dollars.

"I would suggest another way to handle this situation ;

namely, by cutting the Gordian knot in this manner :

Set up your business so that less than 50 per cent of
the transactions will involve a trade-in deal. By this
I mean, handle products where an allowance for some-
thing old is not involved. For example, first cousin
related lines, such as amplifiers and public address sys-
tems, or other devices using tubes and radio circuits."
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double -purpose sets

The NEW Models
8 pages of 1932 entertainment

equipment exhibited
this month at the
R. M. A. TRADE SHOW

COLONIAL 41C
3-24. 2-43, NH

GENERAL MOTORS
STANDISH, 95
SuPerhet., 24, 2-17,
2-var-mu, pent., 80

FROST-MINTON,
$32.50

Bookcase model
T.R.F., 2-24, 45, 80

CROSLEY ORACLE,

/ ., 21, 2-zar-mu,
Sti

SENTINEL
PORTROLA, §89.50

3-24, 2-27.
2-44. 80

NOTE: Sets are priced complete with tubes unless otherwise noted.

Radio Retuning. .1 nue, 1(.,31
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consoles

SILVER - SII.VFR- CLARION 91, $99.50 CLARION 81, $84.50
MARSHALL MARSHA' L Superhet., 8 tubes u..ith Superhet., 7 tubes with

Superhet., var-mu and
pent. tubes

Superhet., var-mu arta
pent. tubes

tar -mu and pent. var-nut and pent.

PHILCO HIGHBOY
Superhet., 4-24. 2-27,

2-45. 80

SENTINEL 108A,
$79.50

Superhet., 2-24, 2-var-mu,
27, pent., 80

Trade Show Trends

By W. W. MacDonald
Technical Editor

F1,-ERBODY and his brother
has apparently produced a pen-

tode, variable -mu set for The Show.
The new 235's, 551's, 47's and PZ's
arc extremely popular, providing the
chief item of news, just as general
adoption of the 24 captured the head-
lines in 1930.

l'ARIABLE-MU tubes are to be
Found in the r. f. stages of most re-
ceivers, midgets as well as consoles,

SENTINEL 109,
$99.50

Superhet., 2-24, 2-var-mu,
27, 2 -pent., 80

PILOT DE LUXE
$139 less tubes

Superhet., 10 tubes

PHILCO LOWBOY
Superhet., 4-24, 4-27,

2-45, 80

PILOT UNIVERSAL
$149 less tubes

T.R.F., 15-650 meters

46
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AUDIOLA 814,
$76.50 less tubes

Superhet., 8 tubes with
var-mu and pent.

CROSLEY
SONGSTER, $79.50
Superhet., 3-24, 2-var-mu,

pent., 80

HOWARD 40,
$119.50

Superhet., 2-27, 3-var-mu,
2 -pent., 80

AUDIOLA 612, $60
less tubes

T.R.F., 6 tubes with
var-mu and pent.

STROMBERG-
CARLSON 19, $195

Superhet., 4-var-inn, 2-27,
2-45, 80

while 24's and 27's are still used as
detectors, oscillators and audio ampli-
fiers. POWER PENTODES very
nearly monopolize the midget field
and are almost as common in con-
soles. Several deluxe models obtain
a particularly healthy wallop by em-
ploying two in push-pull.

SUPERHETERODY NES are as
numerous as the leaves of the trees.
Most lines include these and some
manufacturers make nothing else.
T.R.F. circuits are employed prin-
cipally in low-priced models but
even here do not have a clear field.
There is a tendency to reduce the
number of i.f. stages in supers, de-
signers relying upon the efficiency of

STEWART-
WARNER 3, $93.75

Superhet., with short-wave
converter

BRUNSWICK 16,
$119.50

Superhet., 3-24, 2-var-mn,
pent., 80

STROMBERG-
CARLSON 20, $225

Superhet., 4-var-mil. 2-27.
2-45, 80

CROSLEY
MINSTREL, $129.50

cuperher.. '-24, 3-27.
2-var-mu, 2 -pent., 80

BRUNSWICK 33,
$169.50

Superhet., 3-24, 2-var-mu,
pent., 80

Radio Retailing, June, 1931
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consoles

BOSCH 20L, $139.50
Soperhet., 3-var-not, 2-27,

2 -pent., 80

GULBRANSEN 235,
$97.50 less tubes

superhet 4-z ar-nzu, 2-24,
27. 2 -pent., SO

G. M. VALERE,
$99.50

Superhet., 24, 3-27,
2-zor-inu. pent., 80

BOSCH 5C, $69.50
2-vor-nsu, 24,

pent., 80

GULBRANSEN 135,
$68 less tubes

Superhet., 2-var-mu, 2-24,
pent.. 27, 80

variable -mu tubes and pentode audio
for sensitivity and this has made it
possible to produce cheap supers.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CON-
TROL is even more generally used
than it was last season and a few
more manufacturers have included
VISUAL TUNING METERS.
TONE CONTROL remains "Status
Quo."

FULL -VISION DIALS have hit
us like an epidemic. Stumble into
almost anybody's booth in a blindfold
test and there you have it. This is
the only noticeable change in ortho-
dox console models. A number of
companies, however, have supple-
mented their lines icith tricky

G -M LOUIS XV,
$185

Superhet.. 3-;.ar-Intz, 24,
3-37, 2-4.5, 80

JESSE FRENCH
TUDOR, $89.50
Superhet., 2-24. 27,
2-var-mu. pent.. 80

RCA -VICTOR
$89.50

Superhet., 2-var.-mu, 2-27,
24, 2-45. 80

RCA -VICTOR
AUTOMATIC COMB., $495

Superhet., 4-24, 2-27, 2-4.5,
80

JESSE FRENCH
COMB., $129.50
Superhet., 2-24,
2 -7w -inn, pent. 81,

48
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STARR
PIANO COMPANY

CAPEHART 400
With radio

U. S. APEX 10B,
$99.50

Superhet., 3-var-mu,
4-27, 2 -pent.. 80

LYRIC S-8, $99.50 FADA 49 FADA 45, $112.50
Superhet., 24, 2-var-mu,

2-27, 2 -pent., 80
Dulu.re console Superhet., 24 2-var-mu,

2-27, 2 -pent., 80

DOUBLE -PURPOSE FURNI-
TURE styles such as clock combina-
tions, smoking stands, piano -radios,
semi -portable types on wheels and
bookcase sets. The trade will also
be interested in the many CON-
SOLETTE RECEIVERS, midget
chassis in small lowboy cabinets.

Several FLEA -POWER MID-
GETS have put in their appearance,
using as few as four tubes. These,
together with the consolettes, provide
the trade with still cheaper radio
although the list price of man-sized
consoles has not generally declined.
A tendency on the part of a oiumber
of companies to produce one or two
PEI.C.VE RECEIVERS with all

GLORITONE 26B,
$59.50

T.r.f., 3-24, pent., 80

9-E COMB. H-71
Superhet., 9 tubes

CAPEHART 401
Without radio

G -E JUNIOR S-22
Superhet., 3 tubes
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midgets

GULBRANSEN 130,
$58 less tubes

Superhet., 2-var-mu,
2-24, pent., 80

G -E T-12
T.R.F., 2-24, pent., 80

JESSE FRENCH
TUDETTE, $54.50
T.R.F., 2-var-mu, 24,

pent., 80

SENTINEL 1 1 I,
$37.50

T.R.F., 24, var-mu,
tent., 80

LYRIC S-7, $69.50
Superhet., 2-24, 27,
2-var-mu, pent., 80

modern conveniences, such as RE-
MOTE CONTROL and automatic
record changers, may help dealers
boost their average unit sale price.

SHORT WAVES have not been
neglected. One manufacturer builds
an S -W CONVERTER into his
broadcast band consoles for $22
extra. Another has introduced a
universal receiver, tuning from 15 to
650 meters without the use of plug-in
coils, in a console cabinet. Still an-
other company offers a short wave
set which is equally efficient for the
reception of short wave sound broad-
casts and 100 meter television sig-
nals. A number of TELEVISION
RECEIVERS exhibited may be so
used.

Advances have also been made in
other home entertainment equipment
design. One exhibitor has perfected
a midget AUTOMATIC PHONO-
GRAPH, nickel -in -the -slot variety,
which sells for $195. Another has
an automatic which will play through

BOSCH PERSONAL,
$43.50

T.R.F., 3-24, pent., 30

BRUNSWICK 11,
$79.50

Superhet., 3-24, 2-var-mu,
pent., 80

FADA 51

STEWART-WARNER
APARTMENT, $52.95

Superhet_ 6 tubes

ICA ENVOY
T.R.F., 2-var-mu, 24,

pent., 80
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SILVER -
MARSHALL, $59.50
Superhet, 7 tubes with

var-ints and pent.

DEWALD

U. S. APEX 8A,
$67.50

Superhet., 3-var-mu,
3-27, pent., 80

AUDIOLA 610,
$48 less tubes

T.R.F., with var-mu
and pent. tubes

PH ILCO
I3A13Y GRAND

Superhet., 3-24, 2-27,
pent., 80

a stack of mixed -size records, repro-
ducing one or both sides of each
record, or will repeat one or both
sides of any record selected indef-
initely. TALKIE designers, not to
be outdone, come through with a

completely portable 16 mm. machine
and several equally interesting self-
contained home movie models. The
latter, in the more elaborate styles,
encompass a wide range of enter-
tainment facilities - gives straight
radio reception, plays phonograph
records, projects silent films, is
equipped with both small and large
screen and tone control, can supply
radio or disc musical background
when silent films are run, and, of
course, sound and picture synchro-
ni.:7ed.

Many manufacturers who are not
exhibiting at Chicago haze neverthe-
less brought out new sets. Many of
these, and also additional models
of exhibitors, are shown on page 74,
to which this pictorial section con-
tinues.

CLARION 80, $67.50
Superhet, with var-mu

and pent, tubes

RCA -VICTOR
RADIOLETTE,

$37.50
T.R.F., 2-24, pent., 80

COLONIAL 39
T.R.F., 3-24, 45, 80

REVERE 399, $39.95
T.R.F., 2-var-mu, 24,

pent., 80

CROSLEY
SHOW BOY, $49.50

T.R.F., 2-var-mn, 24,
pent., 80
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talkies, television, misc.

SPRAGUE
VISIVOX C

sound movie machine,
$189 less tubes

SPRAGUE
VISIVOX A

portable sound movie ma-
chine, $119, with model B
amplifier, $169 less tubes

NATIONAL
THRILL -BOX

9-750 meters

ALLEN -HOUGH
coin operated midget
automatic phonograph,

$195 less tubes

JENKINS
TELEVISION

Model F, $335, less tubes
Television receiver, Tele-

'lSOr

AI 4#10 /
"acjialf1/49
SUM

JENKINS
TELEVISION

receiver kit .1K20, $69.50
less tubes (right). Tele-
visor kit RK2, $42.50

(above)

 TALKIOLA
talkie outfit, $495

with radio

SHORTWAVE RADIO &
TELEVISION LAB.

short-wave receiver, $110
less tubes (above). No.
36 televisor (top) $100.
(kits $95.10 and $84.30)
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You
Can Use ONE of

12 -in. meter. Such a spectacular testing assembly also
goes well as a window attention -getter.

Western will mail fellow dealers the diagram and fur-
ther details as to the equipment and how to go about
duplicating such a device.

Automatics

T esters
Sell Tubes

UNQUESTION-
ABLY an impres-
sive tube tester

prominently displayed is the biggest tube -selling factor a
store can have. Here are two examples :

A year ago Kinney Bros. & Sipprell, of Everett,
Wash., developed a tube -testing machine to test the cus-
tomer's tubes in his presence. From the file of accounts,
which had not been heard from for more than a year,
814 names were selected and to these three post cards
were sent announcing the new instrument. Replies were
received from 283 prospects, all of whom brought in
their tubes for testing. To 90 per cent of these, tubes
were sold, the total sales amounting to $1,621, of which
$1,490 was in cash. The total cost of advertising came
to $52 and the event took exactly
three weeks.

Since then the idea has fur-
ther developed until a regular
system of tube selling is now in
use based on these factors: The
tester is in the front of the store;
a girl telephones those in residen-
tial districts ; postal cards go
regularly to all set owners ; spe-
cial tube cartons are provided;
testing labels are affixed to all
tubes.

WESTERN MICHIGAN
MUSIC COMPANY,

Grand Rapids, Mich., has de-
signed a "giant" tube tester that
lights the following signs : "Tube
Burned Out," "Tube Shorted,"
"O.K. to Test."

If the latter sign flashes-for
customers who stroll in and are
encouraged to make these pre-
liminary tests themselves-the
tube is ready for further, expert
check-up, by the counter clerk
who uses the usual type of accu-
rate tester, except that it has a
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THIRTY per cent
of the extensive
radio business of

The Aeolian Company, 689 Fifth Avenue, New York,
is represented by the sale of automatic -feed, radio -
phonograph instruments.

Here's a better one than that : The concern Aeolian
represents (Capehart) is about to market a "de luxe"
affair to sell for about $700. Preliminary, word-of-
mouth advertising-dealer to customer to customer's
friend, who happened to belong to the titled gentry of
England-brought an order by cable from the latter for
one of these new instruments, sight unseen. This true
incident is cited to show the degree of interest which
today exists among people of discrimination and wealth
for recorded music-automatically dished up.

"How do you attain this high volume ratio?" we asked
Manager P. R. Bowers.

"Of course our following is high class," he explained.
"But, for that matter, such must be the case with count-
less other stores all over the country. No, I think that
the fact that I have insisted that my salespeople push
automatic combinations is 50 per cent of the answer."

Bowers claims that many people are tiring of radio
programs as now presented. These are his best pros-
pects. When such a customer expresses this sentiment
the advantages of controlling his own source and char-

acter of musical entertainments is
pointed out and demonstrated.

Another prolific feeder is the
record counter. "On what type
of phonograph are you going to
play these new records ?" the
experienced record clerk asks. If
the reply indicates that the client
is getting tired of being an un-
paid attendant to the frequent
demands of a talking machine,
another prospect is led over and
introduced to the "automatic"
salesman.

Women who entertain at bridge
and afternoon teas are especially
fine prospects for the appeal of
the self -feeder. With such an
instrument, it is explained, 40
minutes of exquisite chamber
music, personally selected to suit
the occasion and played, appar-
ently, without human attention,
will provide a perfect musical
background.

Due to the sales pressure
placed behind the automatic rec-
ord player record, sales are ahead
of last year.
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THESE Ideas

Renting
Radios HULL, pro-

prietor of the
Marengo Avenue Radio Shop, Pasadena, Calif., has built
up a large business throughout the Los Angeles terri-
tory in radio rentals and in sales resulting from such
rentals.

One famous hotel in Los Angeles requires for its
incoming guests as many as 20 radio sets per day. Since
the rental rate is $2.50 per day, with 50 cents of that
going to the hotel management, and since the residents
of this hotel are representative American families who
know how to treat a radio set when they get it installed,
a fine profit is obtained from this business.

The greatest number of sets, however, are rented on
a three months' basis. The rental
rate is arranged so that three
months' rental will equal three -
fourths of the cost of the set.

Hull guarantees service and
tubes for 30 days. Sets desig.
nated as rentals are never sold
but always kept for this purpose,
thus protecting the sales depart-
ment. It would be unwise to let
the impression get out that sets
were used for rental purposes
and later placed on the sales
floor. The rental and sales de-
partments are kept apart.

Hull buys bargain sets and
utilizes reverts for this purpose.
The sets ordinarily used retail at
from $60 to $90. Rentals range
from $8 to $11 per month. The
radio rental department is adver-
tised in the classified sections of
the daily newspapers.

"Every person wishing to rent
a radio must come to the store,"
says Mr. Hull. "The greater
the number of people entering a
store the greater the number of

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

Auto -Radio WHY the '..-rowd? Be-
cause frum this auto-

mobile sweet radio music is issuing.
What's the idea? Simply this: Schillers, Inc., radio dealer

in Albany, N. Y., sells sets for motor cars. By arrangement
with a neighborhood auto agency one of the latter's cars

has been equipped for radio reception. Left standing by the
curb, tuned in on a local station, it creates prosk2cts for both

the auto dealer and for Mr. Schiller.

sales. If it is better for a person to buy a radio than
to rent one, we make it our business to try to sell him
one. Renters frequently become buyers and sales lead
to rentals. The two departments supplement each other."

"Our business has been built up largely because of
our rental policy. It takes capital to rent on a large basis,

but the dealer who can capitalize
himself properly ought to be able
to make good in any large city
where the population is shifting."

the
Farmers manu-

facturers
also contact your farmer pros-
pects, insists J. C. Watkins,
Watkins Sales and Service Shop,
Tabor, Ohio. Mailing pieces and
letters, direct from the factory,
create a favorable ,mpression-
double-barrel shooting, in other
words.

Watkins aims to get one new
rural prospect per day. Each
Saturday he mails these names
and addresses to headquarters-
for "personal" follow-up by the
national sales manager.

"Of course I keep in close
touch with each battery set pros-
pect myself, but factory backing
helps me close in half the usual
time. Saves money. too."
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THE TRADE HAS WORKED ITSELF UP INTO
A LATHER ABOUT TELEVISION. Department
stores, five-and-tens, radio dealers that scarcely
gave it a tumble six months ago are advertising,
demonstrating. What started all this sudden
activity? Better pictures? More stations?
Cheaper sets? Improved programs? Close
study indicates that it is none of these. Answer-
ing these questions in order, we repeat a de-
scription of the image available with typical
home televisors which appeared in our
.December issue:

"No televisor designed for home use, to our knowledge,
produces an original picture over 11._ inches square.

"Magnifying lenses are provided in most commercial
jobs which increase the image size to a maximum of 8
inches square.

"Such lenses, with their narrow focal angle, prohibit
the comfortable viewing of the image by more than
three persons at one time and even this number must
be carefully grouped.

"Horizontal lines corresponding to the number of holes
employed in the scanning disc are plainly visible in all
transmissions, though these do not materially obscure
the image.

"Flicker is not objectionable.

"Images have a pronounced color tint due to the use
of gaseous lamps as sources of illumination but despite
this coloring the detail is good enough to permit recog-
nition of a familiar face.

"Co-ordination of the televised picture with sound
produces a pleasing illusion of realism which partially
compensates for lack of minute detail.

"All home televisors which have appeared to date must
be operated in a completely darkened room if satis-
factory picture brilliancy is to be obtained.

"Framing, or the centering of pictures in the televisor
viewing aperture, is easily accomplished though at
times all pictures creep and waver.

"Static and electrical disturbances are more noticeable
in televised pictures than in sound reception."

This description still stands.
A few new television transmitters have gone on the

air, notably 2XCR in conjunction with \VGBS (sound)
in New York, already served by two pioneer picture
broadcasters. The opening of this station could scarcely
be credited with the trade activity noted at distant points.
In all. 20 stations are licensed, while only 8 transmit
regularly; 3 in New York, the others in Wheaton, Md.,
Chicago, Boston, Passaic and Camden. N. J. It is
rumored that several others are to open and this will
give television an appreciable boost. NBC already
operates a television station and CBS has been playing
with the idea for months.

Televisor prices have remained substantially the same.
And programs have not yet reached a point where they
compare with early sound broadcasts from the stand-
point of sustained entertainment value. Broadcasters
are working hard to better the quality of programs
which will undoubtedly improve this year.

Crowds flock to Bloomingdale's in New York to see picture
programs brought in on a Jenkins

On The
Dealers are

WHAT then, has so stimulated the business? This
is our guess:

1. The daily papers have given television widespread
publicity; because the public eats up news of this
eighth wonder," because it helps bolster up backsliding
radio sections and because radio lately has lacked that
fast moving quality so necessary in fodder for hungry
presses.

2. Retailers who are determined to get in on the
ground floor of an industry whose development may
parallel the profitable. speedy growth of radio, have dis-
covered that public interest is at fever pitch and are buy-
ing televisors with which to entice home entertainment
equipment buyers to their stores.

3. Television manufacturers are booming their wares
for all they are worth to a trade that would welcome any
important new development, in order to secure funds
necessary for the further perfection of equipment which
obviously has tremendous potentialities.

Consider that the public has at last had a taste of
something promised for years, that these same people
saw radio, a similar service, grow into a billion dollar
actuality almost overnight and it is not difficult to under-
stand why television is experiencing a decided boom
despite the fact that no material improvement has been
made in home television equipment in the past year or
more.

Public interest is higher than the efficiency of today's
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Walthal's, Cort-
tandt Street,
demonstrates an
Insuline tele-
visor and minia-
ture transmitter

every hour.

First RUNG
Buying... Demonstrating Televisors

equipment would appear to justify. Manufacturers
freely admit that television is in the experimenter's -
market stage. They admit that the equipment is still
unsuited for the average home.

TELEVISION news may be summed up in a para-
graph. Stations in the east have standardized upon

60 line, 20 frame transmission, making it possible to
scan them all with one disc. This is a sensible, 'long
needed move. Kresge department stores in many cities
have demonstrated televisors, report the sale of parts
comprising short-wave receivers but only a few of the
components used in the construction of the actual
scanning units have passed over their counters. Arthur
Freed, of the old Freed-Eisemann outfit, has announced
his intention of building televisor kits in Long Island
City, thus giving us six manufacturers actively in the
field : Freed, Insuline and Jenkins in the New York
area, Western Television, Chicago ; Shortwave Radio &
Television, Boston and Television Sales, Inc., in San
Francisco.

Certain things are now apparent. It is evident that
there is an immediate experimenter's market for televisor
and shortwave receiver parts although the experience of
dealers to date indicates that while public interest is
running high few of the "lookers" actually dig down
and buy. What volume of business is possible at this
stage of the game? Well-you tell us.

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

Retailers themselves will probably purchase the bulk
of the complete television outfits sold by manufacturers
in the next few months for store demonstration purposes.
Television and shortwave reception are likely to aid each
other greatly inasmuch as mans' television receivers may
also be used for long distance sound program reception
on the higher frequencies. The double purpose idea will
help 'em both.

THE trade needs new, live merchandise and will un-
doubteclly have a whack at the flying spots. This is to

be encouraged. It costs only $100 or so to buy one tele-
visor and it is more than likely that those dealers who
spring the first neighborhood demonstrations will get their
money back in publicity alone. It may be that the sale of
parts and kits will quickly develop into a sizable business.

Care must be taken that in using television to stir up
interest the impression is not created that "the micro-
phone has already given way to light," as a prominent
newspaper shortsightedly advertises. This sort of thing
may sell a few experimenters in a hurry but will certainly
injure consumer interest in home entertainment equip-
ment of all kinds, including television itself.

Used properly, even in its present state, television can
be of tremendous value to the trade. The need for con-
servative promotion of the device, the dangers of over
enthusiastic promotion. should nevertheless be fully
recognized.
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Summer's
Livest

FROM SYRACUSE Come These
Two Experience Stories of Radio

Dealers Who Know How to KEEP

GOING during July and August

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS
FROM the radio man's viewpoint, what two com-

plementary lines are likely to elevate that well-
known summer sag in set sales ? Two hundred

leading radio merchants were asked this question recently.
The vote was decidedly in favor of electric refrigerators
and outboard motors.

This opinion is not based on sentiment alone. Here,
for example, are two dealers, both in Syracuse, N. Y.,
who are finding a more than satisfactory profit from
these activities-one specializing on refrigeration, the

60

other merchant in outboard motors.
During his "warming -up" period,

January to May inclusive, C. E.
Alberts sold 20 electric refrigerators ;
this with but one salesman and in the
face of special difficulties in obtaining
delivery. Based on this showing, and
the receptiveness of those solicited, his
bogie for June, July and August has
been set at fifty sales (Majestic).

Alberts finds that reliability of me-
chanical and electrical performance is
taken for granted. He builds his talk,
therefore, on these four foundation
points : eye appeal, convenience of
interior arrangement. ease of purchase
and dollar -saving ability. The latter,
reduction of food bills, is particularly
appealing just at this time.

Competition in the electric ref rig-
eration field is keen. The dealer must
keep in exceptionally close touch with
his prospects. He must follow up per-

sonally, or through his salesmen, every prospect -building
plan he employs, whether it be a direct -mail campaign,
a telephone canvass or a radio broadcast.

For instance, in the city of Syracuse, in which there
are 45,000 electric meters, there are over 40 dealers han-
dling refrigeration. In such a field, the necessity for a
dealer keeping hot on the trail of every prospect imme-
diately becomes apparent.

Prior to a year ago Alberts sold radio in the popular
manner. Store sales, honest service and a reasonable
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OUTBOARD MOTORS
amount of advertising. But with the taking on of this
new venture he was forced to develop a new approach
to the prospect or flop entirely. Thus keen competition
has proven a blessing in disguise. because it has neces-
sitated a shaking off of the old conservatism. Now that
his decks are cleared for action, he faces the coming
summer without fear or favor.

In the matter of delivery expense this concern has
found it advisable to hire this work done on contract-
especially as he puts out refrigeration on a short "trial"
basis. The charge is $3.50 to any point in Syracuse. As
four men are necessary for such a delivery, it is apparent
that Alberts would find it difficult to make a similar
delivery as cheaply even though a truck were available
for this work.

Before the truck leaves, the padded cover is removed
for the reason that experience has taught him that
delivery men are very much more careful with an unpro-
tected box than they are with one that is padded. In
addition, this careful handling of the refrigerator makes
the job seem quite laborious, thus impressing the pros-
pect with the fact that it is a lot of work to make such
a delivery, and that the dealer has gone to considerable
trouble and expense to make it. The impression justifies
the statement (and Mr. Alberts' experience has proven
it true) that once in, an electric refrigerator seldom
comes out of a prospect's home.

With many refrigerators on the market from which to
choose it is a fair assumption that a certain type of
"suspect" will take advantage of this home demonstration
offer. Any dealer who has been in business for any
length of time, however, is pretty well acquainted with
these persons and can usually stay clear of them.
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"In any event," Mr. Alberts says, "I don't worry
about them. What I do worry about is missing a person
who actually wants an electric refrigerator."

"All in all," Mr. Alberts concludes, "It is a clean,
satisfactory business and offers a reasonable profit to the
dealer. There are, of course, many sales promotion plans
available for dealers' use that I am not taking advantage
of, simply because I have found that the best way to sell
the merchandise I handle is to go out and talk it in the
home. As I said in the beginning, I think electric
refrigeration has a whole lot in its favor and I am firmly
of the opinion that in my own case it is the answer not
only to summer but to year -around profits."

THE Potter Company, nominally a radio dealer, sold
$26,000 worth of outboard motors during the spring

and summer of 1930. This year, from all indications
and in spite of the times, it will top this imposing figure.
And this outstanding record in spite of the fact that the
nearest real body of water is 13 miles from Syracuse.

No, you don't have to be in the boating business or live
at the water's edge to sell "putt putt's."

The market is a broad one. Professional people,
teachers, all who love the water, fisherman and espe-
cially excitement seekers --those who appreciate the
greatest, and safest thrill in the world," according to
Mr. Potter. Prospects multiply rapidly, mainly through
word-of-mouth enthusiasm of recent purchasers.

Potter's main business -producing stunt Les in his active
cooperation in the promotion of a series of motor boat

(Please turn to page 80)
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VOICES FROM THE MARKET PLACE
RMA and Show Sponsorships

Dear Mr. Sutliffe:
OUT of the mass of correspondence and conversations

that I have had with individuals in the trade, I have
been impressed with one fact; that is that many members
of the trade are under a misapprehension as to the
relationship of the RMA to the trade and public shows.
Probably because the RMA has sponsored the Chicago
and New York shows in the past, the use of their name
and insignia has created the impression in the minds of
many that the RMA was running all three shows.

It is not probable that the RMA will continue sponsor-
ship of the New York and Chicago Shows, or of any
public shows, but will confine its efforts to conducting
the annual trade show and convention.

MORRIS METCALF, President,
Springfield, Mass. Radio Manufacturers Assoc.

Should Be "Too Brief to Tune Off"
EDITOR, Radio Retailing:

MAY I not offer the following, in response to your
appeal for comment on objectionable and long-

winded advertising announcements on the air:
Mr. Volney Hurd in a recent newspaper article on the

subject stated that announcements should be of such
length as to be "too brief to tune off." And adver-
tisers that defy this rule might just as well pour their
money into the river as far as good will with their
customers is concerned.

Minneapolis, Minn.
M. E. FOSTER,
The Foster Co.

Will Anyone Accept This Ofjer?
Editor, Voices from the Market Place:
IN THE February number, there is a letter from K. W.

Geyer to the effect that the radio industry is in need
of an up-to-date and scientific name for the phonograph
or phono-combination, and I certainly agree with Mr.
Geyer. The word "phonograph" brings up a picture of
a wheezy little contraption of ancient vintage, with a
tone like an unoiled wagon wheel.

The fact is that I have had considerable success in
creating and originating some excellent names for techni-
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cal products such as radio and electrical devices. I
think that I can submit about half a hundred good name
suggestions for use in lieu of "phonograph."

The thing is, where or to whom shall I send them ?
Do you think that some manufacturer has the initiative
to offer a radio (a midget would do) in return for a good
acceptable name ?

Buffalo, N. Y. EDWARD SCHULTZ.

Where Is This "Price" Business Taking Us?
EDITOR, Voices from the Market Place:
IT IS high time that dealers stop to consider what is

happening in the industry, and what more will happen
if they continue encouraging those manufacturers who
seem to believe that "pride of ownership" and other
motives which help sell quality over cheapness have
disappeared entirely. They are most terrifically mistaken
in their belief that price and price alone will sell instru-
ments.

People have heard enough about price, and it's high
time to put a check on the "buy the cheapest instrument"
tendency. If it's not checked soon business will rapidly
deteriorate to such an extent that it will not be worth
while to anyone.

Why encourage this sort of thing any longer? Tell
the fellow who offers a cheaper instrument that this cut-
throat business has gone far enough and you're willing
to work a bit harder to sell "good" instruments.

HARRY F. SONNEBORN,
Laporte, Ind. Sonneborn-Kemp Co

Going to Have It Published
EDITOR, Radio Retailing:

y CONSIDER the article in "Editorial Observations"
1 in a recent issue worth to me many times the price
of Radio Retailing. I am referring to the write up on
"Fading and Mashing." I have been almost driven crazy
from this complaint this year and I am going to have
this article published in the local paper (giving you
credit, of course) at my own expense if I cannot get
the other radio dealers to help. I am very grateful for
this help and you can consider me a subscriber as long as
I am in the radio business.

P. F. BARRETT,
Shenandoah, Pa. Barrett Radio Service.
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The otenode
How the Latest Laboratory Model LOOKS...WORKS

N EXHIBIT which will attract much attention at
the Trade Show is that of The Stenode Corpora-
tion of America, despite the differences of opinion

which still exist in engineering circles concerning the
value of Dr. Robinson's quartz -crystal superheterodyne.
The set has intriguing possibilities and in order that our
readers may keep abreast of technical development we
present a picture, photographic and verbal, of the latest
receiver developed in the Hempstead, N. Y., laboratory
of this company formed to license American manufac-
turers.

The Basic Circuit
FOR the benefit of those not already familiar with

the circuit, the Stenode Radiostat differs from a
standard superheterodyne principally in the use of a
quartz -crystal between the first detector and intermediate
frequency amplifier. The crystal vibrates mechanically
between two spaced metal plates, the frequency of oscil-
lation depending upon its physical dimensions. Signal
frequencies identical with, or close to, the natural fre-
quency of the crystal pass through it freely to the
i.f. amplifier while others are excluded.

The two plates of the crystal mounting constitute an
unwanted capacity. This capacity partially frustrates the
purpose of the highly selective crystal by passing signals
considerably off wave to the amplifier. So the crystal
is operated in a "bridge" circuit utilizing a three -plate
midget as one arm. By tuning this midget until its
capacity matches that of the crystal holder current
induced in the system by unwanted signals flows in the
bridge arms in opposite phase, cancelling its output.
Undesired signals are thus prevented from using the

The crystal tube (fourth from
left, top) precede: a two -stage
i.f. amplifier in tais Radiostat,
while the transfcrmer in the
foreground comprises the audio
correction system. Controls,
from right to left, are three -
plate midget in crystal bridge
circuit, 200-1 tuning dial and

volume control resistor

capacity of the crystal holder as a path while the desired
signal passes through the oscillating crystal to the i.f.
amplifier unimpeded.

The output of the crystal, according to Dr. Robinson,
is inversely proportional to frequency, low frequencies
passing through it more easily than do high frequencies.
This produces greater amplification of low frequencies
than of high. The output characteristic is restored to
the desired linearity by including a filter, the characteris-
tic of which is directly proportional to frequer cy, between
the second detector and the audio amplifier.

In one Stenode to be exhibited at Chicago, selectivity
is obtained principally in the crystal circuit. Two
stages of i.f. amplification are provided but contrary to
usual practice these are broadly tuned. The First stage is
resistance -coupled while the second uses m untuned
transformer. The crystal tube employed ,s imported

(Please turn to page 80)

The basic Stenode Radiostat circuit
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Pre -Heater and Condenser
Tester

By Fred Lichtgarn

When testing a batch of heater -type tubes
a pre -heater saves considerable time. So
I have built one for our shop out of odds
and ends. With this instrument it is pos-
sible to pre -heat six tubes simultaneously
and also to check condensers. The shape
of the case, shown in the photograph,
permits it to be fastened to the wall directly
in the line of vision and allows easy place-
ment of tubes.

High voltage is supplied by an old power -
pack transformer, which also furnishes
filament current for a 280 and for the tubes
to be tested. Eight hundred volts a.c. is
useful for testing across doubtful by-pass
and filter condensers. A defective or leaky
unit shorts when the test leads are applied.
(Ed. Note : Condensers designed to operate
at less than 1,000 volts d.c. should not be
tested on this winding.) Four hundred
volts d.c., also available at tip -jacks, serves
to charge condensers under test in order to
determine whether or not they will hold a
charge. If a spark can be obtained across

the terminals of a condenser so charged
5 minutes later it is, generally speaking, o.k.

The 400 volts d.c. in series with a small
neon glow lamp also shows up leaky con-
densers. If a condenser is o.k. when placed
in this circuit the neon lamp will not light
or will just barely glow. If the condenser
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is leaky the lamp will glow intermittently
or rapid variations in brilliancy will be
noted as the resistance of the leak changes
under load. I find also that the neon cir-
cuit is useful in testing across high resist-
ances of from 50,000 to 3,000,000 ohms for
continuity. These values permit the lamp
to glow.

Outlet for
,tube tester

IIOAC

.Power -pack
transformer

Neon /amp,

6V dot '80

ROBIN jacks77
800AC cm)

Heater type t
sockets..., -.4, H

0/ 4_ H

25Y pilot

A voltage divider resistance might also
be placed across the 400 volt d.c. supply
terminals to provide lower voltages for
other tests.

Condenser Replacement Chart
The Potter Company of 1950 Sheridan

Road, North Chicago, prints a chart that
every serviceman should have. It facili-
tates by-pass and filter condenser replace-
ment by giving the capacity and physical
size of units used in sets produced by
nearly 100 manufacturers. Write to Pot-
ter, mention Radio Retailing, get one free

New Voice -Coil Leads

By Charles Andres

Manufacturers use different methods of
bringing out leads from the voice -coils
of dynamic speakers. These leads are
often broken and resoldering usually does
more harm than good. We have found
the following method of making such a
repair highly satisfactory; not one has
come back.

Obtain speaker or phone cords made
from tinsel braid. This material cannot

be soldered and, therefore, provision must
be made for terminals. This is accom-
plished by removing the enamel from very
fine wire of the sort used in audio trans-
formers with a piece of tightly folded sand-
paper and wrapping it tightly around the
tinsel lead for about / inch, letting it over-
lap the tinsel lead insulation slightly in
order to hold it in place.

By using a hot iron and applying solder
quickly this winding affords good contact.
The leads are soldered to the voice -coil
terminals and then sewn in place with a
needle and thread for about one inch of
length. A thin coat of shellac should then
be applied both inside and outside where
the sewing has been done.

"Plug -In" Output Meter

By Bert Reboin

Output meters are usually difficult to
connect to voice -coil leads. I have one that
is plugged into the final audio stage and
used as easily as an analyzer. A 4 -prong

tube base is connected, as shown in the ac-
companying illustration, to a socket. The
secondary of a bell -ringing transformer is
inserted in series with the plate lead be-
tween these two parts and a 0-115 ma. full-
scale thermo-galvanometer in series with
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the transformer primary ana a 400 ohm
variable resistance. Meter, resistance socket
and transformer are mounted in a 4x7 in.
case for convenience. (Ed. Note. The re-
sistance value is not critical and low -range
a.c. ammeters as well as thermo-galva-
nometers having different scales may be
used).

In operation, the power tube is removed
from the set under test and the tube base
adaptor inserted in its place, with the tube
inserted in the output instrument socket.
The resistor dial is varied for about
scale deflection and left there, unless the
needle goes off scale, in which case more
resistance is cut in. With a 60 cycle
a.c. modulated oscillator hooked to the
input of a good receiver this setting gives
good results and it is not necessary to
scrape insulation or make a universal joint
out of your wrist in order to get at voice
coil connections.

In a set employing a final push-pull stage
the adaptor may be used in either of the
two sockets.

Testing Both Plates of an '80

By F. W. Seaton

Many of the old type tube checkers are
connected to test only half -wave rectifiers,
or one plate of an '80. An adaptor may
be made from a UX tube base, a double -
throw single -pole switch and a Benjamin
type socket with the base removed, which

will permit both plates of a full -wave
rectifier to be tested.

Plug the adaptor into the tube checker
socket, insert the rectifier in the top of the
adaptor and swing the switch from one
side to the other. The switch terminals,
which resemble the old-fashioned taps on
the type shown, may be tapped directly into
the tube base.

Temporary Voltage Divider

By J. A. Bellemare

When a section of an a.c. set's voltage
divider "blows" it often takes a week or
more to obtain a new unit. The customer
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has to do without a radio during this
period. I connect a good variable resistor
across the burned out section, vary it until
the set operates satisfactorily and leave it
in place for temporary operation until the
new part arrives.

0
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Jewell "Harmonic" Oscillator
This is the schematic of the new

Jewell model 330 multi -frequency oscil-
lator which generates test signals at
the fundamental frequencies of 130,
175, 200 and 250 Ka and also utilizes
the harmonies of these frequencies to
provide signals also at 750, 1,000, 1,250
and 1,500 lie. Provision for venier
variation is made in the vicinity of 175
and 180 Kc. to permit flat -top charac-
teristics of intermediate frequency am-
plifiers to be checked.

A Low -Cost Bench Outlet

Raymond T. Peschek

Formerly, the regulation wall socket and
plate were used on our work bench and
test panel. But these were difficult to
mount and more expensive to replace than
home-made types we now use.

The ordinary female plug such as is used
on line extension cords was revamped for
use as a socket for the line plug. A strip
of brass or aluminum about I in. wide is
bent in the shape of a "U" and this serves

as a mounting bracket. A 6-32 flat head
bolt can be soldered to the center contact
of the plug. A hole is drilled in the
center of the "U" piece to admit this bolt
which holds the socket rigid. Connections
are soldered to the bracket, which makes
contact with the bolt, and to the sleeve of
the plug.

A worn socket plug of this type may be
easily and quickly replaced at low cost and
the mounting requires the drilling of only
one round hole in the bench.

Double -Purpose A.C.
Voltmeter

By G. Roes

I have found that many complaints of
listeners who failed to get the proper re-
sults from the a.c. receivers were due to
the line voltage being too low. A simple
checking device, enabling the service man
to find out if the line voltage and the volt-
ages supplied to the tube filaments is ade-

quate has been designed and proves useful.
By means of a double -pole changeover

switch, a Weston model 476 0-5 a.c. volt -

1:50

meter is connected either directly to a pair
of adaptors or via a 1 :50 ratio transformer
directly to the line. By setting the switch
in the proper position either the tube
cathode or the line voltage may be in-
stantly checked. In the latter case the
reading of the instrument is multiplied
by 50.

The transformer is of the bell -ringing
type. The proper ratio was obtained by
removing a few turns from the primary
winding. No energy is lost in series re-
sistance, using this arrangement, and it is
not possible to burn out the instrument by
connecting it incorrectly.
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A 1931 Service Kit

By Charles Schafer

Today, the serviceman is called upon to
adjust and repair not only radio receivers
but many allied home entertainment de-
vices as well. These include automatic
record changers, phonograph motors, gen-
erators and remote control devices, with
the list shortly to be swelled by the sale
of home talkies and television. Sketchy
tool kits of the screw driver and plier
variety, for this reason, no longer suffice.
More complete equipment must be carried
by up-to-the-minute men and the following
description of a kit with which service
work of a varied nature has been satis-
factorily handled for some months should
therefore be of general interest.

The carrying bag, illustrated, is made of
hard, vulcanized fiber and is 18 in. long,
12 in. wide and 7 in. high. A 11 -in. wide
leather strap, riveted inside the 1 in. cover,
holds service data sheets; 14 tubes, in
their original cartons, are held in place
along three sides of the case by heavy
pasteboard partitions, two of these being
54 in. high by 83 in. long, the other 53

8-1

)(Tape

24"
8-2

in. by 12i1 in. The partitions are held to
each other and to the case with heavy,
gummed paper strips. Tubes usually car-
ried include 2-'45s, 2-'80s, 1-'24, 1-'51,
1-'35, 1-Pentode, 3-'27s, 2-'71As and
a '26.

Small tools are carried in a roll made of
khaki canvas procured at an awning store.
The material listed here was used: Khaki
canvas, 18 in. by 24 in., 8 ft. of 1 in. wide
khaki binding ribbon and 1 ft. pf in. khaki
binding ribbon. The canvas was cut to the
size indicated in the accompanying drawing
and 1 in. ribbon sewed all around the edge
to strengthen and prevent fraying. Next,

flaps marked B-1 and B-2 were folded
toward the center to cover the tools and
tape sewed over the exposed outside edge
of the fold.

This work being completed, a length of
1 in. ribbon was sewed down the length
of the roll, inside the flaps, temporary
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stitches being used. Tools were placed in
the proper position under this ribbon and
permanent stitches made between them, to
preserve the proper spacing. A 1 -ft. length
of ribbon, secured by stitches at its center
to a spot centered on the outside
of the end flap, provides a satisfactory
fastening cord to hold the case when rolled
for carrying.

The tool roll, when filled with the fol-
lowing tools weighs about 3 lb.:

1-small all -metal hammer (5 and 10)
1-pair 6 -in, long -nosed pliers
1-pair 6 -in. diagonal cutters
1-pair 6 -in, combination pliers
1 -4 -in. adjustable wrench (Crescent)
3-small, flat magneto wrenches
1-large pocket knife
1 -8 -in, three -cornered file
1 -8 -in. flat file
3-socket wrenches (Spintite)
1-long bladed screw driver
1-short bladed screw driver
1-setscrew screw driver
1-center punch
1-i -in. star drill
1 -8 -in. hack saw blade
Larger tools and supplies which do not

lend themselves to placement under the re-
taining strip in the roll, are carried loosely
in the open compartment :

Soldering iron and "nail -it" knob holder
24 -in. length of rosin -core solder
Small can of soldering paste
10 ft. "push -back" insulated wire
2 lb. ball-pean hammer
Heavy screw driver
Fountain pen flashlight
Pocket size volt -ammeter
Small can "3-1n-1" oil
Sheet of medium sand paper
2 ft. square of cheesecloth
1 headphone and cord
Friction tape
Rubber tape
"Lucky Strike" tin of staples, white -head

tacks, fixed condensers, resistors, screws,
nuts etc.

"velvet" tobacco tin of pilot lights and
cartridge fuses.

An analyzer is carried externally, in-
stallation equipment placed in the bag only
when such work is scheduled, thus avoiding
overcrowding when covering service calls.

Umbrella Aerials

By 1. Richard Kearns

Umbrella -type antennas are easy to erect
-if you know how. Considerable time
can be saved, where such installations are

required, if the following shortcuts are
used.

A screw -type of stand off insulator
should be used at the top of the pole. This
permits the use of two wires instead of the
usual four, wires of the required length
intended to serve as both antenna and guy
leads being threaded through the screw -eye
and bound on each side with wire, then
well soldered to prevent them from slipping
through.

A barn door hinge may be screwed
securely to the bottom of the pole, permit-
ting it to be fastened to the roof while
lying down and raised later by means of the
guys. The hinge should extend at least
8 inches on both the peak and the pole.
The base of the pole is cut at an angle
corresponding with the pitch of the roof.

Insulators should be fastened to the ends
of the guy -antenna wires, stuffed into tube
boxes and the boxes used as "reels" to
shorten the leads so that they hang nearly
to the bottom of the pole. This is accom-
plished by wrapping the wire around the
tube boxes as shown in the drawing. The
four wires are securely held close to the
pole with a piece of string before raising
in order to keep them from swinging out
and tangling.

When the pole is raised one guy wire at

String

Stew -lye insuloOor

-*tint wrapped
arm/ Jill/ IN

II 61114k,4
...fitde *Oft fit

roof pitch

(frouleferswild* hoe ttortmr
Res/J

abor hinfe

a time may be secured, those which pull
against the hinge naturally being fastened
in place first.

A Handy Resistance Box

By William Bittner

In servicing a set with a blown resistor
the first step necessary after locating the
defective unit is to determine the proper
value so that the set will operate at its
maximum efficiency when the repair is
made. There are times when this must be
done by test, as circuit diagrams cannot
always be obtained, and a box full of
resistances connected as shown will come in
handy.

In order to use it the rule for resistances
in series and in parallel must be known.
The total resistance of parallel units is
equal to one-half the sum of the resistances
in the circuit. The total resistance in a
series circuit is the sum of the resistances
in that circuit.

In figure 3, for example, if switches to
the 50 and 40 ohm units are closed the
available resistance across A and B is 45
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30
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5

2.5

1,25
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0.25

ohms. If the switch to the 40 ohm re-
sistance is closed and test leads connected
to the binding post associated with the 50
ohm resistance and B the value will be
90 ohms.

Resistances to be used in such a box
for general shop work should be capable
of carrying 160 mils or dissipating about
2 watts.

Ohmmeter, Output Meter,
Voltmeter

By J. E. Fox

I have constructed a combination output
meter, ohmmeter and voltmeter at a cost
of $5.20. This instrument is surprisingly
accurate and is built into a card index file

Si

"5
Binding posts

Ohkettejt. Output
trans.

are connected to posts 3 and 4 and speaker
terminals with the switch closed. For use
as an ohmmeter, connect prods to binding
posts 2 and 5 with the switch open. The
meter is calibrated in the usual fashion for
use as an ohmmeter. Access to the volt-
meter is obtained through posts 1 and 2.

Three Cheap Bench Tools

By E. M. Carnes

A handy bench holder for the hot solder-
ing iron can be easily made with the fol-
lowing pipe fittings, obtainable tat any
hardware store :

1 Waste nut
1 Bushing
1 Nipple
1 Pipe cap

Screwdriver

-Knob

shaft, 8"/ong

,This end 1//ed short
,,Hacksaw s/ot fop

this type
set screo,

Where movable plates are fastened to
tuning condenser shafts to permit align-
ment, as in the Crosley model 30, this
device is particularly useful as an ordinary
screwdriver will not reach through the
shield holes. The plates are in a con-
venient position for adjustment in this par-
ticular model when the set is tuned to
600 kc.

waste nut Emergency Voltage Regulator

-Bushing

Pipe cap

2 Slots are hack -sawed into the nipple to
provide ventilation. The holder lessens fire
hazard, keeps the iron safely out of the
way and keeps solder off the floor.

A butcher saw punch, also available at
any hardware store, is handy in punching
holes through chassis steel for transformer
mountings and is much quicker than
drilling.

A hand -operated rivet machine is useful
in fastening shields and replacement parts
to the metal chassis.

case measuring 4x5x6 in. The following
parts are used:
0-4i volt Readrite a.c.-d.c. meter $1.50
5 binding posts .25
Output transformer 1.50
Toggle switch .35
4i volt C -battery .45
Card index file box 1.15

$5.20

To use this instrument as an output
meter on sets with dynamic speakers, test
prods are connected to terminals 1 and 2
and to the voice -coil lugs of the speaker
with the switch open. For use with sets
not having an output transformer the prods
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For Stubborn Setscrews

By B. S. Bland

A handy tool for removing frozen set-
screws can be made from a steel shaft
about 8 inches long and a suitable tuning
knob. A slot is hacksawed into the busi-
ness end of the shaft as shown, one prong
is filed off and the other is shaped into a
blade. The slot takes lug -head setscrews.

By Floyd Jackson

Trouble is at times experienced with
line voltage regulators in both a.c. and
d.c. sets. Such regulators are usually wire -
wound resistors connected in the power
transformer primary to produce a voltage
drop.

In some receivers it is difficult to get at
the resistor, should it be necessary to make
replacement, and in such cases it is often
simpler to connect a standard Edison base
in place of the wire -wound unit and to
screw a suitable incandescent lamp into
this socket to provide the drop. When
making such a repair place all tubes in
sockets with the exception of one. Insert
an analyzer plug in this socket and put
the tube in the analyzer. Now try bulbs
of various wattages in the Edison base
until the proper filament voltage is applied
to the tube filaments as indicated by the
analyzer.

It should be remembered that the higher
the wattage of the lamp employed the
lower its resistance and hence the higher
the voltages applied to the power trans-
former primary and to the tube filaments.

How Do YOU Do It?
Radio Retailing will pay $3 or

more for acceptable letters from
experienced servicemen describing
original methods, or equipment of
interest to other shops.

Schematic diagrams and draw-
ings need not be artistic, merely
clear-we redraw them anyway.

Mail "kinks" to W. MacDonald,
Technical Editor, Radio Retailing,
10th Ave. at 36th St., New York
City.
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVATIONS

Let the customer decide'

You're in the
Home Entertainment
Business Now

RADIO dealers who still confine their thinking
to the merchandising of sets are making a

profound mistake. To such, and their name is
legion, this straight -from -the -heart message is
directed.

Glance at the accompanying, right page dia-
gram. Observe how the rapid march of engi-
neering development has within the past year
opened wide a new vista of selling opportunities
for the radio products dealer who's on to his job.

Is your knowledge up -to -the minute on these
allied lines? Have you been experimenting with
their sales possibilities? And have you read up
on their technical aspects?

Because of its importance we repeat the roll
call: Sound amplification in all its phases-mul-
tiple-speakers, public and private address service,
its possibilities for home and business use; auto-
mobile radio; automatic feed, radio-phonograph
combinations; records; television-parts and kits;
home talking movies-and films; de luxe and spe-
cially engineered, remote control, home -installa-
tions.

Is this pure theory or can the average radio
man get his hooks into one or more of these
things, with profit?

The answer not only is that it's being done but
that those who have not yet seen the light must
enlarge their viewpoint, must think in terms of
radio in all its ramifications and home and busi-
ness applications, if they would continue to grow

and to prosper according to their just deserts.
So much for preachments. To the seriously -

minded dealer will at once come the thought:
How may I go into action?

For one thing, review your past issues of Radio
Retailing. In each number since last September
will be found articles on one or more of the pre-
ceding subjects. These articles are practical and
instructive. They cover all of these new "home
entertainment" items.

Second, discuss these matters with your dis-
tributor. Insist upon his sympathetic and whole-
hearted assistance.

Start with a sample "attention-getter"-either
a televisor assembly or a home projector with
synchronized sound. Insist that your technician
learn the fundamentals of sound amplification
engineering, and that he know what is required
for any particular job and where to get it.

With these preliminary steps taken, selling
effort will naturally follow.

Summer Listeners
and Some're Prospects

ARECENT survey, conducted for the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System, revealed that the

size of the July -August radio audience is but 7.4
per cent less than that of the September -October
group. Also that 67.3 per cent of all sets owned
were in daily operation during July as against
72.7 per cent in operation during October.

If summertime listener -interest holds up in this
amazing fashion it follows that "prospect" in-
terest, during the vacation months, also is far
greater than most of us imagine.

The Winning Formula
SIXTY per cent of any manufacturer's plan

for promoting home talking movies should
be devoted to making available for the dealer
and jobber an easily obtainable supply of 16 mm.
films and synchronized records. So far the makers
of home projection devices have not given suffi-
cient energy to this important subject.

Concrete plans for the distribution of films
and records in the remoter trade centers must be
worked out - and at rental prices within the
reach of the average prosperous citizen. The
manufacturer who first formulates a workable
policy of this nature will outdistance competition.
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104 New Programs
THE ever-changing panorama of radio, with

new programs, new artists and new methods
of presentation constantly coming into view, is
vividly illustrated by the figures for the first
quarter of 1931.

Radio Retailing's survey of the features to be
heard over the two national chains reveals that
53 sponsored programs and 51 major sustaining
presentations have been inaugurated since the
first of the year.

These "premieres" embrace every type of radio
entertainment and bring to the studios talent from
every branch of the show and musical world.

Who Will Sell
Auto -Radios?

MANUFACTURERS have found it pos-
sible to greatly reduce the price of auto -

radio sets. These are now within the means of
millions of car owners and are ready for quantity
exploitation. But one thing stumps the makers
of this equipment; holds back distribution. Who,
they want to know, is best equipped to do a real
selling job-the radio dealer, the new car agency
or the battery service station?

This is the picture as we see it : In general,
none of these groups is in a position to do the
whole job at this time. Few radio dealers have
facilities to install any great number of sets, car
agencies can sell receivers for installation only
in new automobiles and battery service stations
are not experienced in the sale of $100 to $150
entertainment units. All three groups, perhaps,
can well work together to good advantage. Let

radio dealers who know how to merchandise
entertainment equipment do the heavy selling.
Let centrally located battery stations, ignition
specialists, make flat -rate installations for these
dealers. And let auto agencies, that have easy
access to new car buyers, secure this necessary
business for the radio dealer on a straight com-
mission basis.

This plan will serve to put more auto -radios in
use, the one thing a new product needs most to
give it impetus. Later, when the ball starts roll-
ing, specialty selling organizations will probably
grow out of the successful operations in these
three groups-and manufacturers will do well to
utilize such auto -radio outlets when they develop.

Worthy of Careful Consideration
THE following items of major importance

have been scheduled for primary considera-
tion by the board of directors of the Radio
Wholesalers Association. These matters call for
the keenest of fundamental thinking on the part
of every jobber in the country, as well as by those
who are meeting at Chicago this month:

1 Fair manufacturer and wholesaler contracts.
2 Losses resulting from unwise promotional effort.
3 Losses resulting from unjustified cooperative ad-

vertising allowances.
4 Losses resulting from needless additional discounts

demanded by large buyers.
5 Inventory and obsolescence losses.
6 Credit losses due to weak collection methods.
7 Continued efforts to estimate known values in

merchandising supplementary lines.
8 Standard practices in handling unnecessary service

and adjustments for the wholesaler.
9 Constructive efforts to determine the actual market

for radio and to enlarge this market.
10 Exchange of information on operating expenses.

Tubes
$ $poo

Parts
$1,000

Which Will You Do ?

Half the Job or
sets

$ 20,000

Service
$1,000

Tubes
$9,000

Parts
$1,000

Service
$1,500

The Whole Job
Sets

$20,000
Automobile

Radio
$ 2,000

Ths
MERCHANDISER

of
RADIO PRODUCTS

$60,000
Gross

De Luxe
(Special)

Installations
$5,000

Home Talkies
and Films

$5,000

Sound
Amplification

Systems

Automatic
Combinations
and Records

$4,500

Television
Parts, Kits

$ 5,000
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Supreme Court Declares
June, 1931 Other News of the Month

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LOSES
TUBE CASE TO DE FOREST-BASIC

DECISION SHOULD STIMULATE
ACTIVITIES OF INDEPENDENTS

REVERSING the decision of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, the
Supreme Court of the United States, May 25, held the celebrated and

basic Langmuir radio tube patent to be invalid. This ruling, by Associate
Justice Stone, was handed down in the case of the De Forest Radio Company
against the General Electric Company. The latter controls the Langmuir
patent and claimed that it has been infringed by the former. The De Forest
interests contended that unless the patent was set aside, General Electric
would have a virtual monopoly of the radio tube in common use.

In the opinion of well-informed radio men the Langmuir patent has been
the most important item in the patent pool of the Radio Corporation of
America, General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, American Telephone and Telegraph Company and
General Motors Corporation.

The case originated when the District Court of Delaware held the Langmuir
patent invalid because of anticipation and want of invention, prior invention
and prior use. The Third Circuit Court of Appeals first sustained the
District Court and later reversed it. De Forest took the case to the Supreme
Court on a granted petition for a writ of certiorari. The decision concludes
19 years of legal controversy.

Substance of the Contention
The substance of the contention of GE

was that through an invention Irving
Langmuir perfected the high vacuum tube
by freeing it from gas and thus preventing
the ionization or electrifying of the gas
which theretofore had interfered with the
successful operation of the low vacuum
tube. It further was claimed that this
patent covered new principles of the art.

By its decision the Supreme Court holds,
in effect, that a new invention was not
made and that what Langmuir did was to
perfect that which already had been dis-
covered.

Substantiating this argument Justice
Stone wrote: "That the production of the
high vacuum tube was no more than the
application of the skill of the art to the
problem in hand is apparent when it is
realized that the invention involved only
the application of this knowledge to the
common forms or low vacuum discharge
devices such as the Fleming and De Forest
tubes. Once known that gas ionization in
the tube caused a regularity of current
which did not occur in a high vacuum, it
did not need the genius of the inventor to
recognize and act upon the truth that a
better tube for amplifying could be made
by taking out the gas."

As one result of this decision, according
to the Radio Protective Association, those
independent tube companies, licensed under
this patent to the Radio Corporation of
America, should now be in a position to
recover the royalties they have paid and
also to claim triple damages for all injuries
suffered as a result of this license agree-
ment
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Statements From the
Vitally Interested

In releases to Radio Retailing the
principals and independent tube manu-
facturers make the following comment
on this celebrated case-the first radio
patent to be adjudicated by the Su-
preme Court of the United States:

"No Relation to Other Patents"
From 0. S. Schairer, Radio Corpora-

tion of America-"The decision of the
Supreme Court deals only with the
Langmuir patent, and has no relation to
the other patents under which the Radio
Corporation has rights and has granted
licenses. It does not affect the right of
the Radio Corporation of America to
manufacture and sell radio tubes."

"Definitely Circumscribes the
Licensing Field of the General

Electric -RCA Group"
From William J. Barkley, DeForest

Radio Company - "Both within the
radio industry proper and in the indus-
trial applications of the vacuum tube,
this decision definitely circumscribes the
licensing field of the General Electric -
RCA group, since, if held valid, the high
vacuum patent would have covered
every radio tube in use today and would
have created a virtual monopoly of all
the industries which depend for their

A Significant Decision
An Editorial

The verdict of the United States
Supreme Court in the Langmuir
patent case not only is of tremen-
dous importance to manufacturers
of radio sets and tubes but will
open the way for a wide variety of
applications of high -vacuum tubes
in connection with the develop-
ment, by "independents," of sound
pictures, power transmission, tele-
phony, musical instruments, avia-
tion, surgery, and metallurgy.

Many attorneys have declared
that the Langmuir patent was the
only isurmountable one controlling
tube manufacture.

operation on vacuum tubes. This is so
because the vacuum tube has become the
heart and soul of the electrical arts.

"This decision represents the second
major victory on the part of the
DeForest Company over the General
Electric -Radio Corporation group within
a period of one month. It is perhaps
the most momentous patent decision in
recent years that has come up in the
radio and related industries."

"Should Lead to Industry
Patent Pooling Agreement"
From B. J. Grigsby, Majestic-"In hand-

ing down this decision the Supreme Court
has again denied that any group or com-
bination can control the air or any great
industry. There still remains to be heard
the government dissolution suit and the
triple damage suit of Grigsby-Grunow,
under the Clayton Act.

"A tremendous victory for the inde-
pendents. Senator Dill's recent comment
that what the radio industry needs is a
pooling of patents, like that of the auto-
mobile industry, was timely indeed. Such
action is the only solution of the industry's
grave patent problem. This decision
should lead to such cooperative action."

"A Sound Decision"
From George Lewis, Arcturus Radio

Tube Co.-"It has always been the belief
of the Arcturus company that the degree
of vacuum in a tube was not a patentable
invention. We are glad to see this opinion
vindicated by the recent decision of the
Supreme Court.

"This patent, if declared valid, would
have encroached upon, and seriously limited,
further inventions by a vast army of
physicists, scientists and engineers upon
whose efforts much of the future progress
of the industry depends.

"The decision is sound in that it pre-
cludes the probability of any one concern
being in a position to control not only the
radio industry but all industries in general
who depend greatly upon electronic devices."
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Langmuir Patent Invalid
Condensed for Busy Readers New York, N. Y.

Look Out for the Train!
This doesn't look much like the roaring locomotive that radio listeners hear on the
Empire Builders every Monday night, but here's the bell and whistle anyway-the
real things, right off Great Northern engines. The big dump chute in the back-
ground reproduces anything from an earthquake to an automobile smash-up, de-
pending upon what is loaded into it. Signal lights and headphones let the crew
know when to pull the train into the station or cause a wreck at the cross roads.

Hygrade and Sylvania
Announce Consolidation

Consolidation plans have been approved
by the board of directors of Sylvania
Products Company, and the Nilco Lamp
Works, Inc., both of Emporium, Pa., and
the Hygrade Lamp Company, Salem, Mass.

Combined sales of these companies
amounted to approximately $9,000,000 for
the year 1930. The Emporium and Salem
units each manufacture incandescent lamp
bulbs and tubes. The Sylvania Products
Company and Nilco Lamp Works, Inc.,
together do about the same volume of busi-
ness as the Hygrade Lamp Company.
Both Sylvania and Hygrade brands are
widely accepted in the fields in which they
operate.

The combined companies will constitute,
it is claimed, the largest so-called "inde-
pendent" manufacturer of electric lamp
bulbs and radio tubes in the United States.

This consolidation will be effected with-
out resorting to additional public financing.
No new management or financial interests
are involved and those officers who have
been in charge of the separate businesses
will continue with the new combination.
No change is contemplated in manufactur-
ing facilities or locations.

Gulbransen Co. Has New Officers
At a special meeting of the board of

directors of the Gulbransen Company,
May 7, A. S. Wells, well known in the
radio field since the inception of the
industry, was elected president. A. G.
Gulbransen, the retiring president, was
elected chairman of the board of
directors.

Other officers elected were G. M.
Gardner and George McDermott, vice-
presidents; Frank Dillbahner, treasurer
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and Edward B. Healy, secretary.
Mr. Wells is a man of unusually wide

experience in sales, engineering and
executive capacities. Prior to his con-
nection with radio, he was actively en-
gaged in the farm lighting business.

Mr. Gardner's broad knowledge in
sales and executive work in radio
makes him specially well qualified for
his present position.

Ken-Rad Acquires Acremeter
Sales Rights

Richard Smiley, general sales man-
ager of the Ken-Rad Corporation,
Owensboro, Ky., announces that his
concern has secured, through arrange-
ment with the Acremeter Company,
Everett, Wash., the exclusive national
distributing rights for the "Acremeter"
and its copyrighted merchandising plan.

The Acremeter, meaning "accurate re-
cording meter," was developed on the
Pacific Coast by Kinney Brothers &
Sipprell, one of the Northwest's leading
music stores.

Is There No End to This Craft?
And to Philco's annual cruises as

well. For the latter, more power to
'em. This year 500 doughty distribu-
tors will sail the Great Lakes-Buffalo
to Chicago. Some convention trip, and
"Gee what a boat !"

NATIONAL RADIO
WEEK SEPT. 21-27
National Radio Week for 1931 has

definitely been set for September 21 to
27. This date coincides with that of the
Radio World's Fair in New York.

It will be recalled that last year
thirty-five cities observed the event,
thirty-two chain programs were dedi-
cated to radio, and over two hundred
broadcasting stations carried announce-
ments celebrating radio's 10th birthday.
The executive offices already have
started on plans for making National
Radio Week a more elaborate event this
year than ever before.

Plans Completed for Con-
sumer Shows in New York

and Chicago This Fall
After the trade show in June the

major industry events are the two na-
tional expositions, the Eighth Annual
Radio World's Fair and Electrical Ex-
position, New York City, and the Tenth
Annual Chicago Radio Show and Elec-
trical Exposition.

The exact dates of these two major
public shows, annually attracting a half
million visitors, have just been an-
nounced by U. J. Herrmann and G.
Clayton Irwin, Jr., co -directors.

Leases signed the last of May with
Madison Square Garden, in New York,
and the Coliseum, in Chicago, set the
dates of the New York Exposition as
September 21 to 26, inclusive, and the
Chicago Radio Show, October 19 to 25,
inclusive.

Eighteen A K Distributors
Win P M of M Degree

Hats in the air to the following P M's
of M-"Past Masters in the Art and
Science of Merchandising." This impres-
sive title was bestowed by A. Atwater
Kent, in the form of personally signed
certificates, as a "signal and lasting reward
for outstanding sales and sales promotion
achievement for the 1930-31 sales year."

Frank M. Brown Co., Portland, Me.;
Albany Distributing Co., Albany; Edmond,
Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; True & Blan-
chard Co., Newport, Vt.; New Haven
Electric Co., New Haven, Conn.; Elliott
Radio Sales Corp., Binghamton, N. Y.;
C. L. Hartmann Corp., Rochester, N. Y.;
E. J. Edmond Co., White Plains, N. Y.;
E. B. Latham & Co., New York City;
E. A. Wildermuth, Brooklyn; Jersey State
Distributors, Newark ; Central Electric
Co., Green Bay, Wisc.; Briggs-Hagen-
locher, Inc., Erie, Pa.; Louis Buehn Co.,
Philadelphia ; L. T. Ganster Co., Reading;
Dixie Radio Co., Greensboro, N. C.; Radio
Specialty Co., New Orleans; and A. A.
Schneiderhahn Co., Sioux City, Ia.
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CINETROPE MAKES
TALKING MOVIES
Frankenberg Heads National

Sound Films, an Affiliated
Company

Word comes from Indianapolis of the
organization of two affiliated concerns for
the manufacture and sale of home projec-
tors and films. These companies, the Cine-
trope Corporation, and the National Sound
Films, Inc., will specialize in "sound with
picture" presentations for residence use.
Burton F. Swain is president of the former
and Julius Frankenberg, Chicago, of the
latter outfit.

Purposes of the Cinetrope Corporation,
as given in the articles of incorporation, are
for the manufacture, purchase, sale and dis-
tribution of devices usable in taking or
projecting motion pictures and the record-
ing of sound.

Purposes of the film company were given
for the "manufacture, produce, process and
distribution for wholesale and retail equip-
ment usable in the making and projecting
of motion pictures and the recording and
reproducing of sound."

The apparatus which will be marketed
shortly by Cinetrope has been in actual
finished state and field use for a number of
months.

DEMONSTRATE THEM BOTH

"Let the customer decide"

RMA DEFINES STAND
AT BRIARCLIFF

The board of directors of the Radio
Manufacturers Association, meeting at
Briarcliff Lodge, N. Y., June 8, went on
record as endorsing the position taken
by Merlin Aylesworth, president of the
National Broadcasting Company, in his
recent address at Princeton, N. J., with
reference to the relation of broadcasting
publicity to advertising in newspapers.
Mr. Aylesworth, in his speech, met
squarely the contentions of the Ameri-
can Newspaper Publishers Association
regarding radio advertising competition.

The board also approved a report
from President Metcalf regarding the
resolution transmitted recently to the
Federal Radio Commission, urging the
Commission to grant applications of
broadcast stations for maximum power
of 50.000 watts. This action, declared
Mr. Metcalf, would improve radio re-
ception, eliminate much radio interfer-
ence, and promote the sale of receiving
sets.

A resolution was also passed thank-
ing the Columbia Broadcasting System
and 0. H. Caldwell, editor of Radio Re-
tailing, for their cooperation in a recent
broadcast wherein Mr. Caldwell urged
the public to secure the maximum of
radio entertainment-to which it is en-
titled-by replacing obsolete sets with
new receivers having the utmost in tonal
quality.
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With the

Radio History Makers
Coming, a Studebaker Set-Freed and
Siragusa Playing with Television-
Schultz Sales Manager for Kennedy

THAT history is but the extended
shadows of outstanding personalities

is again confirmed in the recent activities
of well known radio executives. For
example:

Clement Studebaker, III, grandson of
Clement Studebaker, famous wagon
builder, and son of Clement Studebaker,
Jr., of the Studebaker Corporation, has
entered the radio field with an ambition
to make the family name as favorably
known in radio as in other industries.

Mr. Studebaker has recently com-
pleted comprehensive designing, produc-
tion and sales arrangements which
include laboratories in Chicago, manu-
facturing facilities in South Bend, Ind.,
and a sales organization, national in its
scope. He formerly was vice-president
of the Colin B. Kennedy Corporation.

Last November he organized the
Studebaker Laboratories of Chicago,
taking with him as his chief engineer,
R. H. Caldwell, former chief engineer of
Kennedy. Mr. Caldwell's broad and
successful experience in radio and allied
fields is well known to the industry.

To insure adequate manufacturing
facilities, Mr. Studebaker and Mr. Cald-
well next formed the Patent Develop-
ment Company, located at South Bend,
Ind. This company will manufacture all
products designed and developed by the
Studebaker Laboratories.

Finally, sole selling rights for all
products of the laboratories have been
granted to the DePree Sales Company,
headed by Jim DePree, former general
sales manager of Colin B. Kennedy.
Mr. DePree is well known to the radio
sales world and has had 25 years' ex-
perience as sales manager for prominent
manufacturers in both radio and other
lines. J. Howard Haley will be asso-
ciated with Mr. DePree as vice president
and secretary of the sales company.

The first products of the Studebaker
Laboratories-a new Pentode tube set
and a superheterodyne set will be dis-
played at the Palmer House during the
Radio Show. These products are
already in production and Mr. DePree
announces that substantial advance
orders have already been booked..

Ross D. Siragusa

AMONG the first of "old line" radio
manufacturers to announce an active

participation in television we note the
well-known names of Ross D. Siragusa

Caldwell Studebaker DePree

and Arthur Freed. The former, presi-
dent of Transformer Corporation of
America, Chicago, has established a re-
search laboratory to delve into the
specific problems of visualization. Mr.
Siragusa does not believe that television
will effect the 1931 market but-"when
television becomes a permanent and
vital force Clarion will be there."

Arthur Freed

Arthur Fr eed,
who as vice-presi-
dent and sales
manager of the
Freed - Eisemann
Radio Corporation,
was responsible for
much of that com-
pany's success, now
heads the Freed
Television a n d
Radio Corporation,
which will bring
the name of Freed
Eisemann to the
field of television.

As might be expected Colin B. Ken-
nedy Corporation, South Bend, Inc.,
was due for a new sales manager. H. C.
Schultz was nominated for this position
the first of May.

Mr. Schultz has
a national acquaint-
ance in the radio
field due to his
sales efforts for
nationally know n
houses during the
past twenty years.
Old timers of
phonograph days
will remember
"Heinie" Schultz in
connection with the
activities of Co-
lumbia and Sonora. H. C. Schultz

RCA, in its recent annual financal report,
had this to say regardng the status of
televison: "While television has been dem-
onstrated repeatedly on a laboratory basis,
further research and development must
precede the manufacture and sale to the
public of television sets. Although progress
made in 1930 has brought television defi-
nitely nearer to commercial application,
RCA will not attempt to market such
equipment this year."
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Too Modest
Although H. I. McConnell is Clarion
distributor in Philadelphia he re-fuses to blow his own horn so we
can't show him in golf togs dragging
home a few trophies. Mr. McConnell
is vice-president of the Roberts Auto
& Radio Supply Co.

Silver -Marshall Will Sell
Direct to Dealers

As a result of months of serious con-
sideration and contact with radio
dealers all over the country, Silver -
Marshall, on June 1, put into effect a
new direct, factory -to -dealer policy.

"There were many reasons for this
sharp change from the conventional plan
of jobber distribution, but one stands
out prominently as pointing to the abso-
lute economic necessity of such a sys-
tem-the fact that the smaller dealer
must sell more receivers at a greater
profit to stay in business," states Mc-
Murdo Silver, president.

"In eliminating fifty-three distributors
Silver -Marshall is conserving 25 per
cent plus the cost of traveling repre-
sentatives and is making it possible for
the retailers to sell pentode vario-mu
superheterodynes at list prices below
competition, and yet make as much
profit as though he sold a higher priced
receiver," concludes Mr. Silver.

Stromberg Sales Representa-
tives Meet at Factory

Sales representatives of the Strom -
berg -Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company held their sales conference at
the home office in Rochester.

The meeting opened with an address
by Mr. McCanne, president, following
which there were talks on merchandis-
ing by George A. Scoville and Benjamin
Gross.

At the afternoon session the mer-
chandising discussion led by Harry A.
Beach; the latter part of the meeting
being devoted to the technical side of
radio, with Ray H. Manson presiding.

That evening the group went to the
broadcasting studio to hear the Roches-
ter Civic Orchestra broadcast the
Stromberg-Carlson Hour.

The following day was given over to
advertising and sales promotion subjects.

Arcturus Opens Western Office
Arcturus Radio Tube Company, New-

ark, N. J., announces the opening of a
western division branch located at 1855
Industrial Street, Los Angeles. This
office will be in the charge of L. P.
Naylor, formerly sales manager for
Arcturus.
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DETECTOR LISTENS IN

on JOBBER Doings . . . .

Ludwig Hommel & Co. of Pittsburgh
have been appointed exclusive distributors
for Atwater Kent in the territory formerly
served by the Esenbe Co., Pittsburgh, and
the Gee Electric Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

Canton Hardware, of Canton and Cleve-
land, Ohio, has tied in with United Ameri-
can Bosch, to cover the northern Ohio
territory.

Leo J. Meyberg Co., San Francisco,
has taken on a refrigeration line with
the addition of the Norge products.

Arrangements have just been completed
by Colonial for the following manufacturer
representation: H. W. Menges, 1530 Olive
St., St. Louis, and Harry Fox, Radio West
Coast Co., Ltd., San Francisco.

L. W. Sturdevant has been appointed
Pacific Coast manager of the Brunswick
Radio Distributing Company, San Fran-
cisco. H. A. Rehmke, for several years
associated with Sherman Clay & Company,
will assist him.

Eugene Farny welcomes National
Accessories, Omaha, Neb., into the
happy family of Lyric distributors. Of
course National will sell the new
Mohawk electric refrigerator also.

Now that the Western Michigan Music
Co. is distributing RCA -Victor to the
entire state of Michigan, the old name
isn't exactly appropriate, so the company
will be known as the State Distributors,
Inc., with offices in Detroit as well as at
the old location at Grand Rapids.

William W. Parsons has moved his sales
manager's desk from the Sioux City branch
of A. A. Schneiderhahn to the Des Moines
office.

Formerly general district manager of the
metropolitan New York area for Triad,
Robert B. Hershman has joined Fiske
Factors, Inc., New York, which company
is both exclusive distributor and representa-
tive for Triad.

An independent jobber will now cover
the New York territory for Grigsby-
Grunow, as a result of the appointment of
the Musical Products Distributing Co., of
New York City, as exclusive representative
in this section.

Art Reeder has been made manager
of the radio department of B. F. Schles-
inger & Sons, Oakland, Calif., succeed-
ing Ted Holman, who is now associated
with the Wurlitzer Company as manager
of its radio department.

Griffens-Spares, Ltd., London, England,
is handling the Capehart line of automatic
record changing phonographs throughout
the British Isles. This organization main-
tains a field force of twenty-six men.

Arthur A. Trostler, for the past two
years sales manager for Brunswick, and
prior to that vice-president in charge of
sales with Freed-Eisemann, is now with
Fada as special sales representative, cover-
ing the country from coast to coast.

Wakem and Whipple, Inc., Chicago,
exclusive distributors of Clarion sets,
Acremeter testers and Ken-Rad tubes,
report a very substantial increase in
their business during the past four
weeks. Acremeters have been placed
with dealers in Freeport, Rockford,
Aurora, North Chicago, Kankakee,
Cicero and Chicago.

C. C. Stephens
Won the RCA
Radiotron first
prize for a hot
sales plan-$500
and a trip across
America. With
Midland Radio
C o r p., Buffalo,

N. Y.

(right

Fortune Favors These Four

"Nick" Carter
Just appointed
chairman of the
Radio Industries
Committee of the
Chicago World's
Fair. A founder
of AMA and pres-
ident of the Carter
Radio Company.

(left)

Joseph Freed
Recently elected
to the presidency
of the Perryman
Electric Company.
For many years of
Freed - Eisemann
fame, more recent-
ly with Warner

Bros.

(right

Jack Helsper
Now Director of
Saks for CeCo,
Providence. Will
travel a great
deal, but not dur-
ing show weeks.
Great things arepredicted for

Jack.
(left)
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Home Entertainment
Apex and Gloritone

Receivers
THREE U. S. Apex and two

Gloritone models have been
brought to the show by the U. S.
Radio and Television Co., Ma-
rion, Ind. The Apex models use
both the Pentode and variable -
mu tubes and have automatic
volume control and full vision
dial.

Apex Model 10B is a 10 -tube
receiver with two Pentodes,
three variable mu's, four 27's
and an 80. The cabinet is a
lowboy with doors. $99.50.

Apex Models 8A and 8B are
8 -tube types: the former a mid-
get listing at $67.50, complete;
the latter, an open face lowboy,
$79.95, complete.

Gloritone Models 26B and 26P
take the same tube equipment,
namely, three 24's, one Pentode
and an 80. 26B, the lowboy, is
$59.50 and 26P, the midget is
$49.95, complete.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Apex 8B

Lyric Sets
AN ALL -superheterodyne line

of five models, employing
the Pentode and variable -mu
tubes in each of the five chassis,
can be seen in the Lyric booth,
(All American Mohawk Corp.,
N. Tonawanda, N. Y.)

Model S-6 midget has six
tubes and lists at $49.50, com-
plete.

Model S-7, slightly larger,
has seven tubes and is priced
at $69.50, complete.

Model S-8, a full-sized con-
sole, 39 in. high, is designed
after the Heppel white period
and lists at $99.50, complete.

Model S-9, the same as Model
S-8, comes in two models-one
with and one without doors.

The most unusual set in the
line is the radio -piano combina-
tion made to meet the demands
of small homes and apartments.
The radio chassis is mounted in
the lower right side of the bot-
tom panel and the speaker in
the lower left side, with the
control panel in the upper right
corner of the top panel. This
student Wurlitzer piano combi-
nation comes in red, blue, green
and gold with keys to match.
It is 41 in. high by 401 in. long.
-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Howard Model 40
EATURED in the HowardF booth is Model 40 super-

heterodyne using two Pentodes
in push-pull, together with three
variable-mu's, two 227's, and a
280 ; eight tubes in all. It is
housed in a semi -lowboy cabinet
of attractive design, standing
39i in. high. The price on this
set is $119.50, complete.-Radio
Retailing, June, 1931.
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A brief description of what the set manufacturers are show-
ing at the Trade Show this year, together with details of
other merchandise just brought out for the 1932 market

Frost -Minton Sets
HIDDEN behind a "set of

books" on world travel, you
may find a radio set if you have
one of the new Frost -Minton re-
ceivers onto which a "false"
book panel can be attached by
those who wish to conceal their
set in a bookcase. The panel is
linen covered and embossed, and
when the radio is in use, it
drops on a hinge. $3 extra.

The radio comes in two
models :-FM -4, which takes two
'24's, a '45 and an '80, listing at
$29.50 complete, and the FM -5,
which has an extra '24 tube and
lists at $36.50. The cabinets
are metal.

Frost -Minton Co., 12 E. 41st
Street, New York City, also
offers an attractive occasional
table of walnut, or natural wood
for refinishing in colors, to en-
close the set. $15.50.

Dealers who have calls for
sets as prizes for golf tourna-
ments, boat races, etc., can ob-
tain either model with a silver
plate on the front for engraving.
$2 extra. - Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

Bosch Models
5A and 5B

x-ro HIGHER than the aver -
.1.11 age novel, and occupying no
greater space than the same
novel laid down open, just about

American Bosch 5A

describes the compactness of the
new "Personal" radio, Model 5A,
now in production by the United
American Bosch Corp., Spring-
field, Mass. This new receiver
is oblong -shaped, measures 143
in. long and 83 in. high. It is
made of solid mahogany with
decorated border inlays. The list
price, complete with five tubes,
is $43.50.

Model 513, has the same
chassis, but is housed in an end
table or smoking stand type of
table. The price is $53.50, com-
plete.

Model 5-C is a 5 -tube t.r.f.
set, using two variable mu's, a
'24, a Pentode, and a 280.

The consoles of this line are
Models 20-J, 20-K and 20-L, in-
corporating the new Pentode
superhet chassis. It has two
Pentodes, three variable mu's,
two 27s, and an 80. List prices
are 20-J, open -face console
$89.50 complete ; Model 20-K,
openface lowboy, $99.50 com-
plete ; and Model 20-L, a high-
boy with sliding doors, $139.50
complete. - Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

G -M "Winslow"

General Motors
Receivers

AMOST unusual line of cus-
tom built, "double purpose"

models may be seen this year in
the booth of the General Motors
Corp., Dayton, Ohio.

Two separate lines with three
different circuits - 7-, 8- and
10 -tube superhets-are offered
with prices ranging from $69.50
to $350, complete. In the 7- and
8 -tube the Pentode is
used, with the variable -mu in-
corporated in all three circuits.
Tone control is continued with
a local -distance switch and auto-
matic volume control in the H-
and 10 -tube sets.

The standard line includes :
Little General midget, 7 tubes,

$69.50 ; Valere, 8 tubes, lowboy,
$99.50 ; Cosmopolitan, 10 tubes,
small sliding door to shield the
instrument panel from view if
desired, $129.50 ; Imperial, ten
tubes, Stuart period cabinet,
$149.50 ; and a Queen Anne
automatic combination, 10 -tube
chassis plays 10 records either
10 or 12 in. size by means of an
automatic changer. $250, com-
plete.

In the custom built furniture
line, all embracing period de-
sign, are :

G -M "Abbey"

Standish, early American
period, end table or occasional
table type, antique wax finish,
self-contained aerial, 7 tubes,
$95.

Tudor, also of the end table
type, 17th century English, solid
oak finished to give effect of
mellowed age, 7 tubes, $95.

Warwick, fashioned to resem-
ble an early English occasional

table, antique mahogany finish,
built-in aerial, $95.

Cromwell, resembles an occa-
sional table and has drawer in
the top, 10 tubes, $160.

Abbey, antique mahogany
finish, sliding door to cover
dials, 10 tubes, $165.

Queen Anne Commode, cab-
riole legs, tambour effect on the
sliding door, 10 tubes, $175.

Louis XV console, drawer at
the top, especially suitable for
use in the foyer with lamp on
top, 10 tubes, $185.

Winslow, reminiscent of the
early American period, resem-
bling a chest of drawers, with
three real drawers, the two
lower drawers concealing the
control panel, 10 tubes, $225.

Louis XV automatic combi-
nation plays 10 records auto-
matically, resembles chest of
drawers, 10 tubes, $350, all
"complete." - Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

Brunswick 17

Brunswick Superhets
AWIDE variety of models,

ranging from a midget (the
first Brunswick has made), to
an automatic Panatrope with
radio make up the display of
the Brunswick Radio Corp., 116
W. 42nd St., New York City.

Model 11, the mantel type re-
ceiver, in a walnut cabinet,
uses three 24's, two variable-
mu's, a Pentode and an 80.Featured in this set, as well as
the others, is a tone control, and
uni-selector, full -range volume
control. $79.50, complete.

Model 12, a miniature high-
boy console with the same
chassis, is $99.50, complete, and
Model 16, a lowboy, is $119.50.
The latter has 12 -in. speaker.

Model 17 is a larger set, tak-
ing three 24s, two variable-mu's,
two Pentodes, a 27 automatic
volume control tube and an 80_
The cabinet is a lowboy. $149.50,
complete.

Model 24 a highboy with the
same chassis is $169.50, com-
plete.

Model 33 is a lowboy combi-
nation radio - with - Panatrope
with the seven tube chassis and
12 in. dynamic speaker, listing
at $169.50, complete.

Model 42 is the automatic
Panatrope-with radio, playing
20 10 -in. records without atten-
tion. It also plays the 12 in.
records manually. The price
complete with tubes and a com-
plement of 20 records, is $265.
-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Radio Retailing, June, 1931



Merchandise for 1932
Sets about which information was not ready to catch this
issue will be covered in July. For additional photos, please
turn to the 8 -page pictorial section starting on page 45

Philoo 9 -tube lowboy

Philco Sets
THREE new balanced super -

het chassis, an armchair
model, an improved oversized
electro-dynamic speaker and
cabinets designed by Norman
Bel Geddes, are some of the
high spots of the line the Phila-
delphia Storage Battery Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., is showing.

The chassis are designed for
11 tubes (highboy, lowboy and
automatic combination models) ;
9 tube, (highboy, lowboy and
baby grand models) and 7
tubes, (radio phonograph com-
bination, highboy and baby
grand models.)

In addition to these sets, two
d.c. models are offered, (a baby
grand and a lowboy) an 8 -tube
battery operated receiver, and
the Philco-Transitone radio for
autos and motorboats.

The 11 tube chassis takes
four 24's, four 27's, two 45's and
an 80 ; the 9 tube, four 24's, two
27's, two 45's and an 80 and
the 7 tube, three 24's, two 27's,
a Pentode and an 80.

The Lazyboy arm chair model
has the 7 tube chassis and is
about the size and height of
an end table. The controls are
on the top of the set, recessed,so that top can be used as a
table.-Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Fada Model 45
THE first model of the new

Pada line is an open -face
lowboy console, Model 45, using
two Pentodes in push-pull am-
plification, together with two
235's, a 224, two 227's, and a
280. The speaker has a 10i in.
cone. This set is 38 in. high by
23 in. wide. $112.50 complete.

Further information is not
available from F. A. D. Andrea,
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y., as
we go to press. Full details
on the complete line will appear
in the July issue.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

GE Model 212
ALONG

with its recent models,
the General Electric Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn., has on exhi-
bition a new midget set, Model
T-12, using two 224's, a Pentode,
and a 280. The cabinet is
Gothic in design, and stands 158
in. high by 108 in wide.-Radio
Retailing, June, 1931.

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

Three Gulbransen
Sets

THE new line of Gulbransen
receivers consists of one 10 -

tube and two 7 -tube superhets.
The leader of the line is the 10 -
tube variable -mu, pentode re-
ceiver incorporating four vari-
able mu's and two Pentodes in
push-pull. It is known as Model
235, and the walnut cabinet is
44 in. high by 24 in. wide.
$97.50.

The 7 -tube superheterodyne
may be had in either a lowboy
cabinet or a mantel style hous-
ing. The tube equipment in-
cludes two variable mu's, a Pen-
tode and two 24's. The mantel
set, known as Model 130, is $58.
The console, Model 135, stands40 in. high and lists at $68.-
Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Westinghouse Columette

Westinghouse
Columette

FOLLOWING
close on the

heels of the "Columaire,"
comes the "Columette," a mantel
type 8 -tube super, just an-
nounced by the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., Mansfield,
Ohio. It is 188 in. high and
less than 1 ft. square. The ex-
ponential tube is used for r.f.
and i.f. amplification.

The Columette is finished in
two-tone American walnut. An
end -table phonograph unit, as
shown, may also be obtained to
convert it into a radio-phono-
graph.-Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Capeh art Automatic
Phonographs

'Two new automatic phono-
graphs, playing both 10 and

12 in. records, intermixed or in
sequence, playing one side and
then immediately reversing it,
are being shown by the Cape -
hart Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Model 400 in a Chinese Chippen-
dale cabinet, is 44 in. high by
448 in. wide.

Model 401 Chippendale in de-
sign, is the same size, and has a
radio set, also.-Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

Talkiola
THE secretary -style cabinet

used for the home talkie
equipment of the Talkiola Corp.,
1600 Broadway, New York City,can be used as a desk when
open. The top panel falls on
hinges. The screen is built-in
and unfolds as shown in the
illustration. There is space be-
low for storing the films, etc.

A projector to take care of the
increased speed of talking pic-
tures and at the same time
eliminate noise, has been devel-
oped. The "Talkiola" has a
radio matched to the gramo-
phone pick-up, which is espe-
cially designed for it. The
switch -over from radio to gramo-
phone is made by a turn of the
dial. The shifting of a lever
changes the speed of the turn-
table from 78 to 338, which is
the speed used in talking pic-
tures. The radio, or a 338 or
78 r.p.m. record can be run in
connection with a silent picture.

This company has a library
of interesting and entertaining
talking pictures. The Talkiola
is priced at $495.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Stromberg Superhets
MODEL 19 superheterodyne

of the Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester,
N. Y., is an open front ma-
hogany set 42 in. high by 25 in.
wide. The list price is $195,
complete.

Model 20 comes in a taller
cabinet with doors, standing
48i in. high by 268 in. wide.
$225, complete.

The chassis in these two
models takes four 235's, two
227's, two 245's and a 280. Each
is equipped with an automatic
clarifier, for better tone on weak
stations, operating automatic-
ally with the volume control.-
Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

French "Tudor"
T N ADDITION to the Tudette,
1 Devon and Tudor combina-
tions, previously described in
this section, Jesse French &
Sons Piano Co., Newcastle, Ind.,
had on display a Tudor console,
listing at $89.50, using the same
chassis as the Devon set,
namely, two 51's, one Pentode,
a 227, two 244's and a 280.-
Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Stewart -Warner Series
THE Silver Jubilee line has

been brought out by the
Stewart -Warner Corp., Diversey
Blvd., Chicago, in celebration of
its 25 years in business. There
are 9 sets in the line and the
recently perfected lowwave con-
verter. This converter can be
obtained as a unit or as a built-
in feature in four of the new
models. $23.95.

The apartment model, a 6 -
tube super mantel set, in an
American walnut cabinet, is
$52.95, complete. This set, as
well as the balance of the line,
is equipped with variable -mu
and Pentode tubes, tone control,
electro-dynamic speaker and
television terminals.

The four consoles (two styles
with different chassis) list at
$65.75, and $71.75, respectively.
With converter, $22 extra.

The console de luxe, embel-
lished with hand carving, is
$82.75 complete. With con-
verter, $104.75.

An innovation of the Stewart -
Warner line is a portable in a
walnut cabinet, end -table
height and fitted with four
noiseless wheels, which can be
moved about and plugged in
anywhere. $67.75. With con-
verter, $90.75.-Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

RCA -Victor portable
phonograph

RCA -Victor Line
DOUBLE

-PURPOSE furniture
has found its way into the

line of the RCA -Victor line this
year with the introduction of a
writing desk model, using 9
tubes in a super het circuit. It
takes a 24, three 27's, two Pen-
todes, two 35's and an 80.
Standard equipment includes
tone control, remote tuning and
automatic volume control.
$139.50, complete. Available
also in a highboy model at the
same price.

Model RE -16 Electrola, a
radio -phonograph combination
with 9 -tube set is $125.

RE -26 with nine tubes in an
Italian Renaissance cabinet has
the automatic Electrola. The
turntable may be operated at
33 1/3 r.p.m. or 78 r.p.m., and
plays ten records continuously.
$215, complete.

The Automatic Electrola de
luxe takes 12 tubes (four 24's,
two 27's, four 45's and two 80's).
It has remote tuning, automatic
volume control, home recording,
two dynamic speakers, two am-
plifiers and automatic record
changer. $900, complete.

RAE 68 an automatic combi-
nation at $495 ; an 8 -tube con-
sole at $89.50, the Radiolette
midget at $37.50 and a portable
phonograph complete the line.-
Radio Retailing, June, 1931.
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ASYNCHRONIZED turntablewhich can be attached to
any 16 mm. or 35 mm. projector
for home talkies can be obtained
from the Hollywood Film Enter-
prises, Inc., 6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif. It plays all

'types of sound -on -disc pictures.
Phonograph records can beplayed to run with the silent
movies. The radio set can be
.used as the speaker, or a special

Hollywood
CineVoice

portable amplifier, listing at $80,
can be obtained if desired.

The "CineVoice" is a positive
drive machine and comes com-
plete with a carrying -case and
30 ft. cord. The prices run from
$105 to $134, according to the
projector it is to be used with.
If desired to attach to more
than one make of projector,
extra adaptors can be furnished.
-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

.Skeleton view of the scanning
apparatus

Shortwave Receiver
and Televisor Kits

,r-rwo kits, designed to operate
I together as a complete tele-

vision receiving unit are being
displayed by Shortwave & Tele-
vision Corp., 70 Brookline Ave.,
Boston, Mass. The first, com-prising a 7 tube receiver em-
ploying two tuned screen -grid
r.f. stages, screen -grid detector
and three resistance coupled
audio, is designed for use with
plug-in coils permitting recep-
tion from 15 to 520 meters.
Price, knockdown, $95.10 list.
Or completely wired in cabinet,
$110. Coils are $4.88 extra.

The televisor kit, including a
neon lamp, 60 line scanning rib-
bon and other essentials such as
an automatic synchronizing
amplifier, lists at $80, or $100
completely wired in a cabinet.
Both kits are completely a.c.
operated, no batteries being
required.

A switching arrangement in
the shortwave receiver permits
either power or regenerative de-
tection to be used. The first is
essential for television reception
while regeneration is useful in
receiving regular shortwave
sound broadcasts. -Radio Re-
tailing, June, 1931.

Hammond
Alarm Clock

THE
"Logan" model electric

clock of the Hammond Clock
Co., 2915 N. Western Ave., Chi-
cago, is now available with
alarm mechanism carrying a
Price of $7.77.-Raclio Retailing,
June, 1931.

Leutz "Cub"
AMIDGET

companion of the
"Seven Seas" receiver made

by C. R. Lentz, Inc., Altoona,
Pa., is the "Cub," a triple screen
grid clock style set in either a.c.
or d.c. models. It comes in a
modernistic cabinet. -Radio Re -
.tailing, June, 1931.

Zenith Line
DeOTH the Zenette and Zenith

lines are being continued this
year by the Zenith Radio Corp.,
3620 Iron St., Chicago.

The lowest priced Zenette isa t.r.f. circuit designed to use
the new multi -mu and Pentode
tubes. It is housed in a table
model cabinet. $49.95 complete.

Model AH Zenette, also a table
model, but an 8 -tube super, has
automatic volume control and
uses the multi -mu and Pentode
tubes. $79.50, complete.

A larger chassis, employing
the same tubes, is available in
two console cabinets; one a low-
boy, $99.80 and the other a
highboy, $125.

Magnavision dial is a feature
of these sets. This inventionemploys a logging strip several
inches longer than is commonly
used. This strip is magnified to
about 2/ times its original size
-the effect being that of a 17
in. strip.

Model 91 Zenith set is a
10 -tube super employing multi -
mu, Pentode and screen grid
tubes housed in a medium sized
console. It has automatic
volume control and lists at $155,
complete.

Model 92 is a highboy, same
chassis, and includes Zenith
automatic tuning control. $195,
complete.

Model 103 in the higher priced
merchandise class, is a 14 -tube
superheterodyne with auto-
matic tuning, volume control,and voltage regulator. $290,complete. - Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

Vest -Pocket
Test Probe

VERY test for continuity can1 -,,
be performed with the vest-

pocket model testing device of
the Electrical Mfg. Corp., 10
High St., Boston, Mass. It
readily detects defective or
shorted by-pass condensers
(whether open in either lead).

Tests for filament or heater
voltage at tube sockets may be
made and the user may check
for the presence of plate and
screen grid voltages at the
socket, and open or shorted re-
sistors are quickly and easily
located.

It is made of polished red and
black dielectric material, and
measures Ar in. x 7 in. The
price to the dealer is $4.50 net.
-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Crosley Superhets
FIVE chassis and eleven cab-

inets make up this year's ex-
hibit of the Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Three of thechassis are entirely new.

The new five -tube chassis is
available in three models :"Show Boy," a small mantel set,
$49.50 ; the "Sonneteer," a 35iin. console, $59.50 ; and theOracle, a new pier clock model,
61 in. high, $99.50. These sets
employ a Pentode, two variable-
mu's, a 24 and an 80.

The 7 -tube superhet (3-24s, 2
variable-mu's, 1 Pentode and an80) is also shown in threemodels. The "Super BuddyBoy," a mantel type, $65 ; the"Songster," a console, $79.50,and the "Musicale," a 36 in.console with a large auditorium
type speaker, $94.50.

Two consoles, one a combina-
tion, have the 10 -tube superhet
chassis. The "Minstrel" is ahighboy with doors, listing at
$129.50. The Troubadour is the
combination, priced at $199.50.
This chassis utilizes two Pen-
todes in push-pull, two variable-
mu's, two 224's, three 27's andan 80. All prices are "com-
plete." -Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Crosley Super -Buddy Boy

Midget Coin -

Operated Automatic
Phonograph

A LLEN-HOUGH Carryola Co.,A Milwaukee, Wis., is attract-ing attention with its midget,
coin -operated automatic phono-graph made to retail, fullyequipped, for $195. It is sub-stantially the same as its olderbrother, the "Cabaret."

It is enclosed in a fabrikoid-
covered cabinet which is scuffproof and stain proof, and canbe placed on the counter or
table within arm's reach of the
customer. The Samson repro-
ducing amplifier consists of twostages of push-pull amplifica-
tion, with a 7 -in. Utah dynamic
speaker.

The record changing mecha-
nism is the same type introduced
a year ago, and it plays and
changes ten 10 -in. records auto-
matically. The visible operat-ing mechanism is finished intarnish -free spotless silver. This
Carryola midget is equippedwith a multiple coin slot which
permits the insertion of from oneto six nickels simultaneously.-
Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

B -L Power Units
MO FURNISH low voltage1 d.c. from the a.c. lightingline, the B -L Electric Mfg. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo., has placed on the
market what it calls "Rectopacs"and "Filterpacs". They use dryplate rectifiers to rectify thecurrent from a step down trans-
former, and there are no moving
parts no noise or radio inter-
ference when operating.

The rectifying unit may bepurchased separately. - RadioRetailing. June, 1931.

Peko Home Talkies
PEKO. INC., 2400 W. MadisonP

St., Chicago, Ill., has brought
out a combination 16 mm. talkie,
phonograph and radio unit. The
speaker can be removed from
the back of the cabinet, and
placed behind the screen with
extra extension cord for theproper sound effect. A featureof this model is increasedillumination. The radio Is an8 -tube superhet. It will list atabout $250.

Other models to follow will be
of the portable type, listing at
approximately $175, less speakerand radio. -Radio Retailing,June, 1931.

Pilot Line
PILOT is introducing a 7 -tubesuperhet in the midget and
consolette models, two full size
console models with 10 -tube
superhet chassis, and table and
console models of the "Uni-versal" all -wave set.

The 7 -tube chassis has auto-
matic volume control, fullvision dial, tone control, phono-
graph connection, and uses the
variable -mu and Pentode tubes.

The 10 -tube set incorporates a
new automatic volume control
developed by Kenneth Harkness.
It is available in two console
cabinets, one with an open front
and the other with hinged doors.

The "Universal" combination
shortwave and broadcast waveset, comes in either a tablemodel with a separate loudspeaker, or a console withbuilt-in dynamic. The pricesare: midget superhet, $59.50 ;consolette, $74.50 ; open -face
console superhet, $116; de luxe
console superhet, $139; table
model "Universal," $99.50 ; con-sole "Universal." $149. PilotRadio & Tube Corp., Lawrence,
Mass. -Radio Retailing, June,1931.

ft
Portable Sound

Amplifying System
A PORTABLE sound amplify -.ti ing system has been devel-
oped by Electrad, Inc., 175Varick St., N. Y. C. It con-sists of two units mounted incarrying cases, covered withleatherette. The speaker ismounted in one case, and theamplifier, microphone inputpanel, phonograph turntableand pick-up In the other. Every-
thing is entirely self-contained,
and the cases measure 20x20x10
in. This model is useful forpublic address work, when aneasily portable unit is desiredfor both music and voice ampli-
fication. $375, less tubes. -Radio Retailing, June, 1931.
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Erla 22-P

Erla Midgets
AN EXTREMELY compact

and attractive cabinet houses
the new Pentode midget of the
Electrical Research Labora-
tories, Inc., 2500 Cottage Grove
Ave., Chicago, Ill. The fourtubes used in this set are one
variable -mu, a 24, a Pentodeand an 80.

It is available in two a.c.
models: 21-C which lists at
$29.75 complete, and 22-P at
$39.50, the latter having a self-
starting, front set, Telechron
clock.

These sets are also available
for d.c., using two 236's, and
two 238'8. -Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

ABC Washer
A NEW washer in the lower -

price field, with centrifugal
water -remover and designed to
retail at $129.50, has just beenadded to the line of Altorfer
Bros. Co., Peoria, Ill. It isknown as No. 77 Spinner, and
rinses, blues, starches and dries.
-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Wellston Products
UNDER the trade name "Gold

Test," the Wellston Radio
Corp., St. Louis, Mo., tell usthey are ready to supply dealers
with aerials and a full line of
replacement parts.

The aerial is of the filtered
type, and is made of Durez. Theback is solid. Although smallenough to fit into the palm of
the hand, it has a capacityequivalent to 64 ft. of aerialwire, strung 50 ft. high in the
air, it is claimed. It can beplaced anywhere -inside or onthe back of the radio cabinet.-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Jensen Permanent
Magnet Speaker

APERMANENT magnet
speaker, which according to

the announcement, is electro-dynamic in tone quality and has
the ability to handle great vol-
ume is being shown for the first
time by the Jensen Radio Mfg.
Co., 6601 S. Larimee Ave., Chi-
cago. It is called PM -1 and as
there is no field coil, there is no
need of a separate current sup-
ply to energize the magnetic
field

They are available with trans-
former equipment for use withany of the regular amplifiertubes or with the new Pen-
todes.

A new line of electro-dynam-
ics is also on exhibition with
6, 7, 9 and 12 in. cone struc-tures. -Radio Retailing, June,
1931.
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Sentinel Line
FIVE new Sentinel receivers,

all within the $100 range, can
be seen at the booth of the
United Air Cleaner Corp., 9705
Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

Model 109 console is an 8 -
tube superhet with two 24's, two
variable-mu's, two Pentodes, a
27 and an 80. In localities
where there is considerable fluc-
tuation of the line voltage, the
receiver is protected by a fuse
plug which can be replaced with
a regulator tube for maintain..
ing constant the voltage appliedto the primary of the power
transformer. The cabinet is in
the Louis XVI period and the
price is $99.50, complete.

Model 106 Portrola comes in
a cabinet of the smoking stand
style, much like the last year's
model. $89.50 complete with
three 24's, two 27's, two '45s
and an 80.

Model 108A console is a ?-
tube superhet with variable -mu
and pentode tubes. The matched
walnut cabinet is modern in de-
sign and lists at $79.50 com-
plete. This chassis in a table
model is $69.50 complete.

Model 111 midget is a 4 -tube
receiver utilizing one 24, one va-
riable mu, a Pentode and an 80.
$37.50, complete. -Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Corbett Cabinet
for Midgets

FOLLOWING
the bookcase

style of cabinet so popular
how, the cabinet which the Cor-
bett Cabinet Mfg. Co., St. Marys,
Pa., is making, will take the
ordinary midget chassis, as the
set compartment is 127 in. wide
by 15i in. high by 9} in. deep.
It can also be had for wider
chassis. The cabinet itselfstands about 46 in. high. The
dealer's net price is $5.50, f.o.b.
factory. -Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Cardinal 66 and 72
ARDINAL RADIO MFG. CO.,C 2812 S. Main St., Los Angeles,

Calif., is now making a 6 -tube
superhet in both the straight
radio and radio -phonograph com-
bination models, each using
2-224s, a 551, a 227, a Pentode
and a 280. Both are housed in
midget style cabinets, the
straight radio listing at $59.50
complete, and the combination
at $99.50 complete. -Radio Re-
tailing, June, 1931.

Photolytic Cells
TWO

additional photolytic
cells of different sizes to be

utilized in equipment where
space is limited are being pro-
duced by the Arcturus Radio
Tube Co., Newark, N. J. They
are designated as Type P23 andP27, the former being of the
tubular type cell, in. high by
1.14, in. wide. The P 27 is in.
high by 1.,,g in. wide. -Radio
Retailing, June, 1931.

Jewell
"Tube Seller"

COMPLETE in every detail for
rapid and accurate tube test-

ing, Pattern 214 tube seller,
which has just been brought out
by the Jewell Elec. Instrument
Co., 1650 Walnut St., Chicago,
Ill., is made to place on thecounter so that the customercan read and understand the
test. A special adapter for test-
ing the Pentode is available.The tube reading is indicated
simultaneously on the small
meter in front of the dealer and
on the larger demonstration

meter facing the customer. A
comparison of this value with
the figures on the chart indi-
cates the condit,on of the tube.

Dealers who have the Model
209 tube checker can obtain the -
demonstration meter separately,
and attach it.

The prices, for 60 cycle opera-
tion, are : Pattern 214, as shown,
$93.75 net; Pattern 219 (the 209
tube checker and separate dem-
onstration meter), $51.38 net;
demonstration meter only, $28.88.
-Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Hamilton -Lloyd
Midget

CULL -VISION dial, tone con-
trol, and electro-dynamic

speaker are standard equipment
with the new Hamilton -Lloyd
mantel set manufactured by the
Plaza Music Co., 10 West 20th
St., New York City. This setuses a Pentode tube, together
with four 224's and a 280. The
intended retail price is $69.50
complete.

The chassis, which measures
13i in. wide x in. deep x
8 in. high, as well as the 7 -in.
speaker, may be purchased
separately. - Radio Retailing,
June, 1931.

Audiola Line
AT THE Audiola booth there

is an exhibition a midget
and two lowboys, all of which
have the variable mu and Pen-
tode tubes.

Model 610 Junior is a 6 -tube
affair, listing at $48 less tubes,
and Model 810 Junior, is an 8 -
tube superhet, priced at $57.

Model 612, a lowboy, is priced
at $60 with the 6 -tube chassis,
and at $69.50 with the 8 -tube
superheterodyne. The cabinet
is made of butt walnut, and
stands 39j in. high.

Model 8:14 is an 8 -tube full
size superhet receiver with a
12 -in, dynamic speaker. It
stands 42} in. high by 241 in.
wide, and lists at $76.50.

Each of these sets has tone
control, full vision dial, and dy-
namic speaker. Audiola Radio
Co., 430 So. Green St., Chicago.
--Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

National "Thrill Box"
THE revised model of the

SW -5 "Thrill Box" which
the National Company, Inc.,
Malden, Mass., is showing for

the first time, now incorporates
245 tubes in push-pull and
employs variable-mu's. The tun-
ing range has been extended to
cover from 9 to 750 meters, a
new set of coils having been
designed to cover from 550 to
750. -Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Webster Amplifier
Power Stage Panel

TO meet the demand for a
powerful amplifier for sound

distribution systems, which pro-
vides the advar tages of larger
units yet conserves space, Web-
ster Electric Ca., Racine, Wis.,
has developed the illustrated
power stage panel. With a 56
watt output, this unit, model
6032A, is particularly suited to
outdoor installations. An addi-
tional panel is furnished with
condensers mounted thereon in
7 sections.

A microphone amplifier having
a unique "fade-in" feature is
also available. This unit is a
battery operated two -stage
microphone amplifier and mixing
panel which will accommodate
up to 3 double button broadcast
type mikes. A special control
permits the "fading -in" of music
on voice. -Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Pierce-Airo Sets
THE new Pierce -Afro "Pen-

tode radio trio" consists of
a Pentode superhet, a Pentode
r.f. set for a.c., and one for d.c.
Any of these units may be had
in either cabinet or chassis
form.

Some of the features of these
sets, which carry the trade
name "DeWald," are full vision
dial, tone control, phonograph
pick-up jack and antenna ad-
juster. They flay be obtained
from Pierce -Aire, Inc., who are
now in their new headquarters
at 510 Sixth Ave., New York
City. -Radio Retailing, Ju.ie,
1931.

Ii



Jr. Oscillator and
Tube Checker

BURTON-ROGERS CO., 755
Boylston St., Boston, Mass.,

announces a new junior oscil-
lator and a deadline tube
checker, Model 3.

The junior oscillator has seven
fixed broadcast frequencies, and
3 intermediate frequencies for
superheterodyne alignment ; with
the vernier calibrated in one
kilocycle steps from 170 to 183.
It is completely shielded and
equipped with a graduated vari-
able output control. The dealer's
net price, with output indicator,
is $37.50 ; less output indicator,
$27.50.

The deadline tube checker
Model 3, small and compact,
tests all tubes. There is a spe-
cial circuit to show up noisy
hales It cheeks short-circuits
between cathode and heater, as
well as between other tube ele-
ments. Price to the dealer,
$27.60.-Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Regent Midgets
HIGH Frequency Labs., 3900

N. Claremont Ave., Chicago,
Ill., are making four midgets.
Models 605 and 520 take 3-229's,
a 245 and a 280, and list at
$49.95 and $52.50 complete, the
difference being in the ornate-
ness of the cabinet.

Models 840 and 841 are supers.
The tube equipment calls for
3-224's, 2-227's, a 245 and a 280.
$79.50, complete.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Rola Dynamic
Speaker

DESIGNED to meet the ex-
acting requirements of 1931

radio sets and home talkie out-
fits the Rola Co., Cleveland,
Ohio has put out a new unit,
known as Model F. It is only
8 in. overall diameter.-Radio
Retailing, June, 1931.

Gibson Refrigerators
UPON the introduction of

electrical refrigeration, the
Gibson Co., Greenville, Mich.,
was one of the first to manu-
facture cabinets built exclusively
for the use of electric refrigera-
tors. Gibson is now going into
production on the complete units
and offers three models priced
at $157.50, $209 and $280, f.o.b.
factory.

The cabinets are of all steel
construction ; the food compart-
ment is lined throughout with
seamless porcelain ; the hard-
ware is duotone chrome, and
they are fitted with heavy plated
shelves.

The illustrated model is
priced at $209.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Soldering Compound
MAYO LABORATORIES, 281

E. 137th St., New York,
N. Y., has prepared a soldering
compound in concentrated form
which is ready to use when
water is added. By dipping the
soldering iron tip in this solu-
tion occasionally, the black
formed by oxidation immediately
disappears, and the iron pre-
sents the appearance of a newly
tinned iron. It is valuable in
soldering heavy or dirty metals
such as power pack shells,
chassis and nichrome wire. The
dealer's net price is 50c. per can.
For the serviceman's bag, it may
be obtained in a tube at 15c.-
Radio Retailing, June, 1931.

Utah Speaker
WHAT is said to be the small -

VVVV est practicable dynamic
speaker ever produced, permit-
ting the construction of a radio
set less than 12 in. high, is being
made by the Utah Radio Prod-
ucts Co., 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. This speaker is
only 6} in. in outside diameter,
and 3 in. deep. Certain new
ideas in pot or housing con-
struction and in voice coil ar-
rangement, make possible high
efficiency in spite of the small
size. - Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Janette Rotary
Converters

TWO new rotary converters
have been added to the line

of the Janette Mfg. Co., 556 W.
Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

Type CA -25-F is available for
32 -volt d.c. only. It develops 60
watts of 110 volt 60 cycle a.c.,
and its consumption is 4 amp.
It is designed especially for the
operation of a.c. midget sets on
32 volt farm lighting systems.
$49.50.

Type CA -18-F develops an
output of 150 watts of 110 volts,
60 cycle a.c., and is available
for operation of 32, 115 or 230
volts d.c. $58.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Ohmite Resistors
ARADIO resistor department

has been installed by the
Ohmite Mfg. Co., 636 N. Albany
Ave., Chicago, for the manu-
facture of two types of units.
They are carbon resistors in all
resistance values having the
trade name of "Carbohm", in-
tended for use in dissipating one
watt or less, and wire wound re-
sistors up to 25,000 ohms, to be
known as the "Wirohm Red
Devils," capable of dissipating
up to ten watts.-Radio Retail-
ing, June, 1931.

Perryman 280M Tube
AMERCURY - VAPOR, full

wave rectifier, with char-
acteristics similar to the stand-
ard 280, has been developed by
the Perryman Electric Co. Inc.,
Hudson Blvd., North Bergen,
N. J. It is capable of delivering
three times the available power
of the standard 280. This is a
special low voltage drop tube
requiring special circuit for its
use. - Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Stylus for Home
Recording Devices
APERMO-POINT stylus for

home recording instruments,
designed to use smooth alumi-
num discs and to make accurate
and lasting recordings, has been
developed by the Permo Prod-
ucts Corp., 3625 Montrose Ave.,
Chicago. The point is fashioned
and polished to a definite radius
making possible clean cut
grooves.-Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Cabinet for
Echophone Midget

IF AN Echophone midget owner
wants to transform his set

into a consolette, he can obtain
a cabinet from the Hamilton
Mfg. Co., Two Rivers, Wis.,
which will do just this. No al-
terations are necessary and the
radio can easily be removed

when desired. The illustration
shows how the cabinet looks
with the set installed. Price,
$12.50.

A table, finished in walnut to
match the set, is also available
at $5.50.-Radio Retailing, June,
1931.

Summer's Livest Lines (Continued from page 61)

races. Other dealers in Syracuse also participate.
During 1930 thirty-four of these races were held between
May and September. This year more will be put on.

These races are publicized through the newspapers,
and the public, now familiar with the thrills that can
be expected in outboard motor races, attends them in
large numbers.

The hired promote; provides silver loving cups for
the winners. These cups are purchased and the racing
programs financed by the rental to the outboard dealers
of the amplifying system which the promoter installs at
the scene of each race to describe the events to the crowds
watching them. The dealer may, at appropriate intervals,
make advertising announcements over the amplifying
system, and may make it known that the races being wit -

78

nessed at the time are sponsored by him.
The sponsoring of a day's racing program in this man-

ner costs the dealer in the neighborhood of $250, and, in
Mr. Potter's opinion it is money well spent.

In the Potter Company's experience with outboards
there is much to encourage other radio dealers who are
contemplating this summer activity. For example, from
75 to 90 per cent of this business is cash. Furthermore,
the average dealer rarely finds it necessary to carry more
than two or three outboards in his stock at one time.

Service is practically nil, sales expense low, and the
purchaser usually arranges for his own delivery. Adver-
tising expense more than justifies itself. Altogether, he
who rides the outboard popularity wave, if we are to
judge by the Potter Company, rides high.

Radio Retailing, June, 1931
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GraybaR

Look
for the shield

of quality

3712Midget*
Joins de

Grayhar Radio- Line.
Give ear, dealers! There's a new voice in the Graybar

radio line. It's the new Graybarette . a little wonder
for it's size . . . just the thing for people looking for a
"good little radio." It has a circuit of the tuned radio
frequency type, a new dynamic speaker, a marvel of
realistic tone reproduction . .. and pleasing appearance
of the all -in -one type. Arrange for your supply now!

The Graybar radio family now has six members in
six different price classes, ranging from the $37.50
Graybarette up to the recording model at $285.00.
Each model is a leader in its group and the complete
Graybar line gives both dealer and customer a wide
variety of quality models
from which to choose. rayb aR*Complete with tubes.
OFFICES IN 7 6 PRINCIPAL CITIES.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: GRAYBAR BLDG., N.Y.

$69.50-Super- $112.50 -Tuned Radio $142.50-Super- $179.50-Tone $285.00 - Complete
Heterodyne Midget Frequency Model Heterodyne Model Control Model Recording Model(Complete with tubes) (Less tubes) (Less tubes) (Less tubes) (Less tubes)



The Stenode (Continued from page 63)

from England and costs about $15. Later, it is probable
that crystals will be manufactured by our own tube com-
panies, using the conventional 224 base. Should this
come about, production will probably reduce the price
considerably.

The audio compensating system employed consists of
an output transformer, a small by-pass condenser and
a resistor. The voice coil winding of the transformer
is connected in the second detector plate circuit while
the primary feeds into the audio amplifier. Vernier
drive, essential in a sharply tuned circuit, is provided
for the gang condenser unit by a double-acting dial which
can be used with a 5-1 or 200-1 gear. The balancing
midget has a 5-1 vernier. A low -range milliameter is
used in the second detector plate circuit as a visual tuning
meter.

In Action
THE trade is not vitally concerned with the Stenode's

theory, patents, politics. It is interested in the prac-
tical development of any circuit which may become im-
portant. For this reason Radio Retailing's reporters, sent
to Hempstead to see the latest Stenode, refrained from
delving into perplexing theory and spent an entire even-
ing tuning the set, checking its sponsor's claims.

The Stenode's sponsor claims that it "introduces a new
order of selectivity." It was possible for the writer to
tune in WENR, Chicago (50,000 watts), on the channel
10 kc. away from WABC (5,000 watts) 10 miles distant
and also to tune between these two stations to a point of
complete silence without retarding the volume control.
This was not possible with either of two standard, 9
tube superheterodynes known to be operating at full
efficiency, in the same room. In several other instances
where stations in adjoining channels appeared to abut
on the standard receivers it was possible to find a quiet
"no man's land" between them with the Stenode. It
was noted that local stations invariably tuned completely
out within 3 kc. each side of resonance.

It is claimed that the Stenode offers "heterodyne elimi-
nation." This was checked with local oscillators and also
on broadcasts actually heterodyned. A standard super
was tuned to a strong local signal. An oscillator was
then tuned until a strong beat note was produced.
Despite careful tuning it was not found possible to elimi-
nate the heterodyne when using the standard super. The
local oscillator was left untouched and the Stenode tuned
to the same broadcast station with the crystal bridge cir-
cuit perfectly balanced as recommended for operation.
The heterodyne was found to be present but by slightly
unbalancing the bridge by detuning the condenser it was
possible to completely remove it, retaining the desired
station. This test was repeated at several points on the
dial and in all cases both standard receivers failed to
operate without serious heterodyne interference while the
Stenode eliminated or greatly reduced it.

A typical Stenode, this a.c. receiver is one of several now
being sold in England

Badly heterodyned stations were next found on the
standard receivers. Wherever it was impossible to receive
such a station because of heterodyne interference the
Stenode was tried. It was found that where such
heterodynes were produced by two signals beating with
each other it could be eliminated or greatly reduced,
retaining one of the stations, by unbalancing the bridge.
The receiver failed to cut out such interference where
three or more stations were beating together ; for
example, as in the crowded shared channels (1,200 kc.,
etc.). When the frequency of the heterodyne was
below 200 to 300 cycles the undesired heterodyne note
could not be eliminated. It could do little with "burbles"
below these frequencies.

It is claimed that the Stenode "reduces background and
static." This was substantiated. Several distant stations
were tuned in on the two standard receivers successively
and then on the Stenode. A marked difference in noise
level was noted.

"Perfect reproduction" is claimed. No instruments for
measuring the output of the receiver were available but
as near as could be determined by ear the Stenode per-
formed satisfactorily. Operating into a Jensen dynamic
mounted in a speaker cabinet resembling a console the
set seemed to reproduce fully as well as standard sets,
at both ends of the scale.

Except for the fact that it was extremely sharp, requir-
ing rather tedious manipulation of the dials, the set was
not difficult to operate, tuning -in exactly the same way
as any other single -dial control receiver. Such sets could
no doubt be shipped with the "balance" position indicated
on the midget, it being necessary to detune this "squeal
control" slightly only when necessary to reduce hetero-
dyne interference.

Information concerning the probable licensees of the
system is not available at this time. Sponsors of the
device advise that names will be divulged later in the
season and to the release of these we look forward
with considerable interest.

'Let the customer decide"

80 Radio Retailing, June, 1931
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No other single organization offers as complete

and diversified line of radio products as the
DeForest Radio Company.

Today the DeForest name is to be found

Receiving Tubes
Transmitting Tubes
Special Purpose Tubes
Transmitters
Carrier -Current Equipment
Speech Amplifiers
Centralized Receiving Systems
Short -Wave Receivers
Facsimile Apparatus
Television Equipment from Home to Studio

on-

DeForest does not rest on its laurels. Having
contributed the

Audion or practical radio tube
Regenerative principle
Oscillating tube circuit
Audio amplifier
Practical radio telephone
Practical radio telegraph
Broadcasting of entertainment
Outstanding features of 1931 tubes

-the very foundations of our present radio in-
dustry, the DeForest organization looks ahead
rather than behind in serving you.

See our unique DeForest exhibit, during R.M.A. Trade Show, by visiting
Booths 92, 93, 96 and 97, facing main entrance, Hotel Stevens. Or if
you prefer, write for our Silver Anniversary Souvenir.

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

ADIO
0

ASSAIC
EW JERSEY
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* * * * this is the Acremeter-
the tube merchandiser, the dramatic tube
tell -tale that sees all, tells all and sells all.

82 Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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ANNOUNCES THE

Acremeter

The _first really
successful plan to get the tube business ...
* Not an experiment-and not a * Increases tube sales for dealers
theory-but a proved success ... 200 to 1500 percent ...

* More than 400 Acremeters in * Positively the biggest merchan-
use-backed by a sales plan that dising development in the history
really sells tubes ... of the tube business ...

Acremeter is available only through Ken-Rad. See it at the R. M. A. Show-
Ken-Rad Space No. so and 51, Hotel Stevens. If you can't get to the show,
wire or write us for the full story. It's too big and too important to miss.

THE KEN-RAD CORPORATION, b/COTPOrated, OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
Licensed Radio Tubes and Incandescent Lamps

KenRad Fine Radio Tubes
Radio Retailing, June, 1931 83
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LOOK at
these SENSATIONAL

FEATURES

45.r.

5.

F.

r

Super -Heterodyne Circuit
New, powerful, keenly selective - a
champion performer.

New Pentode Tubes
For maximum power amplification
without distortion.

New Variable Mu Tubes
Eliminate local station interference or
"cross talk."

Low Wave Converter
Permits reception of low -wave broad-
casts down as low as 20 meters.
Enables owners to bring in DIRECT,
day and night, stations in all parts of
the globe-from Siberia, Russia and
Italy, to Holland, France, England and
South America; amateur broadcasts
police signals, etc. Opens up a new field
of fascination and interest. No bother-
some interchange of coils required.Sold
as a separate unit, usable with most any
A. C. set-also a built-in feature on five
Stewart 'Warner models.

Tone Control
Permits individual interpretation of
even the lifelike tone for which Stew-
art -Warner has always been famous.

Television Terminals
Make set ready for Television equip-
ment.

Full Vision Dial
Assures quick, accurate station finding.

Electra Dynamic Reproducer
Affords maximum tonal range.

Walnut Cabinets
Of striking beauty in design, workman-
ship, finish.

Models for All Current
Made for 25 to 60 cycle A. C. Also for
D. C. operation.

cr

4.
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Here's a Typical
Example of Stewart -
Warner's Unbeatable

Values

i*.i lnut Console-Super-Heterodyne Circuit-Pentode and Mu Tubes

virh

111.i. No. Console. Super -Heterodyne Circuit.
Z':.rabic Mt aid Pentode Tut -es. Tone Control.
E. ,,ctirty Dytwitt,c Reproducer. Television Tenni-

heautito: cabinet of selecred walnut. Height
oriplete tubt-s, y

ish built-in ,wWa-eConver-er as shown $87. 7 5. '657

STEWART-WARNER
Radio Retailing, .4 McGraw -11W MIN:cotton
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Only Such Tremendous Production Facilities
as possessed by Stewart -Warner could
create such fine RADIO at prices so LOW!
Not until you have seen and heard
the new Stewart -Warner "Silver

jubilee"Line, can you realize what
high grade radio sets are today ob-
tainable at sensationally low prices.

From the beginning, Stewart -
Warner Radio has made money
for dealers. Always it has stood for
outstanding VALUES - for out-
standing performance. Demand
has increased steadily. But in this
new line, all previous efforts have
been completely over -shadowed.

Nine wonderful advanced models
in Console, Portable and Apart-
ment Types! Sets of distinctive
beauty and artistry. Sets incor-
porating the very latest in chassis
design and equipment-even to
attachments for Television-even
to Low -wave Converters which
open up not only all North and
South America but the entire world
in a new and fascinating field
of exploration! Sets built not just
for today but anticipating needs far
into the future. And think of it -
a price range from $104.75 all the

See the line at the June Radio Show, Hotel
Ste lens, Chicago and at the June Furniture
Shc w, American Furniture Mart, Chicago

er Unbeatable
Stewart -Warner Value

1p Hsi" Stewart -Warner Apartment Model. 6 -tube
Soper Heterodyne. Variable Mu and Pentode
rubes. Tone Control. Electro Dynamic Repro.
duffer. Television Terminals. Walnut Cabinet
of beautiful design and finish. Height 19 in.;
ss whit 14 in.: depth 11 in Complete with tubes

way down to $52.95! Every set with
a smashing good profit for you,
and with a competition -smashing
price which only Stewart -Warner's
great capacity makes possible.

With the line goes effective fac-
tory cooperation and sales helps-
a powerful national advertising
campaign, and the fairest franchise
in the industry. And behind all is
a great organization right now
with this Silver Jubilee Line cele-
brating its 25th Anniversary-and
definitely here to stay! Get details
from your Stewart -Warner distrib-
utor or from the Stewart -Warner
Corporation, Chicago, U. S. A.

Apartment Model

$ 5 2 9 5

RADIO ))))
Radio Retailing, Into', 1931

Apartment Model . . .

0 -tube Super -heterodyne with specifica-
tions as shown under
illustration below. Com- s52.95
plete with tubes, only

No. 1 Console . . .

Super -heterodyne Circuit.
As described and illus-
trated on opposite page.

Low Wave Converter . . .

An individual unit which adapts prac-
tically any A. C. set to low wave reception
(down to about 20 meters). Flings in sta-
tions all over the world; amateur broad-

policewsital. tubesetC $
and cabinet, only 23'95
No. 2 Console . . .

Same as No. 1 Console but with built
in, Low
Height 39 inches. vett:1'1.: 87,7
plete with tubes, only

No. 3 Console . . .
Super -heterodyne Circuit. Variable Mu
and Pentode Tubes. Eleci ro Dynamic
Reproducer. Tone Control. Television Ter-
minals. Walnut Cabinet.
Height 39 inches. Corn- $71 .7
plete with tubes, only

No. 4 Console . . .

Same as No. 3 Console, but with built-in,
Low Wave Converter. .75Complete with tubes, J
only

No. 1. Portable .

New, novel, convenient. Can be wheeled
plugged in, anywhere. Surer-heterodyne..
Circuit. Variable Mu and Pentode Tubes. r.
Tone Control. Electro Dynamic Repro-!
lucer. Walnut Cabinet.

Height 29 inches. Corn- a .75
plete with tubes, only

No. 2 Portable . . .

Same as No 1 Portable but with Tele-
vision Terminals and built-in Low Wave
Converter. Height 29
inches. Complete with 4
tubes, only

Console De Luxe No. 1 .

Super -heterodyne Set. Variable Mu and
Pentode Tubes. Tone Control. Electro
Dynamic Reproducer. Cabinet in beauti-
fully matched Walnut, embellished with
hand carving. Height
41', inches. Complete with $82.75'
tubes, only

Console De Luxe No. 2 ...
Same as Console De Luxe No. 1, but with?.
Television Terminals and built-in Short

iTtveewCirrt'u'rb:.rs: Cory' $ 1 04,7 5

S5
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to

Does dealer red Yes;

line?

351 answered
Yes; 19 answerea

So.

2. Does he cortsider
toidg,et

a gooa oterchanaising

72 answerea
'Yes; 29S attsv;ereas,.Itern? ,,

stO ers

This questionnaire, reproduced from a recent issue
of RAD10", shows the opinions of 370 representative
radio dealers on various angles of selling midget
sets. Notice question No. 12, where these dealers list
the most important mechanical troubles of midgets.

auestionniire
11. Does dealer

iostall
and service

midget

329 answered
"Yes;

41 aoswered
o.

of
charged

mechanical difftcolties

12 -
hat are

CI1C011

Thousands of Dealers

the

,Abe lre"
ao,vert

setS

most often

9 arts"Aerial
92 answered

40 answered
Bad installation

110 answerea
Selectivity

47 answerea
Shielding

50 answered
°inside

inoises

42 answered
No

moretronble

sets

'14 answered
Bad

treating
by ov4o.

than

know the tray to end the most common complaint in

ari

Question No.12-
"Use ARCTURUS Blue Tubes"

See our exhibit
at the R. AL A.
Trade Show,
Booths 45-16,
Grand Ball Room,
Hotel Stevens

In any set, midget or standard size, under any con-
ditions, summer or winter, Arcturus Blue Tubes give
the kind of reception that means satisfied customers

Many radio dealers have a lot of tube trouble with midget sets. The
reason is obvious-midgets are often equipped at the factory with
low-cost inferior tubes. When the customer makes his legitimate
kick, the dealer has to make good.

But there's a sure-fire way to avoid tube trouble in midget sets and
all other sets. See that they leave your store equipped with Arcturus
Blue Tubes. The quick action and life -like tone of Arcturus Tubes
insure the kind of set performance that satisfies your customers.
And thousands of dealers have found that Arcturus Tubes cut their
costly service calls 50% or more.

If you haven't tried Arcturus Tubes, use them in the next ten
midgets you sell and see how they cut tube trouble down to the
minimum. Ask your jobber.

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY Newark, N. J.

CTURUS
TUBE -zuirki&elAIFE -LIKE TONE

86 Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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2 NEW MODELS THAT COMPLETELY
BLANKET THE MIDGET MARKET
READ THE SPECIFICATIONS -
THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

THE TUDETTE
WITH PENTODE

A beautiful Burl Walnut Cabinet.
Full Vision Dial with shadow pointer. Easy to read,
simple of operation.
Tubes-

One screen grid, one PZ pentode, one 280 and two
551 mu tubes, matched to each set.
Selectivity is unusually sharp and has a notable
absence of interference.
Volume Control operates with velvet smoothness,
over full range.
Nation-wide sensitivity.

Tone Shade-
Enables the listener to personally participate in the
radio reception.

The entire set is small, light, and can be easily carried
from room to room. Weight, complete, 27 lbs.

Brings Beauty, Performance, Tone
within the reach of dl

E T E
FM TUBES

BOOTH 117

irJesse French
man soli:act uring 1'0.

The
ULTIMATE
IN RADIO

050
M PLETE

WITH TUBES

...,23.1W1

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

THE DEVON
A VARIABLE MU

SUPER METE RODYNE
with Pentode Amplification

The new Devon model offers beauty, tone and per-
formance unequaled by conventional screen grid
T.R.F. or Super Heterodyne models.
Demand radios greatest achievemert-Variable-Mu
Super heterodyne. Two 551 type Variable -Mu tubes,
two '24 type screen grid tubes, one MI tube, one '80
rectifier, and one PZ pentode ampliier.
CHASSIS-Precision built, cadmium: plated, double
stage audio, R.C.A. licensed. Pentacle amplification
offers approximately four times the same amplifica-
tions possible with the ordinary type of tubes.

TONE SHADE-enables you to
select the exar tone and shade
of brilliance b7 the simple turn-
ing of the tone shade control.
Height, 181 in Width, 14 in.
Depth, 114 in. Weight, Approx.
40 lbs. boxed.
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ATWATER KENT
RADIO

THE CHICAGO SHOW

IS A BUYING SHOW

...BUT THE BIG

YEAR-ROUND SHOW

ON YOUR OWN FLOOR

IS A SELLING

SHOW
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ATWATE1111 KENT
RADIO

As weeks, months and years roll by, the
public's choice in radio is Atwater Kent.

Radios come, radios go.
Atwater Kent Radio KEEPS ON.

Leader in pioneering-leader in progress
leader in public demand-leader in sus-

tained, consistent, satisfying net profits for
radio merchants who keep their mind on
the public's preference and their eye on the
big turnover.

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4700 Wissahickon Avenue A. Atwater Kent, Pre,- Philadelphia, Pa.

See us at the R. M. A. Show
Atwater Kent Exhibit, Booths B 23-24-25-26, Grand, Ballroom, Ste-
vens Hotel; Demonstration Rooms 700-701-701A. Also at the Music
Industries Convention, Display Rooms 838-839-840, Palmer House.
Hear Nanette Guilford, Atwater Kent artist and Metropolitan Opera
star, at the Music Merchants' banquet, June 9.

Radio Retailing, June, 1931 91
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Better tubes

Bigger Sales

AND A
FAIR
SQUARE
POLICY

THE advent of the new Pentode and Variable -Mu tubes has
brought about important changes in radio set design. At

the trade show you will find that most of the new sets on
display use one or both of these tubes.

For months Perryman production has been increased steadily
to keep pace with the new demand created by these new tubes.
Many leading receivers are being Perryman equipped this
year-a tribute to the inbuilt quality of Perryman products.

Jobbers and dealers can look forward confidently to a vastly
increased tube business. Low list prices, the elimination of
distress stock, the advent of the new tubes and the re-establish-
ment of fair trade practices will mean far greater profits than
ever before.

Several territories are now open for distributors interested in
handling the new Perryman tubes. Our dealer policy has
always been sound. It assures our distributors and jobbers
everywhere a fair deal-generous profit-sincere cooperation.
We will welcome the opportunity to explain special features to
distributors. Headquarters: Rooms 619 and 620, Hotel
Stevens. Booth 9. Exhibition Hall.

PERRYMAN ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
North Bergen, N. J.

PERRYMAN RADIO TUBES
92 Radio Retailing, A lIcGraw-Hill Publication
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A MODEL FOR EVERY CUSTOMER
eA complete price range . plus a retail sales plan that works

TUBES-The Brunswick 1932
models use Pentode, Variable -Mu,
and Screen Grid Tubes. Subsequent
advertisements and literature will
define their number and adaptation.

COLOR TONE CONTROL-The
Brunswick Color Tone Control visu-
alizes musical tone in actual color
on the tuning scale . . . Gold is the
normal setting. To accentuate the
treble, turn to blue . . . bass, turn
to red . . . You can SEE as well
as HEAR these tone variations.

Brunswick instruments have ALWAYS been famous for high qual-
ity, mechanical excellence and exquisite cabinets . . . as near
perfection as human skill in design and craftsmanship can attain.

AND NOW . . . Brunswick offers you for the 1931-1932
season the most complete line of instruments in its history...
list prices S79. 5o to $265.00, complete with Brunswick tubes
. .. plus a RETAIL SALES PLAN that will help you move these

MODEL 12 - A sensationally new idea in
radio cabinetry. Miniature high -boy console.
Recessed panel of rare crotched walnut veneer,
giving beautiful two-tone effect. Hand -carved
grille. Superheterodyne 7 tubes. Color tone
control, Brunswick Uni-Selector, full range
volume control, dynatron oscillator, turret
type tuning condenser, 9" dynamic speaker
and power detector. Dimensions 43" x 1734"
x o%". List price, complete with
Brunswick tubes $99.50

MODEL 16-Lowboy console, finished in
American Walnut. Superheterodyne 7 tubes.
Color tone control, Brunswick Uni-Selector,
full range volume control, dynatron oscillator,
turret type tuning condenser, 12" dynamic
speaker and power detector. Dimensions
38%" x 19%" x 14%". List price, complete
with Brunswick tubes . S i 19. 50

MODEL 42 - Automatic Panatropc-with-
Radio. Plays 20 ten -inch records without at-
tention. Also plays twelve -inch records manu-
ally. List price, complete with Brunswick
tubes and 20 records . . . S265.00

MODEL 17-Lowboy walnut con-
sole of distinctive design. Super-
heterodyne, 9 tubes. Color tone con-
trol, Brunswick Uni-Selector, auto-
matic volume  control, dynatror
oscillator, turret type tuning con-
denser, 12"" super -dynamic speaker,
two pentode tubes in output stage
and power detector. Dimensions

high, 2 Ix" wide, and 131i"
deep. List price, complete with
Brunswick tubes - . . Si 219. 50

instruments off your floors and into the homes of satisted
customers . . . at a profit!

There IS a difference in the musical quality of radio. Bruns-
wick will prove it to your satisfaction, and. you can easily
prove it to your customer's satisfaction, through the new
Brunswick "Step -Ladder Sales Plan". Ask us about it. Its
simplicity' will surprise you . . . Its results will amaze you.!

MODEL It - Table model or midget type,
walnut cabinet, carved grille. Superheterodyne
7 tubes. Color tone control, Brunswick Uni-
Selector, full range volume control, dynatron
oscillator, turret type tuning condenser, 9"
dynamic speaker, power detector. Dimensions
22'.'2" X 17%"" x 104". List price, complete
with Brunswick tubes $79.50

MODEL 24 -Graceful six -legged highboy cab-
inet with arched French doors, in matched rib-
bon walnut and high -lighted matched burled
walnut, hand carved and fluted legs. Superhet-

erodyne 9 tubes. Color tone control, Bruns-
wick tlni-Selector, automatic volume control,
dynatron oscillator, turret type tuning con-
denser, 1 2"super-dynamic speaker, two pentode

tubes in output stage, power detector. Dimen-

sions 4554" x 22%" x 16%". List price, com-
plete with Brunswick tubes . $169.50

MODEL 3 - Lowboy combination Radio-
with-Panatrope, finished in American walnut.
Cabinet lid with balanced stay arm. Panels of
matched ribbon walnut, turned and fluted legs.

Superheterodyne 7 tubes. Color tone control,
Brunswick Ifni -Selector, lull range volume
control, dynatron oscillator, turret type tuning
condenser, 12" dynamic speaker and power
detector. 39%" x 19%" x 14%"". List price,
complete with Brunswick tubes . $169.

BRUNSWICK RADIO CORPORATION, NEW YORK-CHICAGO-TORONTO-Subsidiary of WARNER BROS. PICTURES, INC.

BRUNSWICK RAD O
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1100

Used and Recommended by Leading
Hollywood Cameramen

Says one of them, Mr. V. E. Miller, Head of the
Camera Dept.- Paramount-Publix Corporation:
"Your new Hollywood Model 16 mm. Motion
Picture Camera is all you predicted. I have been
working mine overtime . . . and I am more than
pleased with the pictures I have taken . . . It is as
good, if not better, than any I have seen in the 16

mm. field. Lens adjustment perfect . . . shoul
prove a decided advantage for the beginn

Everyone who has seen mine wanted to
know where they could buy one."

All These Big
Outstanding

Features
So simple that anyone can
operate it.
Lightest weight-only 2 lbs.
10 oz., fully loaded.
Jam-proof-Trouble-proof.
Compact-only 8X in. long,
5 in. wide, 2 in. thick.
Easiest to load and unload.
Full -vision View Finder.
Fitted with Standard f 3.5 lens.
Simplest lens adjustment.
Uses standard 16 mm. film.
50 or 100 -foot film capacity.
Audible film footage counter.
Spring -driven motor - nc
cranking.
Beautiful enduring finish.
Built to Stewart -Warner's

traditional standard of
quality.

STEWART-WARNER Home
94 Radio Retailing, A McGlact-11
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aTi T
S TEWARTAWARNER
Home 911ovie Camera,

HOLLYWOOD
MODEL

Complete with leather-bound,
waterproof, slide fastener Car-
rying Case of smart new design

An Ideal Line for Aggressive Radio Dealers!
Big Demand- Quick Turn -over- Big Profits-No Servicing!

Stewart-Warner-for over 25 years manufacturers
of quality products, including the well-known
Stewart -Warner Radio - now announce a new
line of home entertainment equipment, headed by
the new Stewart -Warner Home Alone Camera.

This camera was designed and built for amateurs
by expert Hollywood cameramen under Stewart -
Warner supervision. It incorporates every essential
for perfect movies -is so simple ANYBODY can
operate it - yet because of Stewart -Warner's vast
production facilities, it sells at only $50-the lowest
price ever quoted on a camera of compas able quality!

People everywhere and especially parents have long
wanted a home movie camera. Sales in tremendous
volume have been prevented only by prohibitive
prices and by operation too complicated for the
average person. But now, to meet the demand
comes the new Stewart -Warner - the first real
movie camera ever offered at a price in reach of
all -a marvel of simplicity - and with a market
that's never been scratched!

Pays a luscious initial profit constantly increased by
the film projector and accessory sales-is fr:e from
all service bugaboos. Sold like radio, through
demonstration.
Backed by an extraordinary RESALE PLAN sup-
ported by the heaviest National advertising cam-
paign ever put behind a home movie camera.
Carries one of the fairest, most liberal franchises.
This new camera is soon to be followed by a Stew-
art -Warner Projector and Screen. Both embody all
essential features of highest priced products-yet
are comparatively low priced.
Here without question is one of the sweetest
propositions ever offered any merchant. But get
the facts-from Stewart -Warner Corp., Chicago.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW !

Movie Camera

STEWART-WARNER CORPORATION
1826 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Ill.

Your Home Movie Camera proposition sounds interest-
ing. Without obligation, please send full information.

E I:

Firm Name

Address

City State_
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Walnut veneer with figured Butt
Walnut panel.

Model 610 Six Tube Junior Receiver
employing both Variable -Mu and

Pentode tubes, tone control, full
vision dial. dynamic speaker-List
Price .$48.00

Less tubes

Model 810 Eight Tube Junior Super-
heterodyne Receiver employing both
Variable -Mu and Pentode tubes, tone
control. full vision dial, dynamic
speaker. List Price $57.00

Lees fuLPF

SUPERHETERODYNE

Dominant
selling fea-
tures unques-

tioned quality -
beautiful cabinets ± ex-
treme values means that an
AUDIOLA franchise is a real

asset. A few exclusive jobber
territories are still available.

Write for Bulletin No. 531
Licensed by Radio Corporation of America

AUDIOLA

PENTODE,a

Beautiful Lowboy with figured Butt Wal-
nut panel and figured overlays, size 391/2

in. high by 231. in. wide.
Model 612 Six Tube Full Size Receiver em-

ploying both Variable -Mu and Pentode
tubes, tone control. full vision dial.
dynamic speaker. List Price....$60.00

Less tubes

Model 812 Eight Tube Superheterodyne
Receiver employing both Variable -Mu
and Pentode tubes, tone control, full
vision dial, dynamic speaker, List
Price $69.50

Less tubes

See the

AUDIOLA
"SURPRISE PACKAGE"
at the June Trade Show

Booth Number 129
Demonstration

Rooms
601, 602, 610
Stevens Hotel

Chicago

AUDIOLA RADIO CO.

96

430 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO

KNOWN FOR ITS TONE

Ten years of building fine

radios-and stronger today
than at any time since

we started.

A clean record.
No dumping.

No price
cutting.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

FULL VISION DIAL

'* 1,

o erlay. Size 421/2 in. high by 241/2
in. wide.

Model 814 Eight Tube Full Size
Superheterodyne Receiver employing
both Variable -Mu and Pentode tubes
with large 12 in. dynamic speaker.
tone control. full vision dial. List
Price. $76.50

Len tubes
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SPECIAL OFFER!
Here is a handy kit of Shakeproof Lock Wash-
ers and Shakeproof Locking Terminals that
is just what you need. It contains an ample
supply of many types and sizes, neatly arranged
in this special box. It makes a very convenient
assortment for the shop and can be easily
tucked in the tool bag. Mail the coupon below
for free samples and complete information on
how you can secure a Shakeproof Service Kit.

FrotectXur PrOs
with Products that
are Protected with
MIAKEPROOF
lock Washers ./

"It's the
Twisted

Teeth that
LOCK"

Type 12. Internal Type 20For Type 11. External Type 15. Countersank Locking Terminals
S. A. E. and Standard For Standard Bolts For all Countersuwk For Radio and

Machine Screws and Nuts Screws Electrical Work

YOU can count on any appliance
that is Shakeproof equipped to

pay you a higher net profit. It won't
need a lot of free service because
Shakeproof Lock Washers keep
connections tight and assure perfect
performance. This means more
satisfied customers- the surest sign
of a growing business.

Test Shakeproof on any service job
and you will quickly understand its
many advantages. Then you'll know
how important it is to handle only
those products that are protected
with this patented locking method.
Free samples will be gladly furnished
on request. Mail the coupon :oday.

Shakeproof represeakisiires are located in the following cities
New York City Philadelphia 1..bston Pittsburgh Schenectady Cleveland
Detroit Toledo Cincinnati 'Birmingham, Ala. Dallas, Texas Milwaukee
Los Angeles Seattle -San Francisco Toronto, Ontario, Canada

111
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COUPON
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
2531 No. Keeler Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Please send us free samples of Shake- I

proof Lock Washers and Shakeproof Locking
Terminals. Also, tell us more about your special
offer on the Shakeproof Service Kit.

Name

Addresx

City 4 -
State
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Model L-11
Model L-11 Level Indicator (a
This is a precision instrumen
accurately determining the db o
put of any line.

Model T-830
Model T-830 Single
Microphone Amplifier
(Right) This is a single
stage battery operated
portable microphone
amplifier, ideally a-
dapted for use at a re-
mote position from the
main amplifier.

Write Department RR6 fcr
Bulletins Nos. 56 and 57 ter
complete detailed informa-
tion.

Model 403 Single Microphone Am-
plifier (above). This is a two stage
A.C. operated portable microphone
amplifier. It has sufficient output
to use on long input lines.

Model L9 Electrody-
namic Chassis (right).
This is a small efficient
electrodynamic chassis
8 inches is diameter
and 3 inches deep over-
all. Also available in
cabinets.

98

PRECISION

OM

CESSOR E
1. MICROPHONE AMPLIFIERS
2. MICROPHONE MIXING PANELS
3. CONTROL BOXES
4. SELECTOR BOXES
5. MATCHING TRANSFORMER
6. VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7. STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS
8. VOLUME LEVEL INDICATOR
9. D. C. SUPPLY UNITS

Operadio Man
ST. CHARLES,

Model 25 Matching
Transformer (Right).
Available in several dif-
ferent models making it
possible to match speak-
er lines baring imped-
ances varying from 0.16
ohms 14 to 2,000 ohms.

PRODUCTS

VF W gaCTIM-34BALLK
Radio Retailing, A 311 (;razo-1 ill Publication
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10. AMPLIFIER COMBINATION UNITS
11. PHONOGRAPH UNITS
12. VOLUME CONTROLS
13. HIGH FREQUENCY EQUALIZERS
14. SPEAKER LINE TERMINAL BOXES
15. SWITCH STRIPS
16. PROGRAM SELECTOR PLATES
17. ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS
18. ELECTROMAGNETIC SPEAKERS

ufacturing Co.
ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

PRECISION

Model T-1185 Higb Fre-
quency Equalizer (Left,.
To be used at the mains
amplifier end of long
microphone lines to
equalize for the capacity
effect of the line.

Model 281 PortablePow-
er Amplifier (rigbt).
Tbis is representative
of a complete Ulm of
portable power ampli-
fiers.

PRODUCTS

Model 866-B
866 B, D.C. Sr pply Unit

ve). This furnishe pure di-
et current. Designed to replace

arge "banks" of storage B Eat-
eries. Maximum capacity 210 mils.

at 350 volts.

Model VR-10
Model VR-10 Volt-
age Regulator (Left)
makes it possiole to
maintain 110 volts on
any power line where
the voltage may vary
between 95 and 125
volts. Made in 500,
1000 and 1500 watt
capacities.

Model 281

Model No. 9 Electrodynam-
ic Chassis (left). Especial y
designed electrodynamic
chassis for maximum rr.-
sponse over a frequen.y
range of 30 to 7,000 cycles.
Also available in :abittein.

ON  ROMM *HOTEL STEVE=
Radio Retailing, June, 1931 99
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T'S NEIN
and every receiver owner needs it

 Mark -Time Table Switch. radio receiver
cord is plugged into the switch. Mork -Time
cord, furnished with switcP, is plugged into
the outlet. A clean over-th e -counter item.

 Mark..Time uull switch, eusils installed in
and flush wall outlet boa. A similar made/
con be built into the recri,er. A big oppor
+unity for rour Service Deportment.

Mark -Time Switch gives every radio receiver an
automatic deferred shut-off

NOW the radio fan's favorite tenor can sing him to sleep
at night. When retiring it is no longer necessary to shut

off the radio receiver. Merely set the Mark -Time switch
for 5 to 30 minutes ahead, and go to bed. At the end of the
period the current is automatically turned off.

Or, at night he can set his receiver to turn on automatically
in the morning. to waken and entertain him.

Hundreds of your customers have wished for an automatic
shut-off or an automatic starter. And think how it extends
the periods of receiver use, speeding up the sales of tubes.
Think of the extra profits on this amazing new device, for
sale in your store and by your service man.

Mark -Time Switches are used also for lights and all electrical
appliances.
Investigate Mark -Time at the Radio Trade Show. Intro-
duced February 15, 1931, Mark -Time Switches are now
stocked by over 100 jobbers in the United States. The com-
plete line released and exhibited for the first time in Chicago.
June 8-13, B-58 Exhibition Hall. Hotel Stevens. Write for
details.

M. H. RHODES, Inc., 1009 American Industrial Rldg.

Hartford. Conn. Wernher of Radio Manufacturers Association.

MARK* TINg

UTOMATIC SWITCH
1011 Radio Retailing, .1 111 Grow -hill Publication
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Visit the BAIRD exhibit
RMA TRADE SHOW
Chicago June 8th to 12th

A complete display of Baird Shortwave and Television
Sets and Kits will be on display at our Booth No. 76
-Exhibition Hall, Stevens Hotel.
Demonstrations of Shortwave and Television recep-
tion daily, Room 1005a, during the RMA Convention.
Be sure to see both! It means DOLLARS to you!

SIKORTWAVIAmoTElEVISION CORPORATIONausroN 113B:Mill s..a.

CLIP ',FILL OUT
and Mail this Coupon
TODAY/

for the Radio Dealer!
Baird Sets. completel) wired or in easil' assembled
kit form present SALES OPPORTUNITIES that have
never been duplicated in radio tnerchandi-ing! Per-
fected by Baird engineer. after months ,,f ceaseless
study and experiment, they bring practical
TELEVISION within reach of the most ttimkst income!
Your PROFITS are limited only by your .,W111 efforts.
Nationally advertised, endorsed by nationally known
authorities, you can sell hundreds of these Baird -built
sets to experimenter, and fans who have been eagerly
awaiting the perfection of a practical shortwave and
television receiver at a cost within their tmans! And
every sale carries a SCHSTANTIAL PROFIT for
YOU! Mail coupon below for details and descriptive
tnatter-today.

SHORTWAVE & TELEVISION CORPORATION
70 Brookline Ave. Dept. L. Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

Owners and Operators of Stations W1XAV and WIXAU at Boston

SHORTWAVE & TELEVISION CORP..
70 Brookline Ave.. Boston. Mass.

Send me Price List and information on Baird -built Sets, Kit, and parts.

I am a jobber: dealer.

Name

Address
Iwttl

not attend the convention at Chicago

Retailing, June, 1931 hll
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STAR -RAIDER

ERWIN

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL MOTORS

GRAYBAR

102

TODAY thousands of successful dealers are making
quicker, easier tube sales with two magic words-

"SET-TESTED."
Set-Tested-the Sylvania way-answers the one all-im-

portant question your customer has to ask. It proves that
Sylvania Tubes are what he wants, because it shows him
that they have been tried out in a set exactly like his.
And that they have passed A+ in strict scientific tests for
tone . .. distance . . . volume ... selection.

Post the new Sylvania Certified Test Chart side by side
with your stock of Sylvania Tubes. You will find that sales
go faster-that there is less time wasted and fewer com-
plaints. The test chart helps you select tubes, it convinces
your customers that you have the right make and the
right types.

15161.STERED O.
5. PAT. OTIF.

Radio Retailing .1 .11cGraw-Hill Publication
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/he
sale arm&
Clip the attached coupon at once. It
brings you a copy of this chart FREE.
It lets you learn for yourself what Set -
Tested Tubes can do for your business.

SYLVANIA PRODUCTS CO.
EMPORIUM, PA.

SYLVANIA INCANDESCENT LAMPS

SYLVANIA RADIO TUBES

This is the new Sylvania
Certified Test Chart, giv-
in gcomplete instructions
for selecting Sylvania
Tubes, together with a
dirtied statement by the
Chief Engineer of the
Company.

Licensed

under

RCA Patents

I

TIP

LYRIC

MAJESTIC

PHILCO

RADIOLA

SILVER MARSHALL

SIMPLEX

SONORA

SPARTON

STEI NI FE

LonimST:gammr)iiiiST VWART WARNER

STORY & CLARK

LTE1117==)
1.....;Ia0 R

VICTOREEN

WESTINGHOUSE

Lik ZANEY-GILL

ZENITH

It 61
SYLV AMA PRODUCTS CO.

Emporium, Pa.
Gentlemen: Please send, without obligation, your nr-v Sylvania Set -Tested
Chart for easier tube sales.

Nome

Address City

Jobbers

Radio Retailing, June, 1931 103
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Surging Power . . . that's what Pentodes give to radio reception.
Your Pentode means even more power when it's a Champion.
Recognized as a supreme radio achievement of Champion engineer- _
ing the Power Pentode is adapted to your particular Radio set.
Try everywhere-you will only get added amplification, selectivity
and the most harmonious radio reception through the use of
Champion.

Make your own comparisons-search where you will-only in
Champions will you get outstanding radio perfection.

CHAMPION RADIO WORKS
DAN VERS, MASS.

POWER PENTODE TUBE
104 Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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EIGHT factors
for PROFIT

with NORGE
the electric
refriserator
with the
kOLLATOR_

The Norge Dealer em-
ploys no skilled service
staff . . . that part of usual
operating expense be-

comes profit with Norge.
To just uncrate and plug in is a com-
plete Norge installation . . . Norge is
package merchandise and there are no
refrigerator builders or mechanics on the
Dealer payroll.

There are three standard Norge models
(with specials and water coolers avail-
able) . . . it's a short line. The Norge
dealer carries a low inventory with
replacement stocks quickly obtainable.

A wholesome clean cut merchandising
plan is operating for Norge and an ef-
fective advertising program is making

this highly salable refrigerator a rapid
turnover product.
Dealers who investigate the Norge find
not only these factors for profit but,
also, unusually favorable discounts.
NORGE CORPORATION Division of BORG-WARNER
654 East Woodbridge Street Detwit, Michigan

IN CANADA
NORGE CORPORATION OF CANADA, Ltd., 235 CARLAW AVETORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA

WITH LEROLLATOR

Radio Retailing. June. 1931 103
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SERVICING and TUBE TESTING
REDUCED TO SIMPLICITY

No. 700 TESTER
The No. 700 tester with selector switch tests
voltages of plate, grid, cathode and screen grid
as well as plate current, filament, line and
power voltage. The grid swing test for tubes
is used. Continuity tests of transformers, con-
densers, etc., can be made and resistances up to
100,000 ohms can be measured.

The eight scale readings of the meter may be
used separately -0-10-60-300-600 D.C.
volts, 0-10-140-700 A.C. volts and 0-20-
Inn milliamperes. Price $15.00 Net.

No. 600 TEST KIT
Contains the same equipment as No. 700. Carry-
ing case is lock equipped with space for tools
and tubes. Test equipment is removable and
can he used for complete test panel for shop
purposes. Price $18.00 Net.

TEST
Pentode output. Var.
Hi -Mu, New Auto and all
other tubes in new and old
receivers with Nos. 700-
600 Testers or direct with
No. 400 Tester.

No. 400
TUBE

TESTER
512.00 NET

Keep your testing equipment up-to-date with these practical instruments. Order
today from your jobber or direct if not obtainable.

Other new and useful instruments in catalog
sent for the asking.

READRITE METER WORKS
Established 1904

6 College Ave. Bluffton, Ohio

SEE OUR DISPLAY B-55-ALSO ROOM 502, HOTEL STEVENS
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Come...

with other leading Radio men to see

WILLIAMS ICE-O-MATIC
during the Convention . .

A special Radio men's display of the complete William Ice-
0-Matic line will be open at the Factory Display Rooms,
187 North Michigan Ave., from 9 a. in. to 6p. m., June 8-12.

V OU will see why the leading radio distributors and dealers of America
are turning to Williams Ice-O-Matic the minute you see the complete

line of Ice-O-Matic electric refrigerators. Here is the most complete line
of models and capacities in the industry-the one line that meets ever)'
domestic and commercial need. Ice-O-Matic offers sealed units for loca-
tion either above or below the cabinets, belt -driven units of proved
dependability, and the finest line of commercial units in America.

Williams Ice-O-Matic is famous for its 15 great features of electrical
refrigeration. Other makes have some of these features - but only
Ice-O-Matic offers all of them in a full range of models at popular, profit -
making prices, with food storage capacities from 4 to 13 cubic feet.

Electrical refrigeration is a "natural" com-
panion line to your radio business. This year
will see a combined electrical refrigeration
advertising expenditure by the N. E. L. A. and
leading makers of more than $10,000,000. The
market is scarcely touched-it is conservatively
estimated that 1,000,000 electric refrigerators
will be sold in 1931.

Come, with other leading Radio men, to the
Ice-O-Matic display during the Convention.
Get all the facts on Ice-O-Matic-weigh its
advantages, and exclusive, full -profit franchise
against the field and you'll see why so many
leading radio distributors are lining up with
Williams Ice-O-Matic.

Ice-O-Matic Division

WILLIAMS OIL-O-MATIC HEATING CORPORATION
Radio Retailing, June, 1Q31

Good Housekeeping Institute

TERRITORIES FOR
DISTRIBUTORS

will be discussed in confidence
with active distributor organ-
izations. Please sketch the size
of your selling force, your
dealer outlets, warehousing
facilities, financing, etc., and
list lines now represented by
your firm. A few splendid
territories, still open, offer
remarkable distributor op-
portunities.

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS
100
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The new WESTINGHOUSE
MERCHANDISING DEPARTMEN"i'
offers the most complete line of custom -
styled electrical products ever advertised
under one name and sold by one sales or-
ganization with nation-wide distribution.

.l small, 8 -tube
super -be terodyne
radio with re-
markable style
and performance
- - the Columette.

Westinghouse
ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

tite

HOME

ONE SELLS
THE OTHERS

I

. I complete line
of heaters, in -
hiding three hand-

,ome new Cozy

New Japer -suction
vacuum cleaners in-
cluding a low-priced
motor -driven brush

model.

l'hejfy war
pas with
radio - inters

thermosta
control.

rl

A range line that in-
cludes special models

for apartment house
t and small home

installation.

estinghouse
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY Merchandising Department MANSFIELD, 01110

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Flavor Zone ranges in
all types and sizes

with "Quick -Cook"
platform units.

Artistic perco-
lators and com-
plete urn sets in
many styles to
suit every in-
dividual taste.

.71

Fans of every type for
home, office and store,
led by the smart new

"Debon-air."

Thefcmous"complete)
lialan..-ed" refrigerator
line with amazing im-
provements and kitchen-

p;anned design.

full line of radios
headed by radio's
nen sen.-ation- the

Coeumaire.

A superior line of
irons, headed by the
new 1000 -watt
adjustable Master -

Automatic and stand-
ard toasters with the
ingenious "Turnover' -.0

principle that prevents
06.116.", ,or.441burned fingers.
rcsiri-A

specialiy designed
tig refrigerator for the

small botneorapart-
mem at an unusually

low price.

Water beaters for
every purpose, in-
dui:twig the versatile

Amps-o-matic
*Pe

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

A full line of waffle
irons, standard and
automatic, assigned for

beauty asoa uniform
.

An efficient line of
water systems in
ell skes for deep

or shallow well
operation.

171
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, /'
I- TRIAD

I

3 New Radio Tubes

TRIAD PENTODE TYPE T-247

A new DEPENDABLE PENTODE that actually does the work others
claim. Its extremely high amplification factor combined with a very high
power output results in increased maximum sensitivity of a set with an
additional gain in volume over the 245 type power tube. List price $1.90.

TRIAD VARIABLE MU TYPE 1-551

Designed to eliminate cross talk and distortion and reduce static to a

minimum; the 1-551 can replace the type 224 in most present circuits with
decidedly beneficial results. List price $2.20.

TRIAD VARIABLE MU TYPE T-235

Designed with many of the same characteristics as the 224 type, with the
additional feature of a plate current grid voltage curve that makes it adapt-
able for use in automatic volume control circuits by virtue of its low per-
centage of distortion at very high grid bias. List price $2.20.

For months we have been producing TELEVISION and SHORT
WAVE TUBES-Keeping PACE with the NEWEST in Radio.
TRIAD NOW offers a QUALITY RADIO TUBE FOR EVERY
RADIO NEED! Additional new type tubes to be announced
shortly.

LICENSED oodnr palnots of Radio
Corp. or Amoro,,, (;H Eiioral ootrio c o.
:ma IN-osio,:ihooso Elootrio &

('omparly
We invite you to visit THE TRIAD DISPLAY
BOOTH 90, Exposition Hall, R. M. A. Show.

TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. PAWTUCKET, R. I.

113 Railid Retailing ! 1firiva.tc-11
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you may enjoy a
new additional revenue
6y mailing this coupon ..

CHICAGO  JUNE 1931

"EXTRA PROFIT" Coupon
Clements Mfg. Co., 15A Clements Bldg.,
6650 So. Narragansett Ave., Chicago, Ill.

You may send us your plan for increasing the pr of radio
stores. Quote prices on Clements vacuum cleaners and tell us
why we can sell them easier than any other vacuun cleaner.
Name

St. Address

City State

.11y _Jobber is

Are you missing these
Firxtrr--) Profits?  

RADIO dealers are rapidly discovering that vacuum cleaners are
not only a logical appliance for radio stores but that they sell

best during the season when radio sales are the lowest.
A vacuum cleaner is a household electric appliance the same as a

radio. There is no servicing no "trade-ins." It will fit into your
store and your sales methods. When each of your customers has
completed payments for his radio, how easy it is to suggest that he
continue similar payments on a new vacuum cleaner.

Why shouldn't you enjoy a larger revenue-a larger profit-from
present customers . . . and also get new customers through vacuum

cleaner sales and then sell them a radio

Why the new Clements
is adaptable for radio stores
The Clements plan for radio stores includes a
convenient "stand demonstrator." effective
window cards, illustrated folders for store distri-
bution, personalized mailings with dealer's names
to your vacuum cleaner prospects with 24 -page
booklet, folders and, letters, mats for your ads,
circulars for enclosures, salesmanship course for
your salesmen, etc. The "stand demonstrator"
illustrated here has proven a phenomenal pro

ducer of store sales.
Let us tell you why and how Clements "Air

cushion" vacuum cleaners get MORE DIRT . . .

QUICKER . . and SAVE the rugs. The at-
tachments serve more purposes than any other
cleaner. The Clements Mfg. Co. made the first
vacuum cleaner 20 years ago and the Clements
-tho popularly priced-is the best cleaner made
today-regardless of price.

May we without obligation , send you infor
mation of vital interest to you as a radio
dealer? Just mail the coupon.

  
MAIL COUPON

Radio

TODAY
Retailing June, 1931 113
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NEW 1931 LINE

LOW
PRICE

At prices so low that

everyone 'can afford them,
Sprague Visivox. Home
Talking Movies present to
the radio and musical

dealer the opportunity of
a lifetime to get in on the
ground floor of a brand
new industry. Liberal dis-

counts mean continuous,
huge, constantly. increas-
00.nrofits.

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING

Three -forms of advertising

will help Sprague dealers in
their sales of Visivox ma-
chines. Schedules in colors
and in black -and -white will
run in many leading national

publications. Newspaper ad-
vertising will be used wher-
ever there is distribution. And
sales promotion material of a
particularly appealing char-
acter is now being produced
for the benefit of Sprague
dealers. Sprague national ad-
vertising will reach ten mil-
lion Families.

The upper illustration is Visivox Portable Model
"A" showing compactness when closed. Centre
illustration shows Model A open and ready for
projection. Lower photo Model B used with Model
A where no radio is available. List price model A-
$119. List price Model B-550. List price A and
B combined, complete portable outfit-S169.

Libraries of film and synchronized records are
available for Visivox dealers on either rental or
purchase basis. Permanent profits on customer
rentals add to the dealer's profit.

-SPRAGUE
VIS1VOX

114 Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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/d,4 HAS EVERYTHING

The complete Visivox Taking Moving Picture
projector in handsome walnut cabinet contains a
synchronized turn -table and projector with phono-
graph pick-up, including amplifier and full tone
speaker. In the base are drswers for records and
Films. Visivox operates standard phonograph records
or 16" theatre records, uses 16 m.m. Sims standard
for all home moving pictures

Be sure and see the Visivox axhibit at the Chicago
Show. For full in formation about territories, etc.
address

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES COMPANY
QUINCY, MASS.

INSTANT
APPEAL

"I WANT IT" is the reaction
of everyone who sees and
hears the Sprague Visivox
Home Talking Movies dem-
onstration. The realization
that in this compact machine
there is combined an excel-
lent phonograph, a first-class
moving picture projector for
16 m.m. films and the newest
perfected talking moving pic-
ture projector, brings instant
interest on the part of people
who see and hear this ma-
chine. Advertising will do
much to intensify that interest,
and the low prices add to the
appeal. A demonstration is

conclusive.

SIMPLICITY

Even a child can operate
the Sprague Visivox suc-
cessfully. The utter sim-
plicity of all models and
the ease of operation con-
stitute a new marvel of
efficiency. A iyone who
has ever operat zd a moving
picture machine will ap-
preciate the sbsence of
feed and take up sprock-
ets; the fast mechanical
re -wind; the s mplicity of
threading.

HOME
TALKONG IVOVIIES

".1

Radio Retailing, June. 1931 115
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yoW - A Shock Absorber,
For Radio Tubes- -

scr,.°.71rS-ru.r.
sets Gan theock

yvAh
Emory.. die tubes finoly

rted illzkets but gently M.o.! sbree by this

All six ray to ,aur store end tree the bsx uitb .k ease
.ete ie dm set vbee it rt. timed end balusiurd

rie:Zore'"umeleac". -.K. Yo._p. to Po.  tol.
into as swket -no more Wm where you bed to nsplace
tubes A weer paralyzed, dot to when ist tbe et chae.
Issui, op', loose.
A complete* from sbe factory to die eed mow
to the inelpeacsiceM q,,( list price. les. nibs.. Look se
you, oets.--ne sbey ore equipped .1. STIKTIIIIE
SOCKET WASIIERS they use thee. us  sell, point uibb
,oue cuesou.,..

SAMPSON INDUSTRIES, INC.
.111,0 OLIVE STIELT

ST. LOUIS, MO.
MAKERS OF STIK TAPE AERIAL

SENSATIONAL
d1CWDEVELOPMENT

STOPS TRANSMITTED
AND SYMPATHETIC
TUBE VIBRATIONS

Thump a tube in the set with your finger. Note the

thud that comes out of the speaker. When one tube in

the set begins to vibrate or rattle, it transmits this

vibration through the set chassis to all the other tubes.

STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS shield each tube
from transmitted vibrations. In the picture above the

dotted line shows how vibrations are carried from
one tube to another, giving overtones, harmonics and

distortion. STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS stop this.

They are the acoustic shield which the set has always

needed. That is why fifteen prominent set manufac-

turers have adopted them.

HOW AVAILABLE
To DEALERS/

WITH A SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY TO
OBTAIN YOUR INITIAL STOCK FREE

Jost important discoveries are accidental. STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS
(Patent Applied For) were designed to provide a means for the manufacturer to
ship sets complete with tubes without injuring tubes in transit. When sets, shipped
in this manner, were sold to the customer it was found that reception was
smoother and clearer. This was because STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS shielded
the tubes from transmitted and sympathetic vibrations. Dealers immediately

requested that we supply them with STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS to use as
an added service whenever they sell tubes.

When WASHERS are placed on the base of the tube and
the tube is placed in the socket, better performance is sure. Not only is the tube
shielded from shocks and vibrations but the sensitive contact points are protected
from dirt and Foreign particles.

STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS are now being packed in flat lithographed cans,
similar to the STIKTAPE AERIAL tin. There are ten washers to a can and
twelve cans to a dealer display carton. The list price of them is 75c per can of
ten washers, and the dealer's discount is the usual 40%.

As a special introductory offer, we are going to give every dealer three cans, or
thirty STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS free -of -charge with the return of the
coupon below and an order for one dozen rolls of STIKTAPE AERIAL.

THIRTY STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS

FREE OF CHARGE
Just send in the coupon below. You are all familiar with STIKTAPE AERIAL.

The entire trade has adopted it and admits it is an ideal antenna for every radio

set. STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS and STIKTAPE AERIAL are two products

which mean better reception to the radio set owner.

SAMPSON INDUSTRIES, Inc., 4225 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.:
You may send us one dozen rolls of STIKTAPE AERIAL for which we attach check in the amount of $7.20.

Please find attached check for $1.90, which is 25 per cent deposit on one dozen rolls of STIKTAPE AERIAL.

Upon delivery of one dozen rolls we will pay the balance-$5.40 C. 0. D.
With this order, we will obtain thirty STIKTUBE SOCKET WASHERS (Patent Applied For) free -of -charge. The
actual value of these washers which we are to obtain free is $2.25.

Your Jobber's Name Dealer's Name

Address Address

ALL ORDERS MUST CONTAIN YOUR JOBBER'S NAME

SAMPSON
STIKTAPE
AERIAL

A Marvelous...
Invention Ends Radio
Installation Griefs
Irak ,TIKT,P17*Urn 

,ITKTAPE AMU, obk

COMPLETE

SAMPSON INDUSTRIES Inc'!XT!
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ZIDE
THE WAVE

SUCCESS
wit4

U.S. APEX

RADIO
The PENTODE and

FULL RANGE MU TUBES

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
METER TUNING

SUPERHETERODYNE
/

 Engineered with precision. housed in cabinets of
beauty and distinction-and offered at prices which
make them the greatest dollar -for -dollar value on the
market ... there are the factors which account for the
outstanding success of these up-to-the-minute radios.

The sensational increase in sales volume during
1930 and early 1931 has startled the industry. The
success of the U. S. Radio Line has literally swept the
country-and is still gaining momentum: Really a
quality radio at a popular price. We offer full dealer
co-operation and complete promotional material.
Write or wire TODAY:

v"

Model 10-11
to Trim

Saperheterodpae
4 Tamed Circuits
Pentode mod Full
Rouge MN Tubes

Automatic Volume
Carrot

Meter Taping

List
Price

$9950
Complete with Tubes

Model 26-P

Mee Tab..  Pentode Tube

Momitioted Olaf

Muousnle speaker

United States Radio & Television Corp.
Marion. Indiana

Radio Retailing, June, 1931

List Priee

$4995
Complete with Tithes

Model 8-13
Eight Tubes

Soperbeeerodpee

Pentode sod Fon
Rouge Mm Tubes

Automatic, Volume
Control

List
Price

$7995
Completewith robes

RADIO
Always A Good iodic,
Now Infinitely Better

Cable Model Same
as Moore

$675°
with Tubes

117
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MILLIONS
and millions of radio tubes that should

have been in the junk pile long ago are in use
today, just because their owners don't know that
the tubes are bad.

Jewell Tube -Sellers enable you to capitalize this con-
dition. This impressive tube testing equipment dem-
onstrates tube faults to radio owners. They can read
the large, accurate meters of these impressive testers
for themselves.

Alert dealers from coast to coast are increasing tube
business, two, three, four, five, and six fold by the
installation of accurate and impressive tube testing ap-
paratus and the use of systematic and impressive methods
of testing.

You should know the whole story back of the Jewell
Tube Selling Program, about Jewell merchandising
plans that will enable you to corral the tube business
in your neighborhood. Remember tube business
also means a customer relationship that will result
in set business.

Mail the coupon for the complete Jewell Tube -Seller
story.

L

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
1612-A West Walnut Street, Chicago

Mail complete literature today.

TUBES TESTED FLEE

bKIRT
I III  ,114} 1,10,1t1,

I

0.1.1 is wnnt  Psf
'16.11 1.111

 ':k1) Ti6.; 0 0 0
 6 - 161.1 (.1111

(i) 0 0
1mi ana Imo :am am MIN - (1

.0 'O. "0
fus 'an NNW Min

'0 '0 t') 40 '0
a

"iii raw: -aTcas :

(fi) 0 401 . 0 0  ® 0
MIN

31 YEARS MAKING GOOD INSTRUMENTSJ7 EWER.
Name

Addrcss
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SOUP most
complete

e

SERVICE INSTRUMENT
EVER BUILT!

JEWELL

vax
"7" 41'7*,

Again JewellJewell scores a knockout! The Jewell Pattern 444 Set
Analyzer represents the biggest value in a service instrument
ever offered to the radio trade.

The Pattern 444 combines compactness with convenient opera-
tion, complete testing facilities with high testing speed, and a
high degree of accuracy with the sturdy construction essential
in radio servicing.

Like the popular Pattern 199 which it replaces, the Jewell Pattern
444 is backed by complete service data and the Jewell chart
method of set analysis.

Every serviceman should be equipped with the 444. Its keen
performance and professional appearance inspire confidence
and resourcefulness that are invaluable in service work.

Learn all about the Jewell Pattern 444.

A 1Y
Here are a few features

of the Pattern 444:

1. Tests sets using every type of tube, including
variable -mu and pentodes.

2. Any circuit test requires only one switch
setting.

3. A. C. and D. C. tests selected by separate
switches. No confusion.

4. Tests all tubes including recCiers, variable -
mu, and pentodes.

5. Triple range output meter.

6. Three range ohmmeter.

7. Twenty-four instrument ranges for use with
test leads.

8. Non-shatterable meter glasses

9. Owner's name engraved on battery cap.

10. A. C. current ranges for servicing electric
appliances (0-4-8 amps.)

11. Complete accessory equipme--t.

31 YEARS N1AKING (1001.1 INSTRUN1ENTSE EL JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUNIENT CONIP.tN1
11;12-A West Walnut Street, Chicago

Mail your bulletin desoribing- the many nes,
nevt- Pal tern 444 Set Analyzer.

7

feat f your

Name

Address
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and No V.)

the NEW

cewilendib
WITH 8 AMAZING FEATURES

1 PENTODE Tube 5 Fully shielded

2 Multi -Mu Tubes 6 Full oversize Dynamic Speaker

3 Improved Tuned Radio -Frequency Circuit 7 Beautifully -figured Walnut Cabinet

4 3-gang Condenser with die-cast plates 2 New low price $ ? ? ? ? ready to play

America's Lowest Price
Quality Radio

HEAR AND SEE cewiden,A
AT THE SHOW, SUITE 706

STEVENS HOTEL
120 Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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THE HOTTEST LINE IN RADIO
Now-the Clarion Mystery Model
Model 95 Clarion Radio-a new set that will
be the talk of the country-coming soon.

You'll see the Clarion Mystery Model at the
Radio Show till then it's a deep secret! It's just
the set every radio dealer has been waiting for
to complete his line ... new ... startling . . .

mysterious ... watch for it at the Radio Show!

The Clarion Mystery Model will be unveiled
for the first time at the Radio Show-
Suite 706, Stevens Hotel.

15 Reasons for Clarion Superiority
1. Super -Heterodyne
2. PENTODE Tubes
3. Multi -Mu Tubes
4. Automatic Volume

Control
5. Full -Vision Dial
6. Static Reducer
7. Light -Beam Tuning

15. Priced complete-ready to play.

8. 98% Pure Tone
9. Super -Power

10. Greater Distance
11. Cabinets De Luxe
12. Extreme Selectivity
13. Improved Dynamic

Speaker
14. Advanced Engi-

neering

Model 80 -7 -tube
PENTODE Super -Heterodyne

Mantel Model
List $67.50 coriplete with

tubes-ready to play

C UPER-HETERODYNES with PENTODE Tubes . . . Multi -

3 Mu Tubes . . . Automatic Volume Control . . . Full -
Vision Dials ... 98% Pure Tone ... Cabinets De Luxe ...
Static Reducer . . . Priced complete with tubes.
Clarion leads the radio world with these new model
PENTODE Super -Heterodynes . . . selectivity, sensitivity,
tone quality, long-distance ability unheard of! Clarion was
the first with both PENTODE and Multi -Mu Tubes -
first priced at less than a hundred dollars complete, ready
to play. Clarion blazed the trail with these new Super -
Heterodynes! And now Clarion continues to break records
-wherever seen and heard! Get your copy of the Clarion
Times, and learn why leading stars of the stage, screen,
and music world universally acclaim Clarion!
TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Ogden and Keeler Avenues, Chicago

Model 91 -8 -tube
PENTODE Super -Heterodyne

Console Model
List $99.50 complete with

tubes-ready to play

('Booths Number 76-77-78 at the Radio Show
Exhibition Hall, Stevens Hotel)

Radio Retailing, June, 1931 121
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"HOW I GET EXTRA VALUE
FROM MY ADVERTISING DOLLAR"

"She asked for a General
Electric Cleaner...said she
supposed I handled them,
for she'd seen my ads on
General Electric Fans.
When she left the store I

figured that I get a big
plus value for every dollar
I invest in advertising
General Electric merchan-
dising products."

You can obtain prompt de-
liveryofeverythingelectrical
from a General Electric
Supply Corporation wholesale
warehouse near your store.

GENERAL

\Then you handle a complete line bearing
the same name, you seldom need to change
the trademark which identifies your local
advertising. As you constantly repeat the
General Electric name, in association m itli

your own, you benefit more and more from
its tremendous sales -developing power.

Every dollar spent for advertising will do
more than a dollar's worth of work ... and
you will make a greater net profit ... when
you concentrate your selling efforts behind
the merchandise that you purchase from the
General Electric Supply Corporation.

ELECT
SUPPLY CORPORATION

IC

Radio Retailir,,,
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MI!

Not just a New Idea
but a

Yroven, Successful
Merchandising

System !
Silver -Marshall executives, assisted by the best economists in the United States,
spent seven months building a 1932 policy to meet present business conditions. They

devised it-tested it with 300 dealers in seven states-and proved it successful.

NO DISTRIBUTORS
Fifty-three distributors in every section of the country hive been dropped as :he

plan has no place for the waste methods of the old manufacturer -to -jobber -to -

dealer policy. DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
Hereafter Superheterodynes by Silver -Marshall will be handled directly from ,:he
factory to the dealer. The distributor's "third profit" has been entirely elimina-ecl
as well as the excessive costs of traveling representatives.

MORE DEALER PROFIT
The whole system has been devised on a plan that eliminates every old-fashiored
waste and gives the dealer an unequaled plus -profit proposition.

"SELLING" PRICES
S -M Superheterodynes are priced so as to make them literally walk right ourt of

your store. PENTODE VARiO-MU SUPERHETS
Every dealer is familiar with Silver -Marshall's engineering record-fast with im-

portant developments eleven times in the last eight years. The new Superheterodvnes

uphold that tradition. They have every sales Feature of the year including cabinets

second to none. EVERYTH:NG THAT S -M MAKES
In addition to the regular line every dealer has available the same profitable set-up

on the Silver -Marshall "parts" line-superheterodyne
chassis, all -wave supers, short-wave sets, converters,
auto -sets, speakers, amplifiers, test equipment, re-
placement parts, and one hundred and forty other
parts andand sets.

FREE MERCHANDISING BOOK lib"''.1;\

There is so much to the plan that it cannot be told MARSRALL

except in the form of a book. The book is big-not tcr

only in size but because it offers the biggest oppor-
Ate,

SYSTEM

tunity to dealers since radio's beginning. It is yours
for the asking. No strings. No obligation. Sign the
coupon and mail it today. Be the first in your com-
munity to judge the merits of this system.
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R.M.A. TRADE SHOW -  CHICAGO  JUNE 1931

"The Corqueror"

"The Companion"

IA presents the "Envoy"-Aristocrat of Radio
Receivers. Not "just another midget," but a Better Radio. Both AC and
DC Models employ the Pentode and Variable Mu -Screen Grid tubes affording
added tone fidelity, sharper tuning and preventing cross talk between stations
at same wave lengths. Ranges from 200-600 m. with models available to
2000 m. "ICA Tone Control" and phonograph switch and jack for any
photograph pick up are standard equipment. Beautiful American Walnut
cabinet 18 in. high x 15 in. x 9 in.-net wt. 28 lbs.

TUBES FOR AC MODEL
100-125v. and 220v.-50-60 cycles

1 Pentode Tube Power Amplifier
1 224 Screen Grid Power Detector
2 Variable Mu -Screen Grid
1 280 Full Wave Rectifier
List Price 110-125v. 50-60 cycles.... $56.0.) less tubes

220-240v. 50-60 cycles.... $57.50 less tubes
List Price of tubes for AC "Envoy" $9.70

TUBES FOR DC MODEL
105-130v. and 205-240v.

3 new type 236 Screen Grid Tubes
2 two volt No. 233 Pentode Tubes
List Price 105-130v $56.00. less tubes

205-240v. $57.50, less tubes
List Price of tubes for DC "Envoy" ..$13.75

For the new season we have improved the ICA "Conqueror"-that famous Short Wave
and Broadcast Set for AC or Battery Operation 14 to 600 meters! The whole world
is your field! Sold complete with Short Wave and Broadcast Coils, 14-600 meters. No
special tubes in the AC Conqueror-a 224 Screen grid RF, a 227 AC detector and two
227's and a 245 in the transformer-resistance-transformer audio.
There is not a finer set on the market today at any price! Every part that goes into
the "Conqueror" is an ICA Product, built and tested to ICA Standards.

AC or Battery Model List Price $65.00
Complete with S.W. Coils 14-167 meters less Tubes. Power Pack for AC model-$34.50.

The ICA "Companion" is another of ICA's exclusive presentations. In the "Companion"
we present Individual Reception-a complete, portable, all electric receiver for AC or
DC. Just attach a ground, plug into current and you're ready to tune in. Sharp tuning.
complete with phones, weighs less than 10 lbs. and is built into a handsome leatherette
traveling case 13 in. x 14 in. x 7Yz in. The advantages of a set of this type are too
numerous to mention.

List Price DC model or AC 110 v. 50-60 cycles, $25.00 with phones, less tubes.

Look for the ICA Universal Companion at the Show. AC, DC or Battery, all in one.
Four tubes, employing 2 screen grid, 238 Pentode and a 237. For Loud Speaker or
Phone reception. Battery model needs only 6 v. storage battery and 135 v. B battery.

DON'T MISS IT!

VISIT US AT BOOTH NO. 53 AT
THE SHOW AND AT SUITE NO.
524A IN THE HOTEL STEVENS

Don't forget that ICA still leads the field in the manufactur-
ing and development of Radio and Television accessories and
parts.
Write for our free catalogue which completely describes our
entire selection of radio receivers for short wave and broad-
cast bands, radio accessories and Television transmitters,
Receivers and parts.

INSULINE
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

23-25 PARK PLACE .. NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
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for Outdoor
and indoor

Service
Wide Ran 7edofprCicoems b t

Beldenamel
Aerial

R.M.A Sfa

THERE'S a Belden Aerial Kit for every type of aerial installation. In
i distinctive Belden Cartons there are kits for every price class. Only
materials of Standard Belden Quality are included. For satisfactory
performance- and for profit- sell a Belden Kit with every set.

Investigate the other items in the complete Belden Radio Acces-
sory Line. Belden Shielded Lead-in and Ground Wire, Aerial Wire,
Lightning Arresters, Extension Cords, etc., are of the highest qual-
ity. They give satisfactory service and are attractively priced. They
are nationally advertised. Sold through a strict jobber, dealer
policy, they insure substantial profits.

Write today for bulletins describing the Belden Shielded Lead-
in Wire and the Belden Complete Line of radio products.

Belden Manufacturing Co., 4667W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Illinois

Belden

A 25c Bakelite Arrester
with $100 Guarantee

The Belden Lightning Buster
is a new, fast -selling item.
Gives complete protection.
Backed with $100 guarantee.

Belden Shielded
Lead-in Wire Solves the

Interference Problem
Use Belden Shielded Wire
for lead-in. The [plaided cop-
per shielding helps exclude

noisy disturbance.

Portable Outlets
for Convenient Installation
The Portable Outlet makes it
possible in demonstrating
to put the set wnerever the
customer wants it. It usually
stays with the installation(
and increases your profit.

Quality-Aerial Kits and Radio Accessories
Radio Retailing, June, 1931 125
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What's the
BIGGER IDEA?

Up and at it long before the radio itself, Adler -Royal
Cabinets have been intimately identified with every new
development in the sound -producing field. After organs
and pianos came phonographs . . . then radios . . . then
a combination of both . . . and now television wheels
around the corner with the confidence of youth on
roller skates.

What with the unlimited application of electrical energy,
The Big Idea of today is supplanted by The Bigger Idea
of tomorrow.

In any event and for whatever purpose, Adler -Royal is
old enough to offer the sound advice that comes from
experience and young enough to immediately adapt itself
with ingenuity and engineering nicety to any new require-
ment in cabinet construction.

Realizing, of course, that plus structural precision,
irresistible beauty of design is today the most important
factor in making sales. Let's talk it over.

ADLER MANUFACTURING CO., Incorporated, LOUISVILLE

ADLER=ROYAL
CABINETS

A few of the nationally -known manufacturers with whom we have collaborated:
ATWATER KENT . . . FADA . . . COLONIAL RADIO . . . COLIN
B. KENNEDY . . . NATIONAL CARBON . . . EDISON-GENERAL
ELECTRIC ... J. C. PENNEY ... SEARS -ROEBUCK ... MAGNAVOX

126 Radio Retailing. _1 lteGraTc-Hill Publication
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A permanent magnet
dynamic

Jensen research scores again! The new Jensen
PM -1 marks the most important advance in
the radio industry since the introduction of
the Jensen Electro-Dynamic. Its tone quality
is electro-dynamic, yet it requires no field coil
or separate power supply. It is particularly
designed for use with battery operated sets
and for hotel room and apartment installations.
It is unusually compact and light in weight.

enAen
NEW MODEL SPEAKERS

BIG in performance-compact in size. The new
Jensen Model J-1, Concert Jr. Electro Dynamic
Speaker, with 6 -inch diameter (overall) cone, is
designed to meet the latest requirements in set
design. Its appearance is an absolute innovation in
Electro-Dynamic Speaker Design. All connections

completely enclosed. Actually hear this new
speaker to convince yourself of its superiority over
any other unit of comparable size. All of the
new Jensen Speakers will be on display and
demonstrated at the R. M. A. Trade Show, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago. Literature mailed on request.
JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY

6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago, Illinois

A new electro-dynamic
Radio Retailing, June, 1931 127
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William C. Grunow
and Associates

Confirming previous statements,
it is with pleasure that I announce
my resumption of active opera-
tions with a complete line of
New Art Radio, Television, Auto-
matic Phonograph and Radio
Combinations, also, popular priced

Electric Refrigeration.  Distrib-
utor Appointments will be an-

nounced shortly.

Wm. C. Grunow & Associates
Suite 563

221 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, 111.



GULBRANSEN
Superheterodynes

without the "service headache"
Visit Booth B-44-Room 1000

R.M.A. Trade Show-Stevens Hotel

11.1=111.
New Gulbransen Superheterodyne Model 235-10-tuRPMEMPrrari-mu, two '47 Pentode in push-pull).
Compensating Dynamic Speaker, Tuning meter (simplified distance tuning) Automatic and Manual Vol-
ume Control, Full -floating Variable Condensers, Power Switch. No "blasting," no fading, nc cross -talk.

Price, less tubes, $97.50



t>tiost "service calls" start the
production line . . .

GULBRANSEN
STOPS 99% OF THEM THERE!

MANTEL RECEIVER
Mode1130

Seven -tube Superheterodyne (two
'35 Vari-mus, one '47 Pentode). to
kilocycle separation. Large size in-
sures excellent tone. Finest cabinet
work. Price, less tubes,$ 58.00.

CONSOLE RECEIVER
Model 135

Seven -tube Superheterodyne, same
chassis as Model 130, in beautifully
designed cabinet, 40" high. 2. to 4
micro -volt sensitivity (per meter).
No tube noises or cross -talk. Price,
less tubes, $68.00.

GULBRANSEN Superheterodynes for 1931, offer what is, with-
out doubt, one of the most thoroughly engineered lines of

radio receivers in the history of the industry. Old -super-het-
bugbears are banished. The full value of the new Vari-mu and
Pentode tubes is capitalized. Tonal characteristics are astonish-
ingly pure.

Twenty-five years of musical instrument experience guarantees
Gulbransen Radio performance. The full resources of this
$5,000,000 organization, producing Gulbransen Radio receivers
complete, assure absolute control of quality.

Gulbransen engineers, recognizing that every service call costs
the dealer part of his honest profit, and weakens the good -will
of the customer, deliberately set out to produce radio receivers
which would "stay put" without giving dealer and jobber a
-service headache."

Scores of letters from jobbers and dealers demonstrate that in
building Gulbransen Receivers the "service call" has been
largely stopped at the source-which is the Gulbransen produc-
tion line.

Why not write or wire for facts on this unique franchise NOW?

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Factory and General Offices: 3232 West Chicago Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GULBRAN El

Xadio
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A COMPLETE LINE

The latest Model 71
radio and phonograph
combination with
electric motor pick-up
and automatic stop.
Radio equipment
same as Model 60.

Maximum distribu-
tor discounts. Let-
ter of credit makes
possible low whole-
sale prices of Car-
dinal products. Li-
censed under R. C.
A. patents.

CARDINAL
2812 So. Main

of

SUPER -HETERODYNES

CARDINAL radio and combina-
tion models include Model 60,
9 -tube, dimensions 17"x 15"x101/2".
shipping weight 40 lbs. Model 66,
6 -tube, dimensions 17"x15"x101/2",
shipping weight 32 lbs. Model 82,
5 -tube, T. R. F., dimensions 13i2"-
x101/2"x71/2", shipping weight 21
lbs. Model 71, 9 -tube, combina-
tion, dimensions 191/2"x17"x111/2".
shipping weight 55 lbs. Model 72,
6 -tube, dimensions 191/2"x171/2"x-
111/2", shipping weight 50 lbs. All
models are super -heterodyne with
exception of the 82. All models
110 or 220 volt, A -C, 50 cycle
and used with PENTODE and
VARIABLE -MU tubes. Individual
private brand chassis furnished.

Cardinal builds three different compact radio
models and two phonograph combinations
used throughout the world. Owners, critical
of their radio equipment, have selected
Cardinal because of its compactness, beauty,
tone and wide range of selectivity.

RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.
St. Los Angeles, Calif.
Cable address: Cardradco
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THE NEW EMC

SIMPLICITY TEST PROBE
PRECISION MADE

The EMC "Simplicity Test Probe" for Service
Men and Dealers fills a long -felt need for a fast
and efficient testing device of vest-pocket size.
Also, it is the lowest priced testing instrument
of real value and quality on the market.
In receiving sets most defects are due to causes of
standard nature, which the Simplicity Test Probe
loenten at a great saving of time and money. Given
below are ten of the things it will do without dis-
turbing a single set connection, and which are of
great value to you.

I. Locates open or shorted by-pass and filter con-
densers.

2. Locates burned -out resistors and wiring.
3. Checks presence of filament or heater voltage.
1. Tests continuity of all low resistance windings.
5. ('harks correctness of tuning coil polarity.

Tests for breaks in tuning -coil windings.
7. Cheeks shorts In variable tuning condensers.
S. Gives visual resonance indication in aligning con-

densers.
9. Tents for high voltage anal low current with neon

tube.
10. Makes a very handy radio or automobile trouble

light.
The EMC Simplicity Test Probe is made of a polished
red and black dielectric material, neatly engraved in
gold, and looks very attractive and professional. It
is a real quality product built for a lifetime of serv-
ice. The size is 7/10 in. x 7 in. The Simplicity

Test Probe is $4.50 net to Service Men am!
Dealers, is guaranteed, and comes with
standard lamp, eighteen inch cord. test clip
and complete instructions.

Electrical Manufacturing Corporation
BOSTON, MASS.

If your distributor in unable to supply you
order direct.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS SALES CO RRI
10 High St.. Boston, Mass. Sole Agents.
I enclose herewith 64.50 for which you are to send
me. postpaid, one EMC Simplicity Test Probe com-
plete.
Name
Address
City State

c measure
Micrometer?

j

A good mechanic does not use a tape measure.

He uses a micrometer-an instrument upon
which be can depend for accuracy. The tape
measure might furnish an idea of size but
when accurate measurement is essential he
would employ a micrometer.

In the work of testing and servicing Radio sets the in-
struments employed must possess unerring accuracy. You
cannot employ tape line instruments, they must be of
micrometer accuracy. There should not be any room for
doubt on the part of the service man when he is in con-
tact with the customer's receiver. The tests must reflect
exactly the condition of the set.

g

DAYRAD RADIO SERVICE
INSTRUMENTS ARE

RECOGNIZED AS
STANDARD

Because they have stood the test of time.
Built-in accuracy and quality are features
of every DayraD Tube Checker, Analyzer,
Oscillator, Test Panel, Voltmeter, Ohm-
meter, Output Meter or other instrument
although they are sold for less than
other instruments, which might be con-
sidered competitive in quality.

SEE THESE SERVICE INSTRU-
MENTS AT STEVENS HOTEL,
CHICAGO, WEEK OF JUNE 8TH,
Booth No. B 57.

Or if you are not going to the Radio Show
send for Catalog which describes and il-
lustrates these various instruments.

TM RADIO PRODUCTS -compAtav

5th and Norwood Dept. R Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.

1
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Compare the
ERGON PENTODE
to any other on the market!

BY actual test of comparison Ergon tubes are known to stand
out head and shoulders above any tube on the market and

now the new Ergon Pentode passes the same tests.
The substantial mechanical construction of the Ergon Pentode
insures uniformity and freedom from trouble in the field.
The Ergon 551 Variable Mu tube is also making a name for
itself due to its great efficiency and uniformity.
Ergon tubes pass the most stringent specifications-more strin-
gent and rigid than those of most tube manufacturers. This
results in highest efficiency, greater uniformity, longer life and
greater freedom from trouble in the field. Along with the qual-
ity goes an attractive proposition for the manufacturer of sets,
the distributor and the dealer.
Claims are one thing; performance is another. We invite you
to compare the Ergon tube to any tube on the market for
standard equipment or resale-write us today.

ERGON ELECTRIC CORPORATION
20 Bergen Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Show Headquarters
(Room 612) 77 West Washington St. in charge of

Mr. Clyde Tracy, Telephone Randolph 9179

ERG011
THE QUALITY TUBE

Type 486 Output Meter-$38.00

AN OUTPUT METER
A method of measuring the power delivered is
often invaluable when servicing receivers and
public-address amplifiers. The General Radio
output meter is the ideal instrument for the pur-
pose.

It is, in effect, an oxide -rectifier voltmeter which
always presents a constant impedance of 4000
ohms to the circuit across which it is connected.
Since the voltmeter has ranges of 0-3, 0-15, 0-60,
0-150 volts, a maximum of 5.6 watts may be
measured.

Write for literature. A copy of Bulletin 933-R1
is yours for the asking.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
OFFICES--LABORATORIES-FACTORY

CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS
Pacific Coast Warehouse: 274 Brannan St., San Francisco
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With GREATER Capacity and less Current Drain for '4

32 and 110 Volts Direct Current Lighting Plants.
Now Only $49.50.
Creates moremore sales for ALL -
ELECTRIC A.C. RADIO
Sold on trial basis. r..

The New Kato Konverter

Ask about the Kato A. C. Elec-
tric Plants for Sound Trucks.

Dept. R

Kato Engineering Co.

-71

Order from your Jobber or
Mankato, Minn. write to Department It

1111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIII 11111 1111 M innIIII1111111111111IIII11I III 111111111111M M1111111111 Minn iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ELLIS
MICROPHONES

t4,\Nationally known for their sensi-
tivity combined with high quality,
these beautiful instruments are
famous for their performance in
Broadcasting, Public Address and
Recording. New catalog sheet just
out. Write at once.
Sawa "Simons" 25 Warren St., New

York. Cable: "Simontrice."

ELLIS ELECTRICAL LABORATORY
337 WEST MADISON ST CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

,fflawnwannammonummsmnsmanaummunnannismunmanummusuminnumsnaumummummmuin
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A. C. Electric Plants
ONAN ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRIC PLANTS furnish the
same current as city service -110 volt, 80 cycle, A. C. Operate

Radio,,, Water Systems, Refrigerators, all
household appliances.

Sizes SOO to 2000 Watts
Available from stock. No battery used except
to start the engine. Ideal for places remote

from electric service, for standby
equipment, sound amplification.
etc.
Also a complete line of D. C.
models, 350 to 1,500 watts.

Some Dealer's Territory
Available

D. W. ONAN & SONS
267 Royalston Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

h.

Official $250 List 11

kJ,- Price
NE Radio Service Manual

and complete Directory of all
Commercial Wiring Diagrams

To Dealers and Servicemen with our
Special Introductory Deal on

METALLIZED
7-11k T.11

1
RESISTORS

USING NEW "K" FILAMENT
Write today for details of

this Unusual LIMITED offer
Lynch Mfg. Co., Inc.

Dept. R, 1775 Broadway, N. Y.

(352 pages -9.112 -in.)

1/2 . 1. 2 and
Watts

Piglet and
Cartridge

Types

Precision Wire Wound
Pigtail and Cartridge Types

7iumuunannuommunumnumnunmunumumnumnumnnumnummumumfflanwmunumnimmunumminur

No. 10-Midget Model
Universal Cover now $2.
( $2.50 Colorado and West)
Shipped paresis foot,
C.O.D. postage paid. On
open account if you have
an account with us.

WEATHERPROOF
CARRYING CASE

for all Midget Radios
Naos \Om Now $2
The Universal Midget Cover is ad-
justable to all table type radios.
Only one strap to fasten, forming a
convenient carrying handle. Made
of strong, weather-proof brown drill,
padded with thick layer of high
grade comfort cotton-guaranteed not
to separate unless actually torn.

MAISH BEDDING CO.
1501 Freeman Ave., Cincinnati, 0.
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PLAYS=2DOORKORDS

One Permo-Point
Phono Needle
makes an auto-
matic phonograph
-Automatic - for
more than 2000
plays.

This special phonograph needle is used and endorsed as
standard equipment by leading manufacturers of auto-
matic record -changing phonographs, portables, and radio
phonograph combinations.

Permo Products Corporation
3823 Montrose Ave., Chicago, Ill. S
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AMERTRAN
POWER AMPLIFIERS

and ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
For installation in restaurants, clubs, dance halls, schools,
and wherever ex-
ceptional fidelity
of reproduction
at high volume is
desired.

'41441 it 4
VI

.,----
."-

.------,.
_:,---:"")., - 0'

. ,

Type PA
Series 80

Type A-88 Master Control and Input Amplifier. This
unit will select be-
tween 200- and
500 -ohm input
sources and con-
trol volume. It
also contains a
one -stage pre -am
pli fier.

Type P-101 Dynamic
Field Supply.
Filtered d.c. current for
energizing the field coils
of one or two dynamic
speakers may be obtained
from this compact
unit. It operates from
110 - volt. GO - cycle
circuits. .

Type A, SO Input Ampli-eilleli. fler. This two -stage,alalL.J.1.
transformer -coupled am -
piffle, is utilized in
raising low-level input
signals to values suill-

main amplifier. Two
,

7 dent for operating the

227 -type tubes are re-
quired.

Type P-78 "A" Supply --Unit. All AmerTran input
amplifiers are d.c.
operated and this
unit has been de-
signed to provide
filtered filament cur- _____
rent. It operates on . __ '
110 -volt, 60 -cycle

r--------,
4 .S. ..-...J .

lighting circuits.
1" .

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
178 Emmet Street, Newark, N. J.
Gentlemen: Send me bulletin 1000B with complete information on
AmerTran power amplifiers and audio parts.
Name

Street and No.
City State
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Inner curve shows
Stenode's selectivity,
outer curve that of ordi-
nary receiver. Lines BB
are 5 k. c. distant from
Line A. All background
noise, included in the
light portion between A
and BB is eliminated by
the Stenode.

STENODE
TUBES

Until the American Tube Manufacturers licensed
by the Stenode Corporation of America are in

sufficient production, we can supply the rapidly
growing demand of laboratories and serious

investigators for:

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Suitably Mounted in Tube Form
To Fit Standard Tube Sockets

These crystals are all approved by our own labora-
tory after actual tests in a standard Stenode de-
veloped under the patents of Dr. James A. Robinson,
M.B.E., D.Sc., Ph.D., M.I.E.E., F. Inst. P., and
former Chief of Wireless Research, British Royal
Air Force, by the engineers of the Stenode Cor-
poration of America.

All crystals are ground to respond to a frequency
of 175 kilocycles, which is the frequency accepted
as standard in all modern superheterodynes, and art
mounted in vacuum tube form.

STENODE (Standard Un
TUBES Socket Base

PRICE

$15.00

"If it isn't a STENODE it isn't a modern receiver."

Stenode Corp. of America
(Formerly American Radiostat Corp.)

Hempstead Gardens, Long Island, N. Y.

STENODE CORP. OF AMERICA
Hempstead Gardens, Long Island, N. Y.

Enclosed find 0 Personal Check, 0 P. O. or 0 Express Money Order

for which please forward me Stenode Tubes.
(state number)

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE

"No Wonder Kester
SELLS

Look at the Way They Advertise!"

Kester has a whale of a good story to tell - and they

don't skimp on the telling! A line-up of 31 national

magazines that go into over 16 millions of homes is

used. Actually over 64,000,000 Kester advertisements

are appearing this year in these magazines.

Kester makes soldering easy . . . for everybody.

Amateurs are able to turn out professional work. Result

... people are saving repair bills these days by doing

their own soldering. And dealers who carry Kester
have a fine source of easy and steady profit!

There's Kester Metal Mender for general solder-

ing, and Kester Radio Solder for radio and electrical

work. Both come in small packages in attractive
counter cartons and Kester Solder on larger spools

for the bigger
users. Give them

a good display
and they'll give
you good profits!

Get in touch with

your jobber now.

Start solder sales

climbing!

Here's the Complete
Kester Line

Kester Acid -Core Solder-forgeneral
home repair use. Small Metal Mender
package, 1,5. or 20 lb. spools.
Kester Rosin -Core Solder-used prin-
cipally for electrical and radio work.
Small Radio Solder Package, and 1,
5. or 20 lb. spools.
Also Kester Paste -Core Solder, Body
Solder, Bar Solder and Solid Wire
Solder for home and industrial uses.

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4262 Wrightwood Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Incorporated 1899

NE STIER
Sc)
Acid -Core Paste -Core Rosin -Core
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Every D.C. Home
Now an A.C. Radio

Prospect
Janette Rotary Converters.
with their surprisingly low
prices and the perfect re-
ception they make possible.
help you sell A.C. radios
in all kinds of homes-
from the modest dwelling
to the mansion. Now you
can sell more radios-and
make a handsome extra
profit on the converter.

Write for Bulletin 431-2.

JANETTE MFG. CO.
555 West Monroe St..

Chicago
Cmroertera or Singer Bldg., 149 Broadway. New York.
32, 115 and Real Rotate Trust Bldg.. Philadelphia.
230 volts, Harrison Sales Co., 314 Ninth Ave.. N..

r Seattle. Wash.
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OUR STOCK
is incomplete
AERIALTAPE

re. 
a/ Comae*

/act War kulallalionl
ir

I

STA*PUT 41/1
70,=9,4 TAN AERIAL

The Fastest Selling
Antenna in RADIO HISTORY

At last-a real profit
maker and sales stimu-
lator. just the thing to
"pep" up your aerial busi-
ness. STA-PUT TAPE
AERIAL sells on sight
because it can be strung
in a few minutes without

tacks or brads and can be
changed or removed with-
out leaving a mark to

show where it was.

Backed by national adver-
tising, everybody will he
asking for STA-PUT.

Act Now-Send for Prices and
Discounts Today

THIS SEAL GIVES 100',;; PROTECTION
All wire coiled under this seal (CWAC) assures you full
measure-exact size-perfect quality and 100% satisfaction.

This policy of sealing its wire is another
step forward by CONSOLIDATED in
giving its customers full value.

Send today for our special offer to
jobbers.

ijR'171"AlWairs
512 S. Peoria Street, Chicago

America's Antenna Headquarters
See us at the SHOW: Booth No. 12, Main Exhibition Hall,

or Room 2207-A, Stevens Hotel

PATENTS 2
PENDING 2 8

-

5c.
LIST

111- MI 4

MADE OF CRYSTAL CLEAR
GLASS

Here's a brand new idea in Lightning
Arresters. Made of crystal clear
glass, this new Visible Vulcan Ar-
rester has the eye appeal that leads
to sales. On your counter or in your
window this item attracts instant
attention. Here's the big feature of
the Visible Vulcan Arrester --a
"short" can be easily detected-no
more blind spots in the antenna
circuit. Costs less than old style
arresters.
The Visible Vulcan Arrester is
manufactured under a new proc-
ess and engineering principle.
It not only protects the radio
against lightning damage but also
dissipates accumulative static
charges. Backed by $100.00
guarantee.
Enclosed in an attractive three
color box. Packed ten to a
three color counter display
carton. Order a trial carton
today.

If Your Jobber Cannot
Supply You-Order Direct
Write for catalog and prices of the com-
plete line of Corwico Radio Wires and

Antenna Accessories.

CORNISH
WIRE CO., INc.

30 Church St., New York

MAKERS OF
CORWICOBLAIDITEHOOK UP WIRE

135
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CoTER Products
Used Wherever

RADIO Is
known!

AERIALS and
REPLACEMENT PARTS

WITH Ar-
WORLD WIDE REPUTATION

Since their introduction to the radio field several years
ago Wellston Gold Test Products have attained a pop-
ularity that is indeed phenomenal. And this popularity
is well deserved because the manufacturers of Gold
Test Products are the creators of high-grade, tested
merchandise offered at extremely low prices by leading
radio dealers everywhere.

THE GOLD TEST AERIAL
The shell of the new, improved Gold Test aerial is con-
structed of genuine Durez-an attractive and durable sub-
stance. This new aerial follows closely upon the success at-
tained by the original Gold Test Aerial which at present is
giving satisfactory service to thousands of radio owners
throughout the world.
Although small enough to
fit in the palm of your
hand, it has a capacity
equivalent to 54 ft. of
aerial wire strung 50 ft.
high in the air. It does
away with both outside
and inside aerials, aids
selectivity, reduces elec-
trical interference, does
away with lightning haz-
ards and, because it does
not connect in a light
socket all A. C. hum and
line noise is eliminated.
It can he installed in or
on the back of the radio
cabinet. Retail Price, $2.50.

NOTICE-Dealers
and Servicemen!

Write immediately for
our complete Reference
Catalog No. 12 on Con-
densers, Transformers,
and Resistances, etc.
Astonishing LOW prices
on all replacement parts
and other specialties.

GOLD TEST REPLACEMENT PARTS

Gold Test Replacement Parts, designed to allow the largest
amount of safety in the space allowed, are manufactured to

duplicate the original parts as to hook-up
and external size. All parts used in as-
sembling Gold Test Replacements are man-
ufactured and tested in our factory. No
salvaged or surplus parts are used-only
the best of new material is utilized in the

construction of Transformers,
Condensers, Resistances, etc. All
Gold Test Replacement Parts are
fully guaranteed.

GOLD TEST PRODUCTS
ARE SOLD BY LEADING
RADIO DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Manufactured by the

WELLSTON RADIO CORPORATION
ST. LOUIS, MO.

"The Magic Rug"

NTENN
of Pure Copper Ribbon

IT'S NEW!
Easily Installed
Out of Sighs

Special Dealer's price $2.70 For
Six packed in display carton.

RADIO ACCESSORIES CO.
4354 Warne Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

BETTER
MICROPHONES
for Every Need .

12 types-
Also mountings,
stands, transform-
ers, cables, etc.

Model "KK"
For both voice and
music. A rugged.
two -button microphone,
using a 24 -karat pure
gold spot center alloy
diaphragm, . 002 in.
t h i c k . Frequency
range from 3a to
60011 cycles. But-
tons of 200 ohms re-
sistance each.

Soft aluminum pregroved blank
records for instantaneous home
recording. Double faced. Give
Volume, Brilliancy, Durability.

"Handi Mike"
Available in both single -button and
two -button types. Especially pre-
ferred for home recording. Assures
maximum volume and minimum hiss.
An exceptionally clear hand micro -
Phone of unusually rugged construc-
tion.

Liberal Discount To Dealers

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.
1163 Hyde Park Blvd., INGLEWOOD, CALIF., U.S.A.

List

75 cents

WASMUTH - GOODRICH
COMPANY

Fine Radio Cabinets
fashioned by

Master Craftsmen
103 Park Ave., New York

Peru, Indiana

rumnananisamminumaiammsanunamiamaaminaminsiumailainumaiiminumaimaiimiimiiimitiiiimamarl
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Do You Sell,
Install or Service

CENTRALIZED RADIO
AND PUBLIC ADDRESS

SYSTEMS

"Radio Retailing" wants to find
out how many dealers are selling, in-
stalling or servicing public address
and centralized radio systems. If
you do work of this kind, will you
be good enough to register with us
by filling in and returning to us the
coupon below. You will be sent,
from time to time, special informa-
tion on centralized radio, public ad-
dress systems and other sound ampli-
fier applications.

Thank you !

Cut out and send to Radio Retailing

To MARKET ANALYSIS DEPT.,
Radio Retailing,
475 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y.

We install and service centralized radio and

systems
(Check if you do).

In 1930 our sales of these systems installed about $

Our major line of business is

Name of company

Name of Owner or Manager

Street Address

City State

Public address

lllll

Announcing
the new

E -Z -WAY
Soldering Compounds

Send for particulars

Service Men!
Get your Replacement
Transformers, Condens-
ers and Resistances from

MAYO
"They're Guaranteed"

Send for New 32 page Catalogue

MAYO LABORATORIES, INC.
281 East 137th Street, New York, N. Y.

inummiummillimmilimitimmiimummiiiiminimummimmiiimmumitumummitimmugqinimmmummitinimmu

New Sales Ideas
For Sale At

8 Cents a Month!
Yes, Radio Retailing, published monthly, serves
its many readers with dozens of practical sales
plans, service kinks, window displays, collection
and accounting pans and many other workable
ideas at a cost of only 8 cents a month. One
dollar a year.

This introductory offer is for cash with your
order only. The regular price of Radio
Retailing is $2 a year. If you already sub-
scribe to Radio Retailing send in your $1 and
have your present subscription extended at
the reduced price.

FILL IN THE ORDER BLANK AND MAIL IT TODAY
Cash must accompany order for half price rate.

RADIO RETAILING R. R. 0
475 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Attached is $1. Enter my order for Radio Retailing for one year .
Extend my present subscription for one year .

Name

Street

City State

Company Position
For Foreign Postage add '$1 extra a year.

mainnatammaanammanamaanammaamammanammnamanammannammaamaanummaammamaimm
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION'
+4

EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES-SURPLUS STOCKS-DISCONTINUED MODELS
).44.

POSITIONS WANTED
YOUNG man, 23. Protestant, born and raised

in England, would like position with an
American radio firm in England. Has been in
America eight years; salesman for five years;
excellent character. PW-145, Radio Retailing.Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York.
RADIO department manager, now employed, de-

sires to make change. Capable taking charge
sales, service and repairs. Excellent referenceS.
PW-146, Radio Retailing, Bell Telephone Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Due to extension of sales activities
we have a limited number of
opportunities open for manufac-

turers' representatives,
preferably those in a position to carry
stock and make direct shipments to dealers
and jobbers. We would be interested in
hearing from aggressive concerns. In re-
plying, please state territory covered.
number of men travel, and other lines now
being handled.

Perryman Electric Co., Inc.
North Bergen, New Jersey

or Suite 819-20 Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Illinois. June 8th to 12th.

11.$11111

RADIO
SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

An entirely new sales policy has been
inaugurated by one of America's oldest
and finest manufacturers of radio, upon
which millions have been expended for
advertising.

The new plan embraces a complete new -
feature line of five models, each a sensa-
tion in its class. The line, together with
a high -profit basis and outstanding selling
features offer exceptional merchandising
possibilities to leading merchants through-
out the country.

A rare money -making opportunity is
offered several radio sales representatives
of proven ability whose contacts are with
live and capable merchandisers of radio in
the retail field. The line and the plan is
worthy of exclusive effort on the part of
such men. Choice territory is open.
Appointments are being made now for the
Chicago Show at which time interviews
will be made and entire set up presented.
Write, giving complete details of your
Qualifications, territory and some larger
accounts sold.

SW -143. Radio Retailing
520 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Now . . . SELL

Talkie Sound -on -Film
To Theatres, Schools,

Churches, Clubs
Write for manufacturers' prices on
Soundheads, Photocells, Optical Systems,
Rectifiers, Amplifiers, Horns, Faders,
Synchronous Motors, Projectors, Lamp -
houses, Screens, Microphones, etc.

Dept. RR-S.O.S. CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York City

Cable Address "SOSOUND"

SPECIAL NOTICE:

TO THE
RADIO INDUSTRY

Advertising in connection with legiti-
mate offers of surplus stocks and dis-
continued models of radio merchandise
is acceptable in this section of "Radio
Retailing."
Extreme care will be exercised by the
publishers to prevent the use of ad-
vertising in the Searchlight Section to
encourage price cutting on current
models of merchandise or equipment.
Nor will advertising which invites
violation of the dealer's contract with
the manufacturer be acceptable.
All merchandise offered in the Search-
light Section must be accurately and
sully described and must be available
on order.

REPRESENTATION
Organization contacting Jobbers, Depart-
ment and Chain Stores desires to represent
reputable manufacturer in New York City
and surrounding territory. Give full details.

RA -147, Radio Retailing
Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York City

EUROPEAN
MARKET COVERAGE
Importer
ment in Paris wishes to make con-
nection with manufacturers of :

5-8 tube Midget Chassis
7-9 tube Superheterodyne

(phono. connection)
Pickups, Turntables
Tubes

Dynamic Speakers
Escutcheons
Amplifiers

and other electronic components

Manufacturers without European
representation preferred.
The manager of this organization
will be in the United States early
in June.

Address
RA -144. Radio Retailing

Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York City

+
WANTED

For Spot Cash
100 New Radios of Low-

boy Type or Larger

Need not be one make

W-142. Radio Retailing
Tenth Ave. at 36th St.. New York City

SERVICE
on discontinued models our specialty.

48 hr. service on all chassis.
Send us those difficult Jobs.

Let us be the shot).
HILET ENGINEERING CO.

ORANGE, N. J.

Fast Sellers! Money Makers!
VACUUM CLEANERS

Weil known makes Rebuilt-Tested-
Guaranteed

For price list see our advt. Pope Si, 'slay issue
this paper or Write to

EMPIRE STATE TUBE & ELECTRIC CO.
303 Fourth Ave., New York City

Phone GRamercy 5-6619

Radio Dealers:
Radio Service Men!

Try Grant's for Replacements,
Transformers, Condensers and Re-
sistors at regular dealers' discounts.
Our stock is always complete.

We repair everything
in Radio

Estimates gladly furnished

IMPORTANT
Limited supply of an up-to-the-
minute catalogue just off the
press. Send for one AT ONCE
before quantity is depleted.

Grant Radio Laboratories
6521 So. Halsted St., Chicago, Ill.

THOUSANDS OF DEALERS
have been purchasing their requirements from RADIO SCHIER CO.
since 1919. Are YOU on OUR mailing list? The LARGEST stock
of "replacement parts," sets, tubes, accessories etc., etc., at the very low-
est prices obtainable anywhere, is what we have to offer. Write for
our bulletin to -day . . NOW.

Radio Schier Co., 135 Liberty St.. N.Y.C.
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Latest 1931
Model

Our Purchase of 12,000
CROSLEY RADIOS

Offered Subject to Prior Sale
CROSLEY Washington

Model C

CROSLEY
Washington

Model A
This model strikes a
bright note in radio fur-
niture. Its design is
charming; small but com-
plete. Made of walnut
veneer with decorative
inlay of golden maple.
The Model A utilizes the
Five -Tube Chassis and
Dynamic Power Speaker
described opposite.
Size: 28% in. high, 261/2
in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Set of Speed Tubes, $3.52

Your Price

$ 21.50
less tubes

Your
Special
Price

$ 28.50
less tubes

Here is a cabinet of moderate height.
finished in three-ply walnut veneer
with inset panel of matched butt
walnut.
The Five -Tube Chassis and Dynamic
Power Speaker (described opposite)
is built into this attractive console
model.
Size: 42% -in. high. 26% -in. wide.
14% -in. deep.
Set of Speed Tubes $3.52

Equipped with 7- $31.00Tube Chassis and
Speaker (Described less tubesopposite I .

Set of Speed Tubes $4.28

Equipped with 8- $32.50
Tube Chassis and
Speaker (Described less tubesOpposite).

Set of Speed Tubes $5.08

Your Price

$24.5°
less tubes

CROSLEY
Washington

"Buddy" Model
The "Buddy" is a popular Crosley
Model. This is a console -type radio
set supplied in a case of light, dur-
able metal realistically finished in
burl walnut effect and decorated in
dull metal trim.
The "Buddy" utilizes an A.C. Screen -
Grid Neutrodyne receiving instru-
ment of modern radio development.
The power speaker, suspended below
the set, is the pure -toned electro-
magnetic Dynacone.
Size: 24% in. high, 20% in. wide.
10% in. deep. Uses: Two 224. two
171-A, one 227 and one 280 Tubes.
Set of Speed Tubes $3.78

Screen Grid
Dynamic Speaker

CROSLEY
(Washington)

Chassis and
Dynamic
Speakers

5 -Tube Model No. 579
Where a small receiver is required.
this is the most popular mod^1.
Specially designed screen -grid circuit
of three tuned stages, with all parts
completely and efficiently shielded.
Matched Crosley Dynamic Speaker.
Size: 16% in. wide, 9% in. high.
6% in. deep. Uses: Three 224. One
245 and One 280 Tubes.
Set of Speed Tubes $3.52

Your Price

$19.00
less tubes

7 -Tube Monotrad-No. 309
The Monotrad (309) represents the
finest moderately priced radio re-
ceiver in the world!
Neutrodyne circuit-Triple Range
Control-Phonograph Pick-up Con-
nection. Every lifodern Feature.
Matched Crosley Dynamic Speaker.
Size: 19% in. wide, 7 in. high.1.0 in. deep. Uses two 224. two 227. less tubes
two 246. one 280 tubes.
Set of Speed Tubes $4.28

Your Price

$2130

8 -Tube Unitrad-No. 40i)
The Unitrad (409) is an eight -
tube set-utilizing three 224. two
227. two 245, one 280 tubes.
Neutrodyne circuit-Triple Range
Control - Phonograph Pick - up
Connection. Matched Crosley
Dynamic Speaker.
Size: 19% in. wide. 9% in. deep.
6% in. high.
Set of Speed Tubes $5.0q

Your Price

$23.00
less tubes

Six -Tube D.C. Model-No. 769
An efficient receiver for D.C. op-
eration. Specially designed screen -
grid circuit. Six tubes-three 224
and three 171 -A's. All parts
thoroughly shielded. Matched
Crosley Dynamic Speaker.
Size: 19% in. wide, 9% in. deep.
7 in. high.
Set of Speed Tubes $4.08

Your Price

$23.00
less tubes

All Brand New in Original Factory
Packing - FULLY GUARANTEED.
Terms: Net Cash with order or 20%
Deposit-Balance C.O.D.

See Mr. Ben Abrams at the Radio Show
-Stevens Hotel-for this and other

Special Radio Offers.

MANUFACTURERS SALVAGE CORP.
645 SIXTH AVE. Tel. Watkins 9-4943 New York, N. Y.
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Dealers! Compare Airex Prices, Quality, Service

AIREX New 247 Pentode Push Pull
Amplifier Kit

The tremendous power -sensitivity
of the new 5 -element power
pentodes is now available at an
exceptionally low price. For
Phono, Mike or Radio input.
Also supplies five 2 v. tubes.

Eliminates need of first audio stag -e. AIREX
GUARANTEED. Complete with diagrams and
instructions 59.15

AIREX Super Power Two -Stage 250 Push
Pull Amplifier and "A B C" Power Supply Kit
This big heavy-duty job will deliver the tremen-
dous undistorted, hum -free power output of 12
watts of natural clear-cut speech or music -
ample for your largest and finest set or P. A.
Installation,,, Transmitters, etc. Radio. Phono
or Milu' Input. AIREX GUARANTEED. Com-
plete with full diagrams $15.65

WEBSTER Power Amplifier Type 7202, Uses
1-2 8 1, 1-2 2 0, 1-2 1 0 Our Price $19.50
Type 7203, uses 1-281, 1-250, Our Price $8.59
1ype 7201. uses 1-281, 1-220, 1-250
Our Price $17.50

AT OUR EXPENSE
Ship us that defective condenser or
transformer and get our quotation on
its proper replacement -no obligation.

Airex Im-
pregnated
Filter Con-
densers are
built to meet
the most ex-
acting re-
quirements.
Guaranteed

one full year.

Working
Size Volt- Price
alfd. age Each

2 800V. .60
.5 1000V. .35
2 600V. .50
1 600V. .30
5 600V. .25
2 400V. .40
2 200V. .20
1 200V. .18
5 200V. .15

25 200V. .10
111 600V. .03

AIREX Selected
Tubes

are made for us of
specially selected
raw materials on
the latest and most
efficient production
eluipment employ-
ing the most modern
scientific manuf ac-
t uring processes.
They are tested and
retested every step
of the way to in-

sure acceptance by us under our rigid rejection limits.
We GUARANTEE free replacement for three months.

Type UX
201A ® 35c
226 ® 40c
199 @ 50c

UV 199 ® 55c
171A. (4 50e
222 (a) 1.00
245 (M, 40e

Type UX Type UV
230 ® 75c 227 ® 40c
231 ® 75c 224 ® 60c
232 ® 80e
210 (4 1.30
250 i% 1.25 235 ® 80e
280 (4 40c 551 (4 90c
281 (4 1.25 247 (D 75c

NEW TUBES

New Mercury Vapor Rectifiers
Type 281 (a) $4.45 Type 886 ( $4.95

1T

Ilammariund Equaliz-
ing Condenser.
Price 15c ea.

Humbucaers. 15. 20 &
40 ohms. Made by
Carter. Frost & Tax -
ley 15c

Bradleyolims
E-5-750 to 1 Meg.
E-10-5 M. to 15 M.
Z-253-2 M. to 30 M.
Price now 1St each.
Toggle Switches. Ap-
proved e le c t ric
switch 2Sr
Single pole double
throw 20c

Airex Universal Audio
Transformer. An Ideal
Rcpt. Transf. . Free
from the defects of
cheap transfs. 1 % -in.
dia. Ratios 3 1/2 :1 and
5:1 60e
Push Pull Input or
Push Pull Output 02c
Test Leads. They can
quickly be attached to
any meter for testing
batteries or any elec-
trical apparatus.
Price 40c

Thordarson T r a ns-
former fully shielded
for use with:
5-2 2 4, 227, 2:15
2-224, 227, 551
2-245 &
1-280 Tubes
B & C, voltages. Size,
34 x 31,4 x 5 -in.
Price $2.75

mtp:4Ourclede'Nfi%
Condensers
001, .000125, 0001,
00045. 00525, 002

Price, 10c. ea , SI doz.
Compensator. Moulded
Bakelite Base with Mica
separator. A quality
neutralizer. I4c
Peerless Condenser. 7
mfd. 600;. test.
Price $1.00

El Menco Resistors. 10
watt 2" long. Tapped
25M and 25M. Total
50,000 ohms.
Price 5c each

IMP

Holster K-1; Mag-
net i Speaker.
Noted for its
quality tone
and power
Special .. $1.35

Voltage Dividers
With Variable
Sliders. 10,000
ohm 4 1,1" long,
three sliders ...70c
25,000 ohm 5 'I"
long, four sliders

80c
50,000 ohm 6 ,.,"."
long, six sliders 95c

Power Transfor-
mer. For 245 push
pull. Has electro-
static shield and
tapped input. Re-
placement trans-
former for sets
using 227 or 224,
245 and 280 tubes.
Size, 4 4x4 °3x3
width. Weight, 8
Pounds . $2.25
(Includes mount-
ings.

Beede Radio Set
Analyzer & Tube
Tester.
Price 813.78
Tests all AC and
DC filament volt-ages - plate -
grid and screen,
line voltages and
all other cow:dy-
able tests necessary
on the modern
electric set

3-GangHammar-
lund Trimmers
on Bakelite strip
6 long.
Price 35c

Splitdorf I mfd.
600 volt conden-
ser
Our price.... 35c

Sprague or Poly -
met 8 mfd. 450
volt electrolytic
condenser.
Price 80c each

Phono-Link Pickup

FLEXIBLE WIRE WOUND
GRID RESISTANCES

CssmilsEtssms()
w. s..
100 300 600 800
200 400 700 900
250 500 757 two
$1.00 Doz.. Asst.

402-;10,4'4S_

Crostey Equalizer
For regeneration
control, balancing
and coupling 14c

An excellent rigidly
constructed, finely
finished phono-
graph pickup with
thumb screw vol-
ume control. Needs
no inp t transfor-
mer. Special $1.95
Heavy Duty Wire
Wound Resistors
Ward -Leonard.
Hardwick &Hindle
etc. 50 and 100 w.
sizes.

Long
19.700-e"
5,000-6"
620D-6

10,00 1-4"
16,000-0 '
15,000-4"
8,350-5"

t5c
25c
20c
20c
20c
20' -

Air -King Precis-
ion S.W. Plug-in
Coil Kit. Rugged,
of the extreme low
loss "air wound"
type. Variably
coupled primary.
Covers 15 to 133
meters with .00014
tuning,and .00025
tickler condenser.
Complete set with
diagrams and in-
structions.. $3.85
Air -King Midget
Short WavePlug-
in Coils. Fit any
CX socket. Com-
pact, rugged. Pure
Bakelite storms.
Cover full range 15
to 200 meters with
.0001 cond. ,Set of
four 651.50

Pickup and
"Mike" Adapters
For 4 and 5 Prong
Tubes. A conven-ient Bakelite
adapter for phonepickups, home
broadcasters, mi-
crophones, etc.

25c each
Shielded Lead-in
Wire, size 18
Heavy duty, triply
insulated, tinned.
Outer tinned cop-
per braid. Banishes
pick-up noise. Also
for wiring hi -gain
circuits.
500 -foot rells.$4.50
100 ft. rolls. 1.00

Tobe By -Pass Filt. .1 Cond.
Size 1 -in. x x 1 % -in. Weather -
Proofed Flexible Ribbon Leads.

Price 1 Oe. 65c. doz.

lb V. Sonora RA -1 Tubes. Genuine
indirectly heated cathode type
replacement tube made by Arc-
turus for Sonora, etc. Designed
for R. F., A. F. or detector . .45c

(E) T. A. Co., Inc. -1931

MAIL YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO
THE AIREX CO., INC.
67-R Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.
Write for Our Complete Catalog (Free)

Air King Superhet.
Short Wave Con-
verter. For those
who want the very
best in S.W. Makes
a first-class Superhet.
of your B'east recvr.
Enjoy consistent Da-
lite DX.Self-contain-
ed. Plugs into AC
line. No plug -in -coils
required. Covers full
range 15 to 120
meters with one Ver-
nier dial and range
selector switch. Com-
plete with full in-
structions $15.95

Dayton -Flewell ing
S -W Converter

Plugs right into your
set, without rewiring.
Needs no extra bat-
teries or tubes. A
real bargain. Com-
plete with 3 plug -in -
coils, for type UT or
type UX $4.95

Stromberg-Carlson
Heavy Duty, Steel
Jacketed Double

Chokes
30 henrys each, 125
mils., 1000 v. insula-
tion. Ideal wherever
perfect, hum -free fil-
tration Is especially
needed.
Our price $1.00

Full Vision Dial
and Escutcheon

Plate
The newest dial
adopted by over fifty
set manufacturers.
Very attractive.
Complete with dial
light and bronze es-
cutcheon plate.
Our price ....$1.10

Tuned Superhet.
I.F. Trans.

Duo -lateral wound.
Easy to mount. Only
Tzi" dia x2 long.

Price 19c

New 1931 Rider's Trouble
Shooter's Manual

Over 1500 diagrams, 986 loose leaf
pages -size 8 I& -in. x 11 -in. Com-
plete comprehensive up -to -date -
it covers entire radio, P. A., short
wave, and analyzer field, with
values, color codes, terminals, etc.
AND free consultation service -24
separate questions personally an-
swered for you by John F. Rider at
any time.. sold with a money back
Guarantee. Price $4.50
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Airex Company's reputation with the trade is based on 10
years of Careful, competent, fast service by men who really
know both the business and technical ends of the Radio game.
Airex offers you a complete line of quality service equipment,
standard merchandise, and replacement parts at remarkable

prices. All first class fast moving merchandise, AIREX
GUARANTEED.
If you are not on our mailing list it will pay you to get our complete
catalog. On these two pages are Just a feo.4, of our hundreds of
bargains.

Airex Power Pentode A.C. & D.C. Consolettes

Size 8x8x13 in. long
In the flood of flimsy midgets, good, bad and indifferent, that the
past year has witnessed, this newest development stands out in
sharp contrast as a positive piece of engineering genius. To get
the superlative results that modern design theory offers is not
easy ; to get this thorough -going quality into a dainty consolette
without compromise is very difficult, and to produce on a QUALITY
basis at a price dictated by the present practice of cut-throat
competition is a mighty big problem.
So anxious are we to have you hear this new receiver for yourself -
to have you compare it yourself under your own conditions with
any other set, and so confident are we that you will agree with us
in all we have said of it that we offer you a TEN-DAY MONEY -
BACK GUARANTEE without any strings or obligations. That's
how much we think of it. MODEL 5-47 CAN ALSO BE HAD FOR
VARIABLE -MU TUBES (235) , NO ADDITIONAL COST.
Model 5-47 Pentode, 50-60
cycle, 95 to 125 v. A.C.,
using 3-224s. 1-247 power
Pentode and 1-280 tube.
Price.

$21.75

Model 5-47 chassis with
matched speaker (less cab-
inet). Can he installed in
any midget or full-sized
console. Price

$18.85

Engineered to Give the
Following Results:

DISTINCT SPEECH ARTICULA-
TION -clean-cut treble ov'e'rtones
-but without excessive background
and summer static noises.
TRUE LOW NOTES -without ob-
jectionable booming barrel tones.
TONE CONTROL -but without the
loss of half the volume.
COMPLETE SHIELDING -without
excessive damping.
SENSITIVITY -of the order of 4
microvolts per meter -works with
the shortest aerial.
SCREEN GRID GAIN REALLY
UTILIZED -but without introduc-
ing cross modulation and broad
tuning.
POWER PENTODE - Nearly four
times the power sensitivity of a
Z45 tube. Undistorted power out-
put of over 2,650 milliwatts; prac-
tically humless.
SCREEN GRID POWER DETEC-
TION - Automatically prevents
overload of Power Pentode.
SELECTIVITY -fully equal to the
demands of the tremendous sensi-
tivity, but without excessive cutting
of side bands.
DUPLEX VOLUME CONTROL -
Prevents screen grid overload and
cross modulation.

NOTE
Order Good Tubes

for these sets
SEE OUR PRICES

Model 6-45, 50-60 cycle, 95-
125 v., A.C., uses 3-224s,
1.227, 1-245, 1-280 tubes.
Price

$23.25

With Matched Rola Dynamic
Speaker and Easy Vision or
Full Vision Illuminated Dials

APPEARANCE
-Newest f u 1 1
vision illumi-nated dial or
ordinary d i a 1.
We regret that
news -stock can-
not do justice
to the fine fin-

ish, the delicate detail and the
graceful proportions of the at-
tractive walnut cabinet.
*The only reason for the lower
price of Model 5-47 is that the
pentode is so much more sensi-
tive than the 245, that a full
audio stage can be done away
with, resulting in a considerable
saving in manufacturing costs.
It is really the better job of
the two.
BUILT TO LAST - You will not
need to replace this receiver for
years to come.

Direct Current Model D, 110
v., D.C., uses 2-232s, 2-230s
and 2-171A tubes. Price

$32.50
Same as Model D, but for
220 v., D.C. Price

$33.75
Crosley "Am.." ro wet
Transformers. Two
types, Part No. 5267 and
Part No. 5115, for Crosley
models 704-B, 706, 41 and
42, or for any set using
4-266, 1-227, 2-171A,
1-280. Price of 60 cycle
110v. AC $1.65
25 cycle, 220v. AC 2.25
Part 5145, for Model 608
or set using 3-226, 1-227,
1-171 A, 1-280 $1.25

R.C.A. Photophone 12"
dynamic speaker, AC and
D.C. Speclallfprices
Portable Radio Cabinet
Ideal for Summer Trade.
Size 18 ;4x10x11", Has
compartment for cone
speaker and batteries.
Light, yet sturdy. Neat
leatherette covered. Snap
locks on frontrand back
covers. Price $3.25

Transf. Corp. of Am.,
Push pull Input and push
pull output for 250's,
245's or 171A's. Easy to
mount in any position.
Size 2'x2 3x2". Our
Price 95c

3 -Wire Microphone
Cable. Excellent insula-
tion, over 6 ft. long.
Price 25c
6 -Wire Flexible Cable.
Eight ft. long. All wires
have tracers. Price 30c
Moulded Speaker Plug
and 5 -Wire Cable.
Heavy Insulation, ideal
for dynamic speakers,
etc 40c

Midget Radio Table.
Sturdy, graceful, hand-
some walnut finish. The
last word in clinching a
sale -many dealers offer
them "Free with every
set". Top, 11x17", height
28". Come packed in
cushion carton.
Price. $2.35

Combination "A,B C"
Airex Power Packs, wired
ready for use in 4 types.
Electrify that battery set.
Delivers over 125 mils.,
300v., supplies all volt-
ages for up to eight tubes.
State tubes to be used.
Provision for DC dyna-
mic field. Price, any
type $5.45

eect Ace.
Every AC and DC Type in
stock to fit any type set or
Power amplifier. All equip-
ped with either P.P or straight
output transformers. Field
resistances, 575, 1,000, 2000,
2500, 7500 ohms.
Our Net Pricesvto You
9" DC $6.50 11" AC 10.75
9" AC 8.50 12" DC 9.50

11" DC 7.50 12" AC 11.25
14" DC 11.25 14" AC 13.50
7" 6v. DC 5.50
9" 6v. DC 6.25
The 14" is the Super Model

Earl and Holster Shiel-
ded Power Trans. A
well-built dependable lob.
For 5-226. 2-227 2-171A.
and 1-280 and all "B"
and "C" voltages
Price 31.95

Genuine Baldwin Bal-
anced Armature
Rival Stpeaker
Unit. The unit of
a hundred uses -
Full diagrams and
directions Included

freeron request.' Price
40c, with shell 50c.
Majestic Condenser -
A genuine Majestic re-
p condenser.
Ideal for all repair work,
size only 1.1 x 3d", one
mfd., 600v. 35c
Victor Shielded Re-
placement Condenser
Block. 10 tI m rd., 600v.
test, size 51,4x4x5", 5 taps
Price $1.75
R.F. Chokes. 40 and 20
Milbenrys. For RF, IF,
SW work. Dia. 1", I"
thick. Price 15c
Hi -Volt Shielded Fil-
ter and Transmitter
Condensers. 1 mfd., at
1500 v., or 4 mfd., at
800 v. $1.15
Crosley Chokes,

Shielded and Impregnated. Double
60 Hy. at 80 mils 85c. Single -30 Hy., 80
mile. 120 ohms 75c.

11.0

Moulded
Socket

10c. ea.

um. lie Luxe Own....eu
Motor Drive Speaker.
Unquestionably the near-
est unit to a first-class
dynamic ever developed.
Extremely sensitive, re-
production actually finer
than most dynamics, will
translate heaviest power
output without chattering
No field current, no out-
put transformers needed.
Ideal for the new pen-
todes. Our price $3.25
Line Voltage Regulator
Heavy duty (150 watts)
differential resistance
automatically keeps line
voltage steady. Levels
out surges. Saves tubes,
prevents condenser break-
downs. Fits standard
socket or outlet. List
$1.75, our price 45c

Aire: Push Pull Audio
Transformers. For 250-
245-171A tubes. For
dynamic or magnetic
speakers, Thoroughly
shielded, excellent fre-
quency curve. Either
base or sub -panel mount
ideal for compact hi -gain
sets.
Litz High Frequency
Cable. Used in DeLuxe
RF and IF coils for ut-
most efficiency and lowest
losses. Far superior to
ordinary wire where price
is not a factor. Size
20/38. Y. lb. spool.. 35c
Centralab Twin Poten-
tiometers. Two poten-
tiometers or variable re -
stators on one shaft.
Front unit 250,000 ohms,
rear 10,000. One -hole
mount, quiet, stepless
control. Has many im-

portant uses, as
Phono-Radio volume
control, dual R F
control, tone control.
etc. Our price. 35c

MAIL YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO
THE AIREX CO., INC.

67-R Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.
Write for Our Complete Catalog (Free)

AIREX " unior" Screen Grid Power Four

Dealers! Here's an amazing buy -the
fastest selling all electric we have ever
seen. Uses 2-224 screen grids, 1-245
power, 1-280 full wave rectifier, and
Rola dynamic speaker, giving ample
sensitivity, selectivity, and undistorted
power output. Housed in fine walnut
finish cabinet. Easy to sell -anybody
can afford more than one! Buy one,
try it, then order a dozen. Our
price, while they last $14.88

A SOLID OAK
TOOL CASE

Portablo Si.

FREE FOR THE MR
with Ever, MOO o,

8x4o12 Ire long. Weight
W mug Usk &nil

other hotelle

It Will Pay You
to study the contents of the
catalog carefully. You will
find here not only unusual
bargains in everything you
need, unbiased information,
and real money making sug-
gestions scattered on every
single page, but In addition,
many truly amazing buys
tucked away here and there
that will please and surprise
You indeed. . . our way of
thanking you for taking time
to give our catalog your
valued consideration and close
attention.
TERMS -20% with order,
balance c.o.d.

03 T. A. Co., Inc. 1931
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BUY WHERE YOU WILL BUY AGAIN!!
4111...

Our

GENUINE
VICTOR

CONDENSER
10.1 MFD.

ALL BRAND NEW
GUARANTEED

Price, 51.75 each

PARTS

CONDENSERS
For Radlola 17, Part No. 8289,

L.P. $19.20. Our Price $2.95.
For Radlola 18-33-51, Part No.

8333, L.P. $7.40. Our Price $1.50
For Radlola 66, Part No. 8487.

L. P. $14.25. Our Price, $1.95.
Radiola 62, Field Supply Pock 60

Cy., Part No. 8384, I,. P. 58.25.
Our Price $3.25.

CHOKES
For Radlola 66. Part No. 8486, L. P. $10.05. Our

Price $1.45.
For Radlola 18-33-51, Part No. 8336, L. 1'. $10.05.

Our Price. $0.95.
For Radiola 44-46-47, Part No. 8475, I.. 1'. $10.65.

Our Price $1.45.For Radiola 60-62, Part No. 8345; L. P. $10.05.
Our Price $1.45.

3 COIL ASSEMBLY
R. F. Detector and Oscillator Coil Assembly

Mounted on Metal Strip
Fsed in RCA 17-18-33

Employs two neutralizing condensers.
Our Special Price $1.10 Per Set

DUBILIER
TYPE 907
BY PASS

7 Mfd. Condenser
Ea. n07.
25c 52.75

VICTOR
BY PASS

tim - 1/10 - 1%,
Mfg. Condenser

Ea, Doz.
25c S2.75

FISHER REPLACEMENT
CONDENSERS

A wonderful item for
the service man. Where
one or more sections
are burned out In a
titter condenser and it
is not desirable. or too
expensive to replace the
entire block the faulty
section can be cut out
and then the replace-
ment condenser con-
nected in. Constructed
of the highest grade

materials, and is guaranteed to be up to rated ca-
pacity and voltage. By actual meter tests and com-
parisons it is the highest grade replacement con-
denser made.

800 Volts Working Voltage
Ea. Doz.

1 Mfd. 25e $2.75
2 Mfd. 35c 3.95
4 Mfd. 45c 4.75

Fisher
Condenser

Block

No. 2/18-1/64 Rubber Silk
Parallel Cord
With Inner Braid

Approved
Standard Colors

500 ft. 2-500 ft. Spools 0-500 ft. Spools
$4.50 $8.25 $24.00

TOGGLE SWITCH
Connecticut

Toggle
Switch

Ea. 10c
Doz. $1.00

110 V. Radio
Toggle Switch
with Leads.
Made by One of
the leaders. None
Better made.

Ea. 20c
12 for $2.25

FILAMENT
SWITCH

3 ampere at 110 v..
1 ampere at 250 v.
All bakrlite housing.
Furnished complete
with knob and S in.
leads. Approved by the
Underwriters.
Ea. 20c Doz. $2.00

WIRE SPECIALS
Lowest Prices in a Century

All Approved by Underwriter

No. 18 Twisted Lamp Cord
%ifffarcOr

500 ft. Spools.
2 /18 - 1/64 rubber. cotton braid.

One Spool Ea. $2.45. 6 Spools Ea. $2.35.
12 Spools Ea. $2.25.

Not more than 12 spools to a enstomer.

Pure Electrolytic Copper
AERIAL WIRE

100 -Ft. Coils
Full Weight and Measure

7/26 ea. 13c., 25 for $3.00
7/24 ea. 16c., 25 for $3.75

RUBBER COVERED SOLID
COPPER LEAD-IN WIRE

No. 16
50 -ft. 100 ft. 500 It 1000 ft.
.15 .28 $1.30

1.80
$2.50

No. 14 .20 I .38 3.50

EXTRA SPECIAL

No. 14-3/64 rubber -single braid, Stranded
Code Wire. Staple as sugar -500 -ft. coils.
Each with Underwriters' Label.

500 ft. $2.50. 2,500 ft. $11.00.
5.000 ft. $21.25

FROST TWIN VOLUME
CONTROL
38-3800 Ohms

oigaliminW This volume
control will

, stand up where others2 fail. It will get you away
from burnt ont troubles.

Can be used on any set. Standard for R.C.A.
Victor Sets.

Na,
25c.

Doz.

$2.90

Type "SJ" Hard Service Cord

An extra heavy dtlty flexible rubber covered
cord, positively water and oil proof. Suit-
able for garages, shops. etc. A full 60%
rubber cord.

$2.00 per 100 Ft. Spool

Another Example
of Our Bargains
5 FT. SILK EXTENSION CORD SET

Made up of 2/18 Approved Silk Cord with
two-piece Bakelite Attachment plug. Choice
of Pull Chain or Push Thru Sockets. All
Colors.

Ea. 16;4c
Doz. for 50 for

$1.90 $7.50

FIXTURE WIRE
Approved

11.11111111.111.1.111M.
No. 18-1/64, rubber -cotton covered.

500 ft. $1.60. 1.000 ft. $2.90.
5.000 ft. $13.00.

No. 18.-1/64, rubber -silk covered.
500 ft. $1.85 1.000 ft. $3.40

5.000 ft. $15.50.

RADIO HOOKUP WIRE
Stranded copper conductor for flexibility. Tinned
for easy soldering. 1/64 rubber -covered and glazed
cotton braid, lacquered, making it moisture proof.
VERY EASY STRIPPING.
Packed In 250 ft. spools -12 colors.

250 ft., 95e.
6-250 ft. spools, 14.45 12-250 ft. spools $8.00

(6 Colors) (12 Colors)
This Is the same wire used by Atwater -Kent. Stewart -
Warner, Majestic, Phileo. RCA -Victor and all large
set manufacturers for factory wiring of sets.

FREE ! !

Thousands of Buys in
our Latest Catalog.
Send for it.

FISHER ELECTRIC CO.
64 Erasmus St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

TERMS: - 20% with
order, balance C. 0. D.
2% discount allowed
for full remittance with
order only.
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LOWEST
PRICES
plus..

RELIABILITY! That is what Wholesale Radio Service
Company offers y3u. Lowest wholesale prices on standard.
nationally known radio merchandise and replacement parts.
Uniform, dependable service. Plus RELIABILITY-the
knowledge that you are dealing with the largest institution
of its kind in the East-a concern that has been established
in the radio business for ten years-whose volume of business
exceeds 2% million dollars annually.

Consider what this means to YOU ! YOU CAN BUY
WITH CONFIDENCE --certain of our integrity and 1 air-
nese in all dealings.
Our tremendoLs cash purchasing power and huge volume
of business enables us to offer consistently the very
lowest wholesale prices. We invite you to send for our
catalog-it is free for the asking-and compare our
prices.

You will not find any so-called "specials" on this page.
We do not mark down a few items to use as "bait" for
your business. Everything we sell is listed at the lowest
possible figure. You save money on every purchase-
not just on a few articles!

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG
-Mail coupon below to -

latest catalog. Every-
thing new in radio-re-
placement parts, sets
tubes, speakers. ampli-
fiers. etc. BRAND NEW.
GUARANTEED M E R -
CH ANDIS E. Nothing
obsolete or shelf worn

Buy with Safety:
Know your supply source
Don't be misled by imi-
tators whose catalogs and
literature are made to re-
semble ours. Wholesale
Radio Semi, Company
has no connection of any
kind with any other radio

MAIL COUPON
TODAY!

organization. It is the
oldest, largest institution
in the East!
We guarantee all mer-
chandise to be brand new,
mechanically perfect and
free from misrepresenta-
tion. Your money will be
promptly refunded if you
are not entirely pleased.

A GUARANTEE
is worth only as much as
its maker. Fly-by-night
concerns always make rash
promises - because they
don't intend to keep them.
You want to deal with a
reliable house, so send the
coupon below.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO. Dept. F-30
38 Vesey Street, New York, N. Y.

Please rush a copy of your new catalog-FREE!

Name

Address

Town State

ti
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Quality! Service! Price! Satisfaction!
A COMBINATION THAT A DEALER CAN NOT DO WITHOUT AND BE SUCCESSFUL

byJennsaemni

c Smaker

106
Speaker Chas,as

DC Dylamie

KOLSTER 245H PULL AMPLIFIER

" 515.00

Thousands of dealers throughout the entire world have
found it profitable to deal with THE RADIO SURPLUS
CORPORATION. We pride ourselves on our service
and merchandise quality. The items listed here are
just a sample of values to be found throughout our 48
page Book, a copy of which is yours for the asking.
Where quality, service, and price are factors, you may
depend on us to give complete satisfaction. We have
the most complete line of replacement parts in stock

and feature short wave receivers, transmitters and

ed..° Shut.Off ,

SEND FOR OUR NEW

FREE CATALOG

public address equipment of all types and for all pur-
poses. There will be a great demand this summer for
public address systems. It will be to your advantage
to cash in on this demand now. Our listing of electric
accessories is complete and offers a new source of profit

to the progressive dealer. Order from this page.

Orders are filled the same day received.

RADIO SURPLUS CORPORATION
56 A Vesey Street, New York City
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"RADIO"
IS OUR BALTIMORE

"MIDDLE NAME" -* RADIO
CORPORATION

QUALITY - VALUE - SERVICESEND FOR OUR
NEWEST

FREE CATALOG
AND INSURE GREATER PROFITS

STRATFORD
1,000 Volt Condensers

Highest grade voltage
denser made,
100 % replace-
ment. Indi-
vidual cartons.
Each has flex 602-
ible leads.
Small. Compact.
1 mfd., 50e.
2 mfd., 75c.
4 mfd., $1.00

con -

SANG AMO FILTER
CONDENSER

2 mfd., 1000 colts D.C.
o In metal case.

Part No.
1'568.

Acme B Et C Eliminator
Model E-36

An attractive B and C Eliminator
utilizing the 280 full wave rectifier.
delivering "C" voltage and plus 45,
90 and 180 volts of "B" power.
Equipped with 5 terminals, and
beautifully finished in Bronze Green
Metal Case, compact in size.
Plenty of voltage to operate a power tube in the last
audio stage.

Our Price,

95c

Our Price 56.95

"VALUE PLUS"
Stratford Six Tube
"Tririce." Screen

Gri 41 Midget
Midget in size, gigantic

in performance.
Advanced in design, beau-
tiful in appearance and sure
to win the favor of your
most exacting customers.
More profit in your cash
drawer with this Summer
Sales Booster.
The finest low priced quality Midget Radio on the
market -dynamic speaker and phonograph jack.
Compact trouble proof circuit utilizing three 224
screen grid tubes, 227 audio stage, 295 passer out-
put tube and a 280 full wave rectifier.
A magnificent two-tone cabinet, handsomely finished
In Walnut with Birds Eye Maple overlay, encasing
the all metal chassis -14 % inches wide, height 17
inches overall.
This beautiful and efficient midget set sells on sight!
Dealers should feature it immediately. Build up a
tremendous repeat business with substantial profits.
Order a sample today. Reg. $69.50 list -110 volts,
50-60 cycle A.C.

Our Price 82345 lees tubes
Boost your Summer Sales, Show More Profit.
This set also available in 220 v, A.C. or 110 v. D.C.

Our Price 82405 less tubes

Low Power Current -
Supply Transformer
Three secondaries, will deliver
filament current for two '71A.
or '12A tubes in push-pull and
sufficient "B" and "C" poten-
tial for these tubes.

Ideas for a push-pull stage for any receiver.
Our Price, 95c.

,,seso."°-
A.K.

Replacement
R.C,A. Brunswick Transformer

Catacombs
Six tube panel for am- For all battery sets and
tilifying units. early electric sets.

Price, $5.40 price, $1.45

--

t Ak][41r ][m[cinc1 20% withTERMSorder, bal- 1E1
ante C.O.D., 2% die- 'RADIO CORPORATION,RADIO
count allowed for full
remittance with order 723.725 BROADWAY

11/4...only.

"Wise dealers" the "world over" are dealing themselves a "No
Trump Hand" by investigating our items and prices. Everyone of
the many thousand items that means "Greater Profits." We guar-
antee "Satisfaction," our aim being, to please you and keep you
pleased. Look at these values and order from this page.

LOFTIN-WHITE
Direct Coupled 245
Amplifier for Home ar

Auditorium
Quality amplification hem
a unit of rugged and of
sturdy constructim., the
finest developments that
electrical and mechanical
engineering could I eve
possibly put into it.
Ideal for phonograph or
receiver. Reproduces with enormous volume, main-
taining an ultra superior quality. Tubes employed
are 224 screen grid first audio, 245 power output
tube, and a 280 full wave rectifier.
Completely wired -ready for use -simplicity of con-
nections -beautifully finished in brown lacquer -
power supplied for ar.y tuner -sturdy oversize
parts -no possibility of breakdown, and volume plus,
having an undistorted power output of 1600 milli -
watts. Regular $60.00 list. Our $9.95
special price of

110 volts, 50-60 cycle.
NEW! PENTODE LOFTIN-WHITE
Direct coupled amplifier having an undistorted power
output of 2500 millivvatts and a power sensitivity
four times as great as that of type 45 tube.
Tubes employed are the 224 screen grid first audio,
247 power output tube and a 280 full wave rectifier.
Pentode Model "PZ'', 110 volts, 50-60 cycle.

List price $70.00, our special 512.95

Victor A.B.C. Power
Transformers

As used in Victor sets.
For use with six 26's,
two 45's and one 80; can
also be used for any
Power amplifier using 245.

Price, $2.10
26 Cycles. $3.25

Quam
Magnetic Speaker

Improved in every respect.
Housed in beautiful gold
stipple finished metal cab-
inet, 14x12x5. Repro-
duction is excellent.

Price, $2.25

Super -Powered Combination
Amplifier and
Power Supply

R.C.A. component parts
compose the major por-
tion of this superior
constructed combination

"" amplifier and power
supply.

Transformer coupled first audio stage employing a
227 tube. Second audio stage utilizes a 245 power
output tube, and a 280 full wave rectifier is used to
supply all power including "A and B" power for any
tuner. Terminals are provided for all "A and B"
supply, as well as both input and output to ampll der.
Beautifully housed in a black Japaned metal cabinet
presenting a unique and attractive appearing unit,
being 5x7 % x13 inches.
Model BRC 1, 110 volts, 50-60 $ 50
cycle. A.C. list $70.00, our price, 0'51

Pentode Screen Grid Power Amplifier
Model BRC 3. This model differs from Model BRC
1 in the tubes used and the method of coupling
employed. The 224 screen grid tube is used in
the first stage and is resistance capacity coupled to
the 227 Pentode power output tube. This makes
an ideal television amplifier.

List $90.00, 110 volts, 50-00 516.90
\,..L cycle A.C. Our price

peAK reo
RADIO We

rust tun
Z4 0

R.C.A. Pushpull Input
and Output

A.F. Trim e -
former Assem-
bly for Rad tole
80. 82 and
86; Part 8554.

Price $1.50

Baldwin "Rival Unit"
Can be used for phono-
graph,
automo-
bile or
portable
radios.
Lowest
price
ever
quoted.
Our
Shell

Price - less.

Our Price - Com 50c
plate with Shell...

FARRAND DYMAMIC
D. C. SPEAKER

CHASSIS
12 inch cone. 600 ohm D C.

Resistance.
Ideal for home or auditorium use.

Our Price $4.95

GENUINE! PEAK! R.C.A!
LICENSED!

100% GUARANTEED!
Supreme Quality! Long Life!

Service!
Performance!

To fully assure you that these are high
Quality tubes, we will replace any that are
found defective within ninety (90) days of
date of sale. Each and every tube is

checked on a Weston tube checker before
being shipped, assuring delivery in perfect
condition.

"PUT THEM TO A SERVICE TEST"
Look our list over. They include all the new tubes.
including the new

PENTODE
Tubes List

CX330 1.60
CX531 1.60
CX332 2.30
C347 2.40
C335 2.20
C551 2.70
C324 2.00
C327 1.25
CX345 1.40

and MULTI -MU TUBES
Tubes List

CX380 1.40
CX112-A 2.25
CX300-A 4.00
CX301-A 1.25
CX326 1 .75
CX371-A 2.25
CX371-AC 2.25
CX199 2.50
CVI99 2.75

Our Price

48c
Each

CX350 5.00
CX381 5.00
These tubes are of the highest standard and are sold

on a money back approval basis if not satisfactory.

Our Price $1.25

R. C. A. Victor
Uncased Condensers

Compact moisture proof, impregnated, and packed in
individual cartons. 1000 volts D.C. working voltage.

mfd., .25 ea.-$ 2. 50 doz. 2 mfd., .50 ea. -$5.50 doz.
1 mfd., .35 ea.- 3.60 doz. 4 mfd., .85 ea.- 9.00 doz.

100% replacement guaranteed.

Zenith
Output Transformer

Push Pull
Ideal for
use between
power tube
and
speaker.
Take no
chance on

burning out your speaker.
Our Price 75c.

NEW YORK CITY

CARBON
1 Watt

Resistors
Our Price 75c. doz.

All resistance [glues.

Order From This Page
DEALERS!
SERVICEMEN!
AGENTS!
SET BUILDERS!
Order From This Page
Send for Our Newest

Catalpa
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Quality--Price--Guarantee
FEDERAL TUBES

Not Just a Temporary Offering

1. Quality-Equal in
quality to

the best obtainable at any
price.

280... 1
201A.
227... i

.2.c'""
112A 1

245.. 1, Ac
199X. a'"

120.. .

200A.*
WD11(60

226 / 199V1 . / WD12/

2. Price-Absolutely the
lowest for

232311.75
281
222 1 1.25

171A..
224....

.40

.50
which a quality tube can be 232 210 J. 250.... 1.35
offered.

3. Guarantee -
3 Months

We guarantee to replace
free any tube that does not
give satisfaction.

Pilot Lights
2 5 and 6 volt

$4.75 per 100
$2.75 for 50

No Less than 50
Astartment

235 VARIABLE
247 PENTODE .95
551 VARIABLE

282-SPARTON Type 1 g4
284-SPA RTON Type "'"

401-KE1.LOG Type 1.65

20% With Order; Balance C. 0. D.-2ye Allowed If Remitted In Full.

KUCKER RADIO & ELECTRIC COMPANY
67 Cortlandt St. Dept. R Phone: BAreloy 7-4467 New York, N. Y.

SENSATIONAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
To:-Public Address Specialists and Service Men

R.C.A.-VICTOR Power Amplifiers
Very Useful Amplifier for All Moderate

Address Installations and for
Victor Replacement

Uses: 1-220,

Special
$13.50

each net

Model
No. 245
Amplifier

1-280, 2-24.5

R.C.A.-Victor Power Transformers
No. 60 No. 48

$.95
4" each net

$2.95
4" each net

Very Powerful Amplifier Suitable for
Theatres and All Large Installations

Special

$23."
each net

Model S.P.U. Amplifier
Uses: -1-226, 1-250, 2-981

R.C.A. Photophone Speakers, Very
Powerful Theatre Dynamic, Mounted

on Heavy Metal Baffle

110 V.
D.C.

Special

$9.00
each net

Exciters far Operation on 110 V. A.C.
$P.50 Net Extra

Victor Speaker Matched for
Model 245 Amplifier

Special

$4.25

each net

Powerful Dynamic Model 5

GENERAL ELECTRIC
INDUCTION MOTORS

110 VOLTS A.C.

Without
Turntables

$3.95

each net

TERMS: 25% with order,
balance C.O.D. or S.D.B.L.

Interested Parties attending
R.M.A. Show, Chicago, June

Specify freight or express. 1

7-12 please communicatewith
Albert J. Slap, CongressSend all orders to -119 North 7th Street Philadelphia, Pa. Hotel.

Y -PRODUCTS SURPLUS CORP
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We've
the

Licensed-Dynamic-Screen

BALKITE
Equipped

A full Neutrodyne Set,
two type 245 tubes,
amplifier consists of
Antenna and R.F. transformer
dial-phonograph pick-up
Highboy Walnut Console

with
utilizing

four type
three tuned

completely
jack-single

for

Slashed
Price

Utah
one
227's

Above

RADIO
Dynamic

type 224
and one

stages and
shielded.

dial control.

Chassis

Grid

Speaker
screen grid

type 280-R.F.
tuned detector.

Illuminated

.... $6.50

tube,

net STOCK

..:

..,.
.

UT OUR .50
t

PRICE Net
No. 1045 oillioi,i, with [.-tab D'aiantic Speaker

Apa,:,
:..,:,

.4 I,
- :

New Low
coma

On Guaranteed
Radio

Prices

Tubes

MODEL TRANSITONE
AUTOMOBILE RADIO

,
-- - SINGLE DIAL

-- COMPACT
I Manufactured by one of the .---:.-7:11 STURDY' Foremost Radio Tube Manufac-

Curers.- Due to a special ar- OUT-OF-
ranger/mut we are not permit-
t..(1 to advertise the maker's SIGHT
name. th ii,

,.
226 I 224 1 EASY TO
171A I 227 I-35C INSTALL
201A 3,0c

I 11

0 1r-6
f 245

1

2313
Complete with Speaker and Tubes

280 J 232 i
Transitune is the original .1.110, R.Mio OUR PRICE

247 PENTODE....60c. BH 125 Mil. .....$1.25 --embodying all the new,st adv.tne,- Stock

$34.5°merits fur the O0-4 radio re,,ntron .1110 No. Netaudition. .',1X !Ube,. -Lti;dr, Ilal ,/II- 1075PILOT LIGHTS $3.00 for 50 trot, as easy to over -ate Is til.ktiig COMPLETE SUPPRES-21 and 6 -Volt 5.00 per 100 on the headlights. SION KIT . .$3.75

RCA -VICTOR Replacement Parts A Wonderful Value
RCA Power

Victor 10Y) Mfd.
Con- BATTERY OPERATED RADIO

Transformers
''.'414''' ..b..-'-- denser RECEIVER

Radiola 17-18-33
, t No. :3:310...S3.25 net

ri Block
Stock No. 3410

-...
Radio L\ 14-46-130 Sir .50 Stock No, 1085

No. :3:312...53.75 net .i. Net
1( $495

RCA -1000 Volt Un-
,

Victor Power Net
cased Condensers

mq,,, ,

Transformers
Stock No. 3520 Stock No. 3635

.-, Iti id. 20e *2.25 doz.
1 mfd. 25e. . *1.50 doz.- 'um. 350. . 3.60 dog.
; II, fd. 50e.... 5'.50 doz.

5,... 10
Me Net

Erica,cil in a beautiful 2 -tone walnut cabirket-single con --
trol-automatic volume coin rol-ca binet ,-ize : 1.3x1.1x1.0
inche,, thas,is size: 3\838 inches.

Carborundum
Pig -Tail Resistors BBL

Ex_ ritii,im. 1.'200,, 1.5IM
.!im .!OOO
:1(111 2.500,,, :,.o.

Stock No.
3540

PRICE.
Magnetic
Speakers

IEB)LTRA!
111

1-4V_NsfS
E____-=-----

.h.,
.20,0ou
'35.000
:u10011OUR
-MAIM
50..,,,,

5.,,, ,500 75.000 Stock No. 2775 '',111Ei
700 4.000 100.01LO
75'0 4.400 180.1100 $325s7 50o1) 2511,ollo Per Dozen

1.000 10.0110 500,10M ik,164.!,,,,,,,,
,-,

, _-,
1 l'15 I 5.0n0 2o0.001) AnY

2 31ez. Assortment
:; :\i,:: Permitted

Net ---z '''\''.
!;--,,-- \

=1:s.

I
DIXON RADIO & ELECT! --IC CORP.

I no East ',13rd st.. \r't\ furl: N. A'.

I
Please send Me I ree Of Miami. Our WHOLE-

SALE RADIO l'.vr.ti.m..
i

1

, sT,..,T

TERMS:

Dixon
20'%r with Order;

Radio &
Balance

Electric
C.O.D.

Corp.VON:p
110 East 23rd Street, New York City

, _2.1.12Y
_2_1i__. _ ____ ________________.__.
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LICENSED
BY

LOFTIN-WHITE

CIRCUIT:
This radio receiver emp'oys 2 stages of radio frequency followed by
power detection and IAWTIN-WHITE 245, DIRECT COUPLED AUDIO
AMPLIFICATION. This combination insures Sensitivity, Selectivity,
Full Dynamic 'Volume, Tone and Stability.

CABINET:
Of simple lines, yet graceful and artistic proportions, walnut satin
finished; 13% -in. high. 10 -in. wide and 8 -yin. deep. Shipping
weight, 29 lbs. Beautiful Lyre Speaker Grille. Etched Escutcheon.

CONSTRUCTION:
All parts rigidly mounted on a heavy steel cadmium plated chassis.
Coils and tubes fully shielded. Triple tuning condenser. 10 K. C.
station separation. Two 8 Mfd. Dry Electroly-tic Condensers filter
out every trace of A.C. hum. Oversize Power Transformer delivers
exact voltages to each tube for maximum efficiency and long life.
Drum type dial.

RANGE:
The receiver will operate on local stations without an aerial. With
an aerial it brings in distance galore. You will be amazed at its
remarkable sensitivity and ability to pull in distant stations. There
is nothing "small" about this receiver. It gives all around "big"
performance,

eclei---WeciPturhaser

Radio Retailing,
June, 1931

gait)
THE HIT

OF THE
SEAS ON

7/7/11 I°

A tli

OUR GUARANTEE
Order a sample today. See and hear this won-
derful set in your own store. If you do not agree
with us that it is the best set value on the market
today, you may return the set to us and your money
will be cheerfully refunded. Can any offer be fairerl

CLOSEOUT
PRICE

Equipped with Arcturus 3-224. 1-245 and 1-
280 Tubes $24.25. Terms: 20% with order, ba'-
ance C.O.D. 2% off for full cash.

$ 1 9 85
LESS

TUBES

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY
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Photograph Courtesy of Shannon Radio
Service, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Thousands of Radio dealers and servicemen
everywhere are finding the Service Data in
RADIO BARGAIN NEWS indispensable to
their business. Their letters in our files attest
to this fact. This service is placed at the dis-
posal of our customers because it is our policy
to assist them in every way we can.

If you are not receiving RADIO BARGAIN
NEWS regularly, you are not getting the full
benefit of this FREE service. Your service
department needs these data sheets.

EFREE 1' TOOL BOX)
..._

I For a limited time and while

I

our supply lasts, we will send
one of these sturdy and useful
Tool Kits to any radio dealer or
service man who writes in for
it. Just send 25e. in stamps or
coin to cover postage and the
Tool Kit will be mailed you.
Made of solid %-inch oak, with heavy

I

hinge and snap lock. Cowhide carry -

Just the thing to hold screw driver,

carry-
ing handle. Painted khaki.

hammer, pliers, wrenches, soldering
iron, tape. solder and other heavy tools.

1

149

This Service Man Is Thoroughly
Equipped! - ARE YOU?

SPECIMEN PAGE CONDENSED

rederatedhrchaser SERVICE
CHARTI 1:1.`4)\

Model 635 it 636
,Io4q

55

PART CONNECTED
From I To VALUE

I Cat. No. I Price
Replacement

1st R. F. Cathode Bias
2nd R. F. Cathode Bias
3rd R. F. Cathode Bias
Det. Cathode Bias
1st A. F. Cathode Bias
A. F. Sec. Shunts
Det. Fil. C.T.
2nd P. F. ell. C.T.
Det. Plate

Power Transformers
Output Choke

Filter Block
Front Volume Contro
Rear Volume Control
On -Off Switch
Hi -Lo Switch

lot R.F.Cath ode by pass
2d R. F. Cathode by pass
3d R. F Cathode by pass

RESISTORS
1st R. F. Cathode Ground
2nd R. F. Cathode
3rd R. F. Cathode
Det. Cathode
1st A. F. Cathode
Across both A. F.
Across Det.
Across 2nd A. F.
Voltage Divider

Ground
Ground
Ground
Ground
Transformers
Filaments
Filaments
Phono Pickup Jack

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES

High Voltage I2nd A. F. Plate
MISCELLANEOUS

Across Primary 'Dot. Coil
Antenna ;Ground
Series with one side of line

CONDENSER
let R. F. Cathode ;Ground
2nd R. F. Cathode) Ground
3rd R. F. Cathode Ground

1500 Ohms
1500 Ohms
1500 Ohms

10000 Ohms
1500 Ohms

1 meg
10 Ohms C.T.
20 Ohms C.T

30000 Ohms

10000 Ohms
10000 Ohms
Rotary
Snap

.5 mfd
5 mid.
.5 nild.

4600 450.15
4600 .15
4600 .15
4600 .15
4600 .15
4600 .15
4714 .10
4724 .10
4600 .15

3722 5.50
3718 1.25

3 23 4.95
1208 .70
32.1.0 .65
4122 .25
4104 .25

2781 .25
2781 .25
2781 .25

Eight charts like the above specimen, besides other valuable service
data appear in the June number of RADIO BARGAIN NEWS.

Write for free copy today.

ecITIWeciPurchaser
23 PARK PLACE NEW YORK CITY
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A RADIO CHASSIS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

1>EWAL1>
NEW PENTODE RADIO TRIO

LICENSED UNDER R.C.A. PATENTS

1. PENTODE SUPER -HETERODYNE.
2. PENTODE SUPER -TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY for A. C.

Current.
3. PENTODE SUPER -TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY for D. C.

Current. IN CABINET OR CHASSIS FORM
Write for full particulars and see the new De Wald Trio at

Chicago Radio Trade Show, Booth 107, Exhibition Hot.

PIERCE-AIRO, Inc_ 510 Sixth Ave.
New York City

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE RADIO SETS FOR TEN YEARS

V
ALPHABETICAL INDEX
TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Page

Adler Mfg. Co. 126
All-American Mohawk Corp. 4-5
American Transformer Co. 133
American Weekly 14
Andrea, Inc., F. A. D. 38-39
Arcturus Radio Tube Co. .... 86
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. 90-91
Audiola Radio Co. 96

Belden Mfg. Co.
Black & Decker Mfg. Co.
Brunswick Radio Corp.

Inside Front Cover, 93

125
17

Cardinal Radio Mfg. Co. 131
CeCo Mfg. Co. 21-22
Central Radio Lab. 1:1
Champion Radio Works 104
Clements Mfg. Co. 113
Colonial Radio Corp. 34-35
Consolidated Wire & Assoc.

Corporations 135
Cornish Wire Co. 135
Crosley Radio Corp..

Inside Back Cover
Cunningham. Inc., E. T. 30

DeForest Radio Co. Si

Electrical 511g. Corp.
Ellis Elec. Lab's.
Ergon Elec. Corp.

French :Mfg. Co.. Jesse

Page Page

General Elec. Co., (Radio Div.) 36
General Elec. Supply Corp. ...122
General Motors- Radio Corp. .. 18
General Radio Co. 132
Graybar Electric Co. 79
Grigsby-Grunow Co. 6
Grunow & Assoc.. Wm. C. 128
Gulbransen Company 129-130

Insuline Corp. 124

Jackson -Bell 15
Janette Mfg. Co. 135
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co. 127
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co.118-119
Johnsonburg Radio Corp. 16

Kato Engineering Co. 132
Kelvinator Corp. 8
Kennedy Corp., Colin B. 23
Ken-Rad Corp.. Inc. 82-83
Kesler Solder Co. 134

Lynch Mfg. Co. 133

Maish Bedding Co 1:t:1
Mayo Laboratories 137

National Carbon Co.. Inc. .... 7
National Union Radio Corp.

106-107
Norge Corporation 105

Onan & Sons, D. W.
141 Operadio Mfg. Co.
132
132

13'3
98-99

Patent Elec. Co. 37
Permo Products Corp. 133
Perryman Elec. Co. 92
Philadelphia Storage Battery

Co. 9-12
Pierce-AlrO, Inc. 150
Pilot Radio & Tube Co. 28-29

RCA Radiotron Co.. Inc..
Back Cover

RCA Victor Co.. Inc.
( hatliola Div.) 27

Radio Accessories Co. 1:36
Radio Products Company 131
Readrite Meter Works 108
Rhodes, Inc. M. H. loll
Rola Company- 31-32

Sampson Industries 116
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co 97
Shortwave & Television Corp 11/1
Silver -Marshall Radio Co. 123
Sparks-Withington Co. .Front Cover
Sprague Specialties Company

114-115
Stewart Warner Radio Corp.

84-85, 94-95
Stenode Corp of. America _134
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co 2-3
Sylvania Products Co. ....102-103

Transformer Corp. of America
120-121

Triad Mfg. Co. 112

United Air Cleaner Co. '20
United American Bosch Corp. 24-25
United States Radio & Television

Co. 117
Universal Microphone Co. 136

Thls index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every
care is taken to make It accurate, but Radio Retailing assumes

87 no responsibility for errors or omissions.
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Webster Electric Co 88-89
Wellston Radio Corp. 138
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-111}StEY presents a low Priced
7 -Tube Superheterodyne Pentode
(Pliodgnatron) Radio Receiver

G)he ciVew Croaky SUPER
BUDDY 1301(

16 FEATURES
1. NeW Crosley Superheterodyne Pentode

Circuit
2. Seven Tubes (Six Screen Grid)
3. Five -element Pentode Output Tube
4. Exponential or Variable Mu Radio Fre-

quency Tube
5. Exponential or Variable Mu Intermediate

Frequency 'rube
6. Pliodynatron Oscillator
7. Full Floating Moving Coil Dynamic

Speaker
8. Continuous (Stepless) Static Control
9. Illuminated Angular Vision Ribbon Dial

10. Vernier Drive
11. Continuous (Stepless) Variable Tone Con-

trol
12. Combined Volume Control and On -Off

Switch
13. 'Crodey Tennaboard
19. *Beautiful New One-piece Molded Cabinet
15. Perfect Tone and Powerful Undistorted

Output
16. Priced Complete with 7 Tulles at only

C HOS I.E Feature

COMPLETE WITH
TUBES AND

TENNABOAFLD

Montana,
Wyoming,

olorado, New
Mexico and
West, price
',lightly higher.

INCE its introduction only a few weeks ago The New Crosley SUPER BUDDY
k3 BOY has enjoyed unprecedented success. The radio public is ready. willing and
anxious to accept this radio sensation which can boast of so many outstanding features
(five features exclusive with ('rosley).

The Sl "PER BUDDY BOY incorporates the most recent of all radio developments -
the Five -Element Pentode Output Tube. Its use is equal to two stages of emplification.
The Variable Mu tubes impart a richness and fullness of tone to reception remarkably
free from the customary background noises. The use of a Screen Grid tube as the Plio-
dynatron Oscillator an exclusive Crosley feature - eliminates adjustmi nts that are
necessary with the three -element oscillator used in all other superheterodynes. In spite of
these astonishing features, The St 'PER BUDDY BOY is small in size and can be easily
carried from room to room in the home.

Never has there been a radio receiver that holds the possibilities of big sales and profits as
The SUPER BUDDY BOY. Get in touch with your ('rosley distributor today --- see and
hear this marvelous new receiver.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President Home of "the Nation's Station" - WLW

CINCINNATI
Also manufacturers of the CROSLEY Battery Radio Receivers and the

CROSLEY ROAMIO Radio Receiving Set.
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 Do Set Sales Come Hard?  

try equipping your sets with

RCA Radiotrons
MODERN radio set buyers are "in the

know." They are buying, but they

are insisting as never before that

they get value for their money.
They are looking inside the cabinet

to make sure that well-known,
quality tubes are there. Does this

investigation catch you unpre-
pared? Does it embarrass you? Do

you have to grope for an explanation ?

Have your eistributor deliver your sets

equipped with RCA Radiotrons, and
know the pleasant feeling of being

ready for the most hard -to -please.

RCA Radiotrons, the standard
vacuum tube of the industry, sat-

isfy everybody. No tubes are better

known ; no tubes enjoy a better
reputation for quality performance.
RCA Radiotrons actually help sell sets.

RCA RADIOTRON CO., INC. - HARRISON, N. J.
A Radio Corpuracion of Ameru.a Subsidiary


